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PREFACE ---

The University City Science Center has prepared this report as a 
part of the National Evaluation Program of the National Instit.ute of Law 
.Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Its subject is "traditional preventive patrol," the routine movement of uni
i:ormed officers through defined beats; its purpose is to synthesize and 

i 

€\valuate available knov.'ledge, separating opinion from fact, in an attempt Co 
provid,;. patrol adl1linistr'ators with a firm foundation upon which to bMe their 
decisions regarding the optimal use of patrol resources and to identify critical 
gaps in knowledge which are important to fill. 

This volume presents an analytical model of the traditional preventive 
patrol system and a detailed assessment of knowledge concerning traditional 
patrol practices. In doing so, it builds upon and integrates the information 
presented v.D.thin a preliminary report, Issues in Traditional Preventive Patrol: 
t:. Review of the Literature) with the analysis of information gained during site 
visits to police departments throughout the country and a review of r~levant 
ongoing and completed projects. The assessment itself is presented in five 
discrete chapters addreSSing the subjects of deployment, task assignment, super
\)'isor), practices, modes of transportation, and patrol .officer characteris tics. 
'Ihe concluding chapter reflects up.on the state of knm\1ledge and points toward 
relevant future work which c.ould be productively undertaken to enhance the 
quality of patrol activities throughout the country. 

The information presented in this report was developed from an 
extensive review of available literature on patrol practices and frDm project 
reports setting forth the findings of research and program activities supp.orted 
primarily by the Law Enf.orcement Assistance. Administration and, to a lesser 
degree, by the Police Foundation. In this endeavor the project was assisted by 
the Criminal Justice Reference Service of LEAA, whlch provided a comprehensive 
set of abstracts of the general literature and rese:arch reports generated by 
funding from LEAA; and the Grants Nanagement Inform,ation System of LEAA.) which 
provided complete listings and abstracts of grant awards related to patrol 
practices. 

Information was also developed through direct contact with all LEAA 
regi.onal offices, discussions with State Planning Agency represe:nf:atives, and 
a survey of some 300 polif:e and sheriffs' departments throughout t'he countr;'. 
Finally> site visits were made to 26 police and sheriffs' departments for 
the purpose of reviewing on-going programs ~Thich had come to the attention of 
the project staff and were believed either to be particularly representative .of 
traditional patr.ol practices or to constitue significant or provocative inno
vati.ons in patrol. Extensive telephone conversations were also held with 
representatives of many other departments. 

All of the departments contacted were ~xtremely cooperative and 
helpful. A special thanks is offered to the following depart.meots, ea.ch of 
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which was visited by members of the project staff: 

Alexandria Police Department, Alexandria, Virginia; 

Arlington County Police Department, Arlington County, 
Virginia; 

Boston Police Department, Boston, Massachusetts; 

Cleveland Police Department, Cleveland, Ohio; 

Cleveland Heights Police Department, Cleveland Heights, 
Ohio; 

Denver Police Department, Denver, Colorado; 

Fremont Police Department, Fremont, Ca.lifornia; 

Fort Worth Police Department, Fort Worth, Texas; 

Harrisburg Police Department~ Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; 

Kansas City Police Depariment, Kansas City, Missouri; 

Lakewood Department of Public Safety~ Lakewood, Colorado; 

Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, Los Angeles, 
California; 

Los Angeles Police Department, Los Angeles, California; 

Menlo Park Police Department, ~enlo Park, California; 

t1iami Beach Police Department, Miami Beach, Florida; 

Hultnomah County Department of Public Safety, Hultnomah 
County, Oregon; 

Oakland Police Department, Oakland, California; 

Omaha Police Division, Omaha, Nebraska; 

Orlando Police Department, Orlando, Florida; 

Portland Police Bureau, Portland, Oregon; 

Quincy Police Department, Quincy, Massachusetts; 

Roche:3ter Police Department, Rochester, New York; 

San Diego Police Department, San Diego, California; 

St. Louis Police Department, St. Louis, Missouri; 

( 

ii 
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University City Police Department, University City, 
Missouri; 

Worcester Police Department, Worcester, Massachusetts. 

To all those who cooperated with us in the execution of our work for 
the National Institute, we would like to express our genuine appreciation. We 
are particularly grateful to the members of our advisory board, who, while 
having to respond to the needs of four interrelated projects in the area of 
patrol practices, have provided us with valuable assistance and guidance. They 
are: Sheriff Michael Canlis, Mr. Joseph Lewis, Dr. Elinor Ostrom, Chief James 
Parsons, Chief Rocky Pomerance, ~lr. John Stead, Dr. Victor Strecher, and Mr. 
Eugene Zoglio. In addition, we would like to sincerely thank Dr. Richard 
Barnes, Mr. David Farmer and Mr. William Saulsbury of the. National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, and Mr. Joseph Nay of the Urban 
Institue, whose interest and concern for the project has greatly facilitated 
our work. Needless to say, however, the analysis and conclusions contained 
within this report are those of the project staff alone -- review by others 
does not necessarily mean agreement on every point. Some of the conclusions 
may be quite provocative. If this report, while presenting the project staffs' 
synthesis of knowledge~ also serves to provoke constructive discussion and 
debate and to focus attention upon the critical issues in patrol, then it 
will have made a contribution to the state of the art. 

iii 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE PATROL SYSTEM: 
AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEHORK 

1. Introduction 

Traditional preventive patrol is important. Approximately 60% of the 
sworn law enforcement officers in local and municipal police and sheriffs' 
departments in the United States are assigned to general patrol duties, and 
support of this function consumes a huge percentage of the approximately 
$5 billion projected as the 1975 municipal expenditure for police protection. 
In light of rising crime rates and the heightened public fear of crime, it is 
extremely important that police effectiveness be increased. The preponderant 
amount of police resources consumed by the patrol function means that a major 
burden for increasing effectiveness falls upon the patrol division. 

1 

In the past, increasing effectiveness has meant expanding capabilities, 
most particularly, increasing manpower and improving equipment systems, Hith 
the advent of the fiscal crisis facing the nation's local jurisdictions, a 
crisis exacerbated by the increased competition for scarce resources among all 
agencies of government, the emphasis must shift: rather than increasing the 
size of departments, better use must be made of existing resources. The 
productivity of police patrol operations - the ability to realize equal or 
higher levels of effectiveness without increasing expenditures -- must be 
improved. New and more efficient approaches must be found to provide essential 
patrol services without increasing costs. Careful attention must be paid to 
determining the most effective way to utilize the resources at hand. 

In theory, the patrol division offers the police administrator the 
greatest source of leverage in attempting to improve effectiveness and decrease 
costs, simply because it accounts for the majority of the department's expenditures 
and activities. The activities of the patrol division are many. They include the 
routine movement of uniformed officers on beats, tactical deployment of special
ized units, response to crime and non-crime calls for service, writing reports, 
and testifying in court. Each of these general activities in turn subsumes 
a IDyriad of diverse tasks and Lesponsibilities. Routine movement of uniformed 
officers, for example, may include traffic stops, door checks, providing 
information and directions, reporting broken street lights, watching for stolen 
cars, maintaining order and conducting surveillance to detect and intercept 
crimes in progress. Specialized patrol may j"nclude the deployment of old 
clothes squads, "swat l1 teams, and robbery and burglary units, each with a subject 
or crime specific orientation. Responses to calls for service range from res
cuing animals, to taking reports at the, scene of traffic accidents, to inter
vening in domestic disputes, to providing emergency medical services, to 
intercepting crimes in progress. Finally, report writing entails documenting 
the particular activities undertaken in accordance with departmental and legal 
requirements which IDay vary greatly according to the subject of the report. 
As a result of this diversity, patrol officers are called upon to be both 
generalists and specialists, and patrol divisions must accordingly be organized 
and operated so as to facilitate the provision of the highest possible quality of 
services regardless of the particular task at hand. 

This study of traditional preventive patrol does not address the entire 
range of patrol activities. In one sense, considering the scope of the patrol 
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division's responsibilities, it is extremely limited, focusing only upon 
the routine movement of uniformed officers by vehicle or foot through defined 
.geographic areas. The activities of the patrol officer pass beyond the scope 
of this analysis when the unit arrives at the location to which it was 
dispatched in response to a call for service, or when the officer goes out of 
service to handle a self initiated task. In addition, two permutations of 
the traditional patrol model are explicitly excluded. They are Neighborhood 
Team Policing, the deployment of locally autonomous, organizationally 

2 

distinct teams of officers who provide the full range of police services on a 
neighborhood specific basis;1 and Specialized Patrol, old clothes units, tactical 
squads, and the like. 2 Finally, this report deals only residually with the 
subject of crime analysis, the research and planning activity which provides 
the justification for many of the deployment and task assignment decisions of 
a patrol division. 3 

In an exclusionary sense, the present study is thus limited. In fact, 
it is restricted to an analysis of what the officers do when not responding to 
calls for service. To a degree, this is reflective of the attitude of most 
departments which view traditional preventive patrol as a residual activity. 
On the other hand, the scope of the study is extremely broad for it encompasses 
the myriad of non-response activities, patrol deployment characteristics, 
supervisory procedures, officer characteristics and transportation modes, 
which affect not only the quality of the traditional preventive patrol activity 
per Be, but also the ability of the patrol division to provide the services and 
engage in the aC,tivities which have been excluded from this analysis. 

In defining the traditional preventive patrol system, an attempt has 
been made to d~velop an analytical construct which identifies those factors 
which both affect the quality of patrol operations and are amenable to the 
control of police administrators. ~~1le the level of crime in the United 
States is a function of the general conditions of the society, the operation 
of the entire criminal justice system and the effectiveness of law enforcement 
and patrol activities, police officials have control only over the resources 
of their respective departments. Working only with the resources at hand, 
they may be continually frustrated by the fact that the effectiveness of their 
patrol eEforts is being masked if not overwhelmed by factors beyond their 
control, and by the fact that other activities of the department may themselves 
impact upon the effectiveness of the pa.trol division. This inquiry is explicitly 
oriented towards identifying knowledge about traditional preventive patrol 
which will assist departments in improving their patrol operations. 

The flow chart depicted in Exhibit I presents the analytical definition 
of the patrol system which has been developed for use in this analysis. The 
chart identifies two major input categories: the characteristics of 
patrol officers and the modes of officer transportation; and, three pa.trol 
processes: (1) the deployment process; (2) the supervision process; and 
(3) the task assignment process. These inputs and processes combine in 
turn to define the ability of the patrol division to attain eight intermediate 
objectives, the strategic and tactical objectives of patrol, which include 
a department's desired level of: (1) patrol visibility; (2) predictability of 
officer movement; (3) response time; (4) preventive patrol activity; (5) service 
provision, (6) officer compatibility with the community; (7) officer knowledge 
about the community; and (8) officer misconduct and corruption. The model 
assumes that patrol administrators, on the basis of implicit and explicit 
assumptions, manipulate the resources at hand through the defined processes of 
deployment, supervision and task assignment in'order to achieve the desired 
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intermediate goals, the optimal l~vel of each having been set by the department. 
It is through the attainment of the intermediate objectives that the patrol 
division in turn realizes achievement of the five goals of patrol: deterrence, 
apprehension, service provision, citizen security and satisfaction, and stolen 
goods recovery. The ability of the patrol operation to ach:i.eve a desired 
level of goal attainment is, as has already been noted~ constrained by the 
general social, economic, demographic, political and institutional environment 
in which the division operates. 

In the following sections of this chapter the goals, intermediate 
objectives, processes and inputs of the traditional p~event~ve patrol 
system, and the appropriate measures of objective and goal attainment are 
defined and described. The universe of assumptions linking inputs and 
processes to the attainment of objectives, and the attainment of objectives 
to the realization of goals are also identified. This chapter is followed by 
a description of the "orientation towards knowledge" which has been adopted to 
assist in the review and assessment of knowledge about the discrete inputs 
and processes of patrol. The judgemental assessment of these factors is 
presented in the succeeding chapters. 

II. The Goals of Traditional Preventive Patrol and The Heasurement 
of Patrol Effectiveness 

Traditional preventive patrol is defined as the routine movement of uni
formed officers by vehicle or on foot through delineated geographic areas. Patrol 
generally has five basic goals: (1) deterrence of crime; (2) apprehension of 
criminal offenders; (3) satisfaction of public demands for non-crime related 
services; (4) m~intenance of a sense of community security and confidence in 
the police; and (5) recovery of stolen goods. S There is, essentially, a one
to-one correspondence between the goals of patrol and the over-all goals of 
police departments. The relative priorities of departmental goals and patrol
specific goals are also related. For both the department and its patrol 
division, deterrence and apprehension are of primary importance. Satisfaction 
of demands for non.-crime services ;i.s usually considered to be of somewhat lower 
priority (except in the case of emergencies). The provision of a sense of 
community security and confidence is believed, in large part, to result from 
satisfactory attainment of the first three goals. Finally, the recovery of 
stolen goods, with the possible exception of stolen automobiles, appears to be 
of least importance. 

The discussion that follows deals with each goal separately. 
Included is an examination of: the current state of knowledge regarding the 
contribution of various aspects of patrol to the attainment of goals; the 
measures commonly used to gauge goal achievement; and the difficulties encoun.tered 
in determining patrol effectiveness and performance. The section also contains 
a detailed .schematic sutllIllary of the benefits ,and drawbacks of each means of 
measuring patrol effectiveness. While each goal is considered individually, 
they are, in actuality, heavily interdependent; apprehension has a substantial 
impact on deterrence, community sense of security depends on the level of 
achievement of the other patrol goals, and so on. They are discussed separately 
here to simplify presentation, and because depar.tments regularly emphasize some 
goals over others even though the interrelationships among them are recognized 
as important. The interdependency of goals is displayed in Exhibit VII which 
follows the material on effectiveness measures. which is included among those 
exhibits immediately following this chapter. 
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A. Deterrence 

", { .. " Deterrence and prevention are frequently, and inc:orrectly, linked as 
goals of patrol. Deterrence involves activities which are intended to influence 
the perceptions of potential criminals as to the likelihood of apprehension. 
Prevention is aimed at making criminal activity more difficult regardless 
of the perceived odds of apprehension. Preventive meaSUJ:es do have a deterrent 
effect by making crime more difficult: the time and effort necessarv to 
commit a criminal act increases, thus heightening the offender's sen~e of 
vulnerability. And patrol activities, such as providing advice on security 
measures and personal safety or making arrests which lead to actual incarcer
ation, do contribute to prevention. It should be emphasized, however, 
that the two goals are analytically distinct. As a patrol goal, deterrence 
is much more important than preven~ion. Patr.ol activities are most often 
designed to increase the probability of apprehension, thereby intensifying 
the perceived risks of crime and reducing its incidence; preventive activities 
are most often designed to deny access to specific criminal opportunities. 6 

Deterrence as a goal has provided the major impetus for the extensive 
deployment of a highly visible patrol force. It has generally been assumed 
that the conspicuous use of patrol units projects an image of police prepardness, 
efficiency, and omnipresence that discourages would-be criminals. 7 It ha$ been 
assumed that higher levels of patrol visibility bring about higher levels of 
deterrence. 8 

The assumptions \Y'hich have traditionally related the deployment of a 
highly visible patrol force to deterrence have recently been called into question. 
The results of the Preventive Patrol Experiment conducted in Kansas City indicate 
that changes in the levels of visible routine preventive patrol may have little 
impact on deterrence or on other patrol goals. 9 It has also been argued that 
only certain other types of crime can be deterred by patrol activities. Crimes 
such as homocide, assault, larceny, burglary, and rape are little affected by 
the deterrent aspects of patrol in that they are often committed in private 
places or in secret. 10 In fact, one study suggests that only about 40% 
of known crimes occur in locations where they can be observed by non-participants 
and thus potentially deterred by the police. ll In short, it is suggested that if 
the crime is not observable, it cannot be deterred by patrol. This argument 
can be extended to imply that the deterrent effect of patrol diminishes as the 
amount of time declines that the perpetrator can be perceived to be in the act 
of committing a crime. 

In the interest of improved deterrence capabilities, police departments 
have engaged in operational activities aimed at heightening the visibility of 
patrol and improving the effectiveness and deployment of the individual officer. 
Tactics have included: (1) the use of one-officer cars, motor scooters, 
increased foot patrol, take-home cars, and saturation and split patrol; 
(2) attempts to ma~ch officer characteristics such as race, language, special 
skills, and education with identifiable characteristics of their beats; and 
(3) the use of allocation and deployment models to direct p~trol units to high 
crime locales, randomize patrol presence, and/or minimize response time through
out the city, However, the various allocation models are often based on opposing 
assumptions which are indicative of conflicting opinions regarding the r.elative 
merits of alternative approaches to deterrence. There is also very little 
evideuce concerning how and to what degree officer characteristiGs and modes of 
patrol influence deterrence capabilities. 
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In addition to tactical procedures designed to enhan~e deterrence) 
departments have experimented with various supervisory procedures intended to 
increase the efficiency and insure the integrity of patrol personnel. 12 
These efforts have been based on the assumption that the deterrent effect of 
patrol depends on the quality of individual officer performance and the main
tenance of high standards of officer integrity. They have included the strE~et 
deployment of supervisory personnel, frequent reassignment of patrol officers 
to other beats, and the utilization of a vehicle monitoring system. 

6 

Considerable effort has been expended to increase officer effectiveness 
and the deterrent level of patrol activity through stringent supervisory 
practices, but the experience of the Patrol Emphasis Program in Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio suggests that supervisory concerns may to a certain degree resolve 
themselves if the level of officer deployment reflects the actual or potential 
service demands. By keeping the officers busy while on duty, the demand for 
services is believed to enhance motivation and thus, may overcome some supervisory 
concerns. 

Even though deterrenc:e is considered by many to be the primary obj ective 
of police patrol and substantial resources have been devoted to improving the 
deterrent effect of patrol, there is no direct measure of deterrence available 
to administrators and researchers. There is no way to measure the nurrilier 
of crimes which are not committed due to the operations of routine pre·ven tive 
patrol. This inability to measure deterrence with a reasonable degree of 
certainty may partially explain why to date no significant relationship has yet 
been shown to exist between patrol activities and the deterrence of crime. 13 
Without direct measurement, the relationship between the two must remain an 
inferred one, based largely on assumptions. The measures used by 1al\7 enforcement 
agencies are indirect, and therefore, extremely problematic. 

The techniques currently used by departments to measure the deterrent 
effect of patrol fall into two categories: (1) measures of crime and victimization 
rates; and (2) measures of patrol activity thought to be related to levels of 
deterrence. The following are examples of measures of deterrence: 

changes in the rate 'of reported crime: 
the rate of reported crime is assumed to be 
related to the rate of actual crime so that 
a decrease in the crime rate can be attributed 
to the deterrent effect of patrol operations. 

changes in the rate of victimization by type of crime: 
a decline in victimization rates is thought to be 
positively related to a heightened det&rrent effect 
produced by particula~ patrol activities. 

increases in the level of criminal arrests: 
increased arrest rates are believed to indicate 
heightened patrol effectiveness to the potential 
criminal, and thus convey a greater likelihood of 
possible capture either in the course of or 
follOWing commission of the crime. 
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reduced patrol officer response time: 
it is assumed that the criminal perceives the 
ability of police patrol units to respond quickly 
as an indicator of increased likelihood of appre
hension. 

increases in aggressive actions by police: 
the emphasis here is on activities such as stop 
and frisk or vehicle checks in which the effect of 
routine but careful checking of suspicious persons 
is thought to deter crime. 

equalized proba.bility that a patrol unit will 
appear anywhere in the city at any given time: 
uncertainty about the movement and likelihood of 
appearance of police patrol units is assumed to 
deter criminal activity. 

The first two measures of deterrence (based on changes in reported 

7 

crime rates and on changes in rates of victimization) are believed to be related to 
changes in the actual level of crime; the last five measures are related to 
police activities which are assumed to have a deterrent effect. Both 
types of indirect measurement exhibit notable inadequacies, but only the most 
significant drawbacks will be discussed here: 

(1) Use of reported crime rates is of questionable 
value because the relationship between reported 
crime and actual crime is not clearly understood. 
The percentage of actual crime which is reported 
may depend at least as much on public confidence 
in the police as on the true level of criminal 
activity. 

(2) Police patrol is only one of many factors influencing 
the rate of crime. This factor reduces the utility 
of crime and victimization rates as measures of 
deterrence and makes it difficult, although not 
impossible under experimental conditions, to 
attribute changes in these measures to changes in 
individual patrol operations. 

(3) The use of categories and levels of patrol activity 
as indicators of deterrence is based on the untested 
assumption that these activities do have a definite 
effect on criminal behavior. As a result such 
measurement can tend to be self-justifying and 
circular in what it portrays. In some cases, continued 
and more intensive use of a particular patrol proce
dure may prove to be counter-productive in that it 
may draw limited resources from other operations of 
greater potential. 

In sum, the goal of deterrence is of primary importance to patrol activities, but 
little is known about the relationship between patrol strategies and deterrence 
as at present there are no satisfactory measures for evaluating the effects of 
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patrol on deterrence. Departments throughout the country are ex--pressing 
increasing concern about the problem. Unfortunately, however, further 
analysis will continue to be based on second order, surrogate indicators since 
non-events cannot be measured. Exhibit II summarizes findings regarding the 
merits of cornmon measures of deterrence currently in use. 

B. ~prehension 

8 

The second goal of patrol, apprehen~;ion of criminal offenders, is equal 
in importance to deterrence and closely related to it. When deterrence fails 
to prevent crime, the patrol force is responsible for apprehending the 
offender, and swift, efficient performance of this task is generally assumed to 
contribute to improved levels of deterrence. 

In the context of this report, the definition of apprehension is 
restricted to arrests resulting from: (1) self-initiated actions by uniformed 
patrol officers following detection of a crime in progress or recognition of 
alleged offenders; (2) activities by direct, non-dispatched-;itizen requests to 
officers for service or assistance; and (3) officer response to calls for 
service ,.;rhich result in arrests due to "tactical surprise. "14 

It is commonly assumed that increasing the number of officers on patrol 
will lead to an increase in the number of crimes in progress detected and the 
number of suspects apprehended on the streets. Additionally, deplo)~ent and 
allocation procedures are believed to have an important influence on officer
initiated apprehension capabilities. Policy decisions of this type have 
included: (1) the deployment of either one- or two-officer cars based on 
assessments of the differences in their observational effectiveness and abilities 
in making arrests;15 the utilization of allocation formulas either to 
increase patrol presence in high crime areas or to randomize their distribution 
in the hope of catching offenders off-guard; (3) the use of a variety of modes 
of transportation (e.g., foot, bicycle, helicopter, scooter, motorcycle, 
marked and unmarked cars) based on assumptions regarding their effectiveness 
in dealing with different forms of crime in varying types of }\Jcales; and 
(4) differential assignment of men and women to beats based on assumptions 
regarding the differences in the aggressiveness of male and female officers 
in relation to the demands and characteristics of specific patrol areas. 

In an effort to increase apprehensions which result from citizen
initiated direct contact with officers, departments have attempted to foster 
the ready accessibility of officers to the public by adopting modes of 
transportation to the characteristics of patrol areas and by equiping officers 
with hand-held radios. Foot and scooter patrol are frequently used in business 
districts and other congested areas, and personal radios give officers freedom 
of movement in making contact \~ith citizens. Departments have also been 
concerned with appropriately matching the ethnic, racial, and language skills 
of officers to patrol districts in an effort to increase rapport, respect, and 
cooperation between officers and members of the community they serve. 

Emphasis on apprehension by tactical surprise has led to the use of 
allocation models designed to reduce response time and the use of priority 
screening of calls for those thought to offer the highest probability of 
offender apprehension. 16 
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I::ffECl.'IVENESS MEASURES 

Changes 1n the level and rate of 
reporte,t crime 

Changes in the level and rate of 
vlctlmizatlon by lype of crime 
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(EXII OllT II) 

r1E8s.uRES OF EEEECII.YEMES.SJ_DEIERREtl.CE 

SUPI>OR'rING J\SSUHPTIONS 

The rate tHld level of reported 
crin.e .l.s directly reillteo to the 
actual level of cdme and as deter
rence is II primary ohjective of 
preventive patt:ol. a change in the 
reported level of crIme clln be 
attributed to changes in the 
deterrenL effect of patrol. 

'fhe level !lml rate of actual vic
tlmization (aa determined through 
v!ct.im1.zation surveys) is directly 
relaced to the deterrent effect 
of preventive patrol. 

OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

Preventive patrol! Is only one factOl' 
affecting the rate of crime, the 
level of crime deterrence, and In 
geJH!ral, tlle degree to whIch crime 
can be effecl:ively prevented. As 
the myrlad of socIal, economlc, deRl 
ographlc, and insl:itutional factors 
come Into play and affect the level 
of reported crIme, the lInk between 
preventive patrol and the level of 
reported crIme is Ilt best a tenuous 
one~ 

There .is nO evIdence to relate 
<lJ rectly the level of reported 
crJme to the level of actual crIme. 

The measurement of the deterrent 
effect of patrol neceasltates a 
measurement of the amount of crIme 
whi.ch did not occur. Changes In 
the rate of reported crImes can 
not be conatt:ued sa a Dleasure of 
the degree to whIch eventa dJd not 
happen. It ollly lndicates the 
degree to ",hleh events which did 
happen caD.e to the attentJoll of the 
police. 

The actual level and rate of vic
tl,mizatlon is a function of mn"y 
soc! al, econOlnl,c, demographlc and 
InstHul:ionnl factors of which pre
ventive patrol is only one. As ,'j 

consequence, it 1s not possible to 
differentiate snd determine the 
degree to which preven tiv~ patrol 
pel' He effected chsnges i['l the .ate 
and level. of victimizatIon. 

Measurement of the deterrent effect 
of pstrol necessltates a measure
ment of events 'Which did not occur. 
It l,a not possible to measure. non
events. 
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RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

Thet:e is no demonstrated valIdity 
or relIabIlIty associated with 
the statIstics on reported crime 
,!!"! a measure of the deten:ent 
effect of preventive pat:roL 

As a measure of the deterrent 
effect of patrol, vlctimlzation 
studies may have consIderable rell., 
abllil:y and validIty If It Is pos
sib le to control for the other 
intervening variables. ,\s a conse
quence, vlctJmization studies may 
be of considecable vslue in the 
context of carefully controlled 
experiments designed to determine 
the differential impact of alter
native patrol procedures. It Is 
to be noted also that victimj,'l.atiol 
studies are extrcmcly expensive if 
properly executed and are therefOr< 
impractical as on-goJng measures 
of patrol effectIveness In the 
cgnt;ext of most departments. 
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EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

Changes in the level and rate of 
crlmlnal arresl:s. 

Patrol officer response time. 
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(E)(lIl1IlT IT. continued) 

r1E8SllRELOE EEEECIIYF~lESS: UEIERREriCE 
contI-filled 

SUPPORTING J\SSUMPTIONS 

11: is assumed that. an incr:ease l.n 
arrest rates communicates to t}lI~ 

would-be offender a helghtened 
patrol effect.lveness and a greater 
U,ke11hood of capture. As a cou
sequence J.t is assumed to deter 
crime. An:est. rates are therefore 
indirect measures of the deter:r:ent 
effect of patrol. 

The rapidity (}f response tIme is 
assumed to cou.nunicate to the 
offender IJ likelihood of arrest. 
As a consequence. it is assumed 
that. the lower the response tlme. 
t}le greater the level of deter
rence resulting from patrol. 

OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

The lise of arrest rates assumes 
that the would-he crimlnal ap
proaches the cOlJUnission of a crim
jnal act in a rational lUanner. 
taking into account good lnforma~ 
I:lon on arrest rates of appropriate 
departmen tB. There J.s very little 
basis (or t1ds asslllDpl:ion of ration 
alit-y. 

Arrest rates are a function not 
Just of preventive patrol, but also 
mJnlmally of investigative activity 
As such, they are not indlcatlve of 
tlae deterrent effect of patrol as 
it 1s not possible to assign dif." 
ferent.la l 1 evels of importance to 
each contrlbuting factor. 

The link between acrestrates and 
deterrence level is an untelited 
aSlilimptlon. and is self-servl,ng to 
the department. 

Arrest: rates do not: I'rov:1de a 
measurement of events tllat did not: 
occur. 

'fhe use of response time assumes 
that the would-be cr1.mlnal ap
proaches the COlnm1ssion of a crim
inal act in a ral:1.ooal manner, 
taking tnt() account good infol:llla
t1.on 011 the response capability of 
the police. There is litl:le basis 
Eor this assumpt:ion of rationality. 

Wlth regard to most tyres of. crime, 
il: is the probability of detection 
dux:ing the crimInal act aild not: the 
rate of x:esponse "'hich ;is l1.kely to 
affect the crimJnal's detenIdnation 
of hIs vulnex:abi:!'ity to arrest. 

Response time as a measux:e of de~ 
tex:rence is an untested. self-ser
ving measure ",htch liSBurne/> a rela
tionship which has not been delllonstx:ated. 

" l' 1 

-
, RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

There 1s no demonstrated vaiidity 
or t;eliahility associated with 
changes in the level and rate of 
arreflts as a measure of the 
deterrent effect of pceventive 
pstrol. 

There Is no demonstrated validity 
or relJab1lJ.ty associated with 
changes in the rate of response 
time Dnd the deterrent effect of 
preventive patrol. 
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EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

The level of patrol visibility and 
the level of aggressive patrol tac
tics (emphasia on such actlvities 
39 stop-3nd-f~isk and vehicle 
checks). 
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(~XllfBIT II continued) 

I'1EASllRES~ OF ~Ff£CIl VENESS: DEIERRElliI 
'qn tinued 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS 

A highly visible patrol force and/ 
or the careful checking of "aus
picious" :indivIduals communicate 
an increased level of polIce 
presence and activity suggestive 
of a heightened likelihood of 
capture. Aa B consequence, it 
increases the level of deterrence. 

OPPOS;tNG ASSUMp·rIONS 

The evidence IInk:lng the level of 
patrol visihility to the level of 
deterrence is fragmcntary and 
contradictory _ 

Patrol vislbility and the projected 
sense of officer presence is rele
vant only to the deterrence of 
detectable crimes. if relevant 
at all. 

The level of patrol and of aggress
ive activity as a measure of deter
ence is a self-serving justifica
tion of a status quo orientation 
to patrol. 
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:RELIABILITY AND VAT.IDITY 

The evidence linking the level of 
patrol visibility to the deter
rent effect of patrol is spotty, 
and as such there is little 
demonst~ated validity and rel:ia
bility associated with its use as 
8 measure of effectiveness. With 
regard to aggressive patrol acti
vity. however, limited evidence 
suggests that aggre~sive patrol 
tactics (e.g., use of field in
terrogation) may have an effect 
on the level of suppressible 
crime. As a measure of effec
t:lveness. the use of stati.stics 
on aggressive actlvlties re
quires first that substantial 
efforts be made to calibrate its 
relationship wJ.th changcEl in 
crime rates_ 
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The effectiveness of patrol in terms of apprehension can be judged 
by two measures - one direct and the other :indirect. These are: 

changes in the number of arrests: (by type of 
situation and crime) made by uniformed officers 
as a function of the quality of arrest and the 
clearance rate. 

changes in response time of patrol units: 
(response to "priority" calls for service). 

12 

The first measure, change in the number of arrests, should not be 
treated as an absolute number al tl10ugh it commonly is. It requires qualification 
to determine the quality of arrest so that only procedurally correct arrests 
of offenders are counted. The most prominently proposed qualification is the 
number of arrests which survive initial screening as a proportion of the total 
number of arrests under consideration. The Lise of the "first sc:r:eening" 
distinction is suggested as it minimizes the impact of pr,osecutorial and 
court discretion on the final disposition of cases. This method constitutes 
an attempt to determine whether or not the officer acted reasonably in mBking 
the arrest. Qualifying the number of arrests on the basis of case outcomes 
further along in the judiciary process may significantly underestimate the 
apprehension effectiveness of patrol operations; however, it may also be 
argued that not to qualify the statistics on the basis of final outcome may 
render the appre11ension statistic a self-serving measure ~lhich can possibly 
present an inflated appearance of patrol effectiveness. 

It is also necessary to qualify arrest data with regard to levels of 
crime. Crime clearance rates, for example, are the percentage of reported 
crimes accounted for by the nutnber of arrests made by patrol officers. The 
total number of apprehensions is related to the level of crime in order 
to make a judgement regarding patrol effectiveness. Unless the rate of 
crime is kno\\1U to be increasing or decreasing, it is impossible to interpret 
changes in the rate of apprehension. For example, if the level of apprehension 
rises·, is it because there is a significantly higher level of crime, or is it 
because the patrol force is more effective in solving a constant or smaller number 
of victimizations? The difficulty in monitoring victimization rates Closely and 
the problems involved in interpreting rat~s of reported crimes (as discussed above) 
also limit interpretation of data on the number of apprehensions achieved by 
departments. 

The use of response time as an indirect measure of apprehension is based 
on a limited body of empirical evidence of somewhat questionable validity which 
indicates that reductions in response time can have a considerable impact on 
apprehension rates. 17 It has been reported, in one example, that a reduction 
in response time from 14 minutes to one minute can lead to a 62% increase in 
the rate of apprehension resulting from calls for service. 18 Based on findings 
of this nature, the use of response time, in and of itself, is becoming 
increasingly cornman as a measure of the apprehension effectiveness of patrol. 
However, \o,l hi1e a relationship between response tim\~ and apprehension rates 
may exist, its use as a measure of goal attainment can he self-serving and 
deceptive. It shares this problem .. dth most indirect measures of effectiveness. 

In the near future more information should be available otl the rela tion
ship of response time to patrol objectives. Th~ Kansas City Police Department 
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is currently conducting a large-scale study of the question. Whilla it is 
unwise to speCUlate prematurely about the results of research, preliminary 
and very tentatiVe findings in the Kansas City study suggest that depart
ments would do well to hold in abeyance judgements of effectivenesa 
which are based on response time as a principal measure. 19 

In sum, while apprehension of crimina1 offenders is a primary 
goal of patrol operations, litt:le is knov.TI1 about the relationship between 
patrol strategies and apprehension, and no satisfactory measures exist for 
evaluating the effect of patrol tactics on the rate of apprehension. 

Exhibit III summarizes findings regarding the merits of common 
measures of apprehension currently in use. 

C. Provision of Non-Crime Related Services 

13 

The fourth objective of traditional preventive patrol, provision of 
non-crime related services, involves activities such as: emergency ambulance 
and rescue service, intervention and assistance in minor domestic matters, 
license inspections, reporting needed repair of public property and utilities, 
and providing services such as taking reports for insurance purposes;. The 
range of non-crime services "routinely" performed by uniformed patrol officers 
is indicated by a recent inventory which included over 3 ,000 differ(~nt 
activities. 20 

Performance of non-crime related services has fallen to the police 
due to the general abstention of other governmental agencies, the tendency 
of citizens to call the police when unable to think of where else to turn, 
and the fact that the police are often the only available source of help. 
In the main, the police have accepted these non-crime tasks because their 
provision does not seem to undermine the effectiveness of patrol and can 
even be viewed as contributing to it, and because they perceived themselves 
to have little or no choice in the matter. Performance of these services 
was felt to enhance community satisfaction "lith police ,vork, improv(~ rapport 
between citizens and officers, and build a "constituency" for the police 
among the public at large. In addition, it is argued that the poli(~e should 
continue to provide these services since their basic capabilities and 
infrastructure allow them to do so more economically and efficiently than 
other governmental agencies. 2l 

Non-crime related services have been provided in the pa.st w'ithout 
hesitation by the police, but continuation of these services has recently come 
into question. As crime and fear of crime increase, provision of non-crime 
services has come to be seen as detracting significantly from the availability 
of patrol ~nits for preventive patrol and response to calls for crime-related 
services.2~ The problem is of substantial magnitude: it has been estimated 
that the provision of non-crime related services combined with the pl=rformance 
of traffic duties and the policing of minor misdemeanors consumes from 
approximately two-thirds to three-fourths of the uniformed patrol officer's 
time. 23 It has been argued that this time could be more effectivel); spent 
on activities related to crime deterrence and criminal apprehension. L,4 

In essence, the argument against police provision of these services 

./ 
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El"~:rvumss MF.A.<;URES 

Changes in the number of arrests 
by uniformed offi.cers by type of 
crime. 

The number of arresto by unifonned 
offlcers by type of crime divided 
by the !lumber of reported crlrues. 

The clearance rate: the percent
age of the reported crJmea ac
counted for by the number of 
orrests made by type of crime. 

(EXJUfl IT III) 

t1EASURES OF EfFECTIYENESS: APPREHENSION 

StlPI?(wrm<; 1\SS~NP'l'JmS OPPOSING )ISSIM7.I'lCNf> 

Aggregate onnual comparisons of 
arrest rates indicate changes in the 
effectiveness of the pstrol function 

Arrest rates alone, when there is 
no attempt to control for changes 
ill the level of victi.mizatlon or 
quollty ot the arreat aa::e not 
indIcative ot.effectiveness. In
creases in the number of arrests 

Th:Ls ratJo of arrests: level of 
crime activity controls for changes 
In the crime a::ate lind yields a 
measure of performance wldcn is 
reluted to the level of cd.me. 

This meosure reflects the filet that 
tl1f~ slime indlvtdual may he respon
sible for t:he cOlnnd sBion of more 
thon one crime. By computIng the 
clearance rate achIeved by the 
department, the aa::resta arc revJew
ed ... ith regnrd to the number of re
ported crimes and the result iB a 
more accurate reflection of the 
apprehension effectiveness of the 
depsrtment. 

8S a measure of effectiveness may 
maok either a commensurate increase 
in ca:: lme or a decline in arrest 
quo11ty. In addition. it providea 
motIvation for maklng arrests "'ith 
mlnJJnsl grOllnds for so dolng. 

l11e number of rcpoa::tell crimes is 
lin insufE·j cient control as the. 
relationship between the level of 
reported crime. and the level of 
actual victimizatlon is not knot.ltl. 
As a reault. it Is not possible to 
interpret the ataU.stic liS it re
lates to the effect:f.vene&.s of pat
roL In add1.tion. wIthout control
lIng for lIrrest quality, a I~otiva
tlon is provided to the department 
for lnllklng arrests ,,1.th minImal 
ga::ounds. 

The cOluputat1.on of clearance rates 
on el,e baBis of reported cdme ne
glects the fact that the level of 
reported crime iallot reflective of 
the level of actual r.rime willch 
only victim1zation sl.hveys can 
yleld. 

t The UBe of clearance rates. ",ithout 
control11ng for tIle quality of the 
arrest and of the subsequent: 
charges brought, can he self serv-
1.n& to the department. motivating 
the depai~tment to attribute unsol
ved crilnes to "available" sUBpects. 

IlL 

R8LIJ\BILITY l\NO VlI.LIDrl'Y 

When .:eported in ahsnlute terms. 
changes in arreat rates lack 
reliabil:Lty and validity as 
measures of apprehenSion 
effectlveness. 

The ratlo arrests 
reported crimes 

lacks relL'Ibillty and vaU.dlty 
as a measure of apprehension 
effecttvellsss du~ to the fact 
that the number of reported 
crimes may not reflect the 
number of actual crimes. 

Due to the problems inherent ln 
tlle lltll1zation of reported crioe 
rates and the failure to control 
for the qualiry of the arre.Bt. 
thiB measure has no demonstrated 
reliability or validity as a 
measure of the apprehension ef
fectiveness of the department. 
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EFFECTIVENESS MEAsunES 

A modified clearanc~ ~~!=~. I;he 
percentage of actual victImizat:ion. 
account:ed fer by the number of 
arrests made by type of crime. 

i.e .• Arrests 
Percen~ Victimization 

The percentage of victimizatIons 
accounted for by the arrests which 
survive the "first screening." 
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(EXIIlIHT III continued) 

FECIIVE~SSi APPREHENSION l1EASUBES OE EE continue 

~I)PPOR'l'ING ASSUMP'rIONS 

TId.s ratio provides an accurate 
measure of apprehension effective
ness as i.t reflects the percentage 
of active crimes accounted for by 
the arrests. 

This ratio controls both for the 
qUl1lity of the arrest Bnd for the 
level of vi cti,"izatJon. The use 
of "first screenJng" as the control 
for arrest quality is the best pos
sible as It minimizes: 1) The 
degree to which unfounded arrests 
will affect the stati.stics. and 
2) The degree to widch non-crime 
related concerns of the prosecutor
ial and court processes themselves 
affect the statistics. 

Ol?POSDiC; I\SSUMPTIO~S 

This ratio neglects the need to 
control for the quality of the ar
rests and may create motivation to 
either arrest vitI. minimal grounds 
'or to attri.bute otherwise unsolved 
crimes to those srrested. 

... 

~!~P~13!~I!Y ~~D VALIDI'rY 

'While taking into account the 
1 actual number of victimizations. 
this mi<asure does not take into 
account the quality of arrests 
and therefore lacks reliability 
an.:! validity as a measure of 
effectiveness. 

This ratio at present seems to 
be the best available measure 
of apprehension effectiveness. 
It is to ~e noted. however. . 

: that vIctimiZation studies are 
jcxtremely expensive and may 
,therefore be Jmpractical for most 
fdepartments. 
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maintains that they interfere with the effective achievement of more 
important goals of traditional preventive patrol, and as a result, may indirectly 
lower the level of community satisfaction with police performance. 25 It 
has been suggested that the performance of some, of these services, f)uch as 
traffic control and reporting of public utility outages, does not require the 
expertise of patrol officers and could be handled as well by non-sworn 
personnel, and that other non-crime activities, such as license inspection 
and resolution of minor domestic problems could be achieved more effectively and 
appropriately by other governmental agencies. 

Proponents of curtailing police provision of non-crime related services, 
traffic functions, and the handling of minor misdemeanors do not disavow 
the importance of these functions per Be" but rather, offer alternative means 
of handling the work. Proposed changes include: (1) referral of certain 
types of salls for service to other agenciesj26 (2) creation of new 
agencies 2 / or divisions 28 to handle some tasks currently performed by 
patrol officers; (3) increased use of citizen auxiliaries 29 and non-sworn 
personnel;30 and (4) establishment of systems to dispatch officers on a 
priority basis to calls for service. 

IVhile non-crime related calls for service have a substantial 
impact on the allocation of patrol resources, departments do not seem to 
adapt the strategies and tactics of patrol operations to them. 31 Rather, 
they work the proviSion of these services around the performance of other tasks, 
increasing the manpower allocated to districts in which the non-crime related 
service load is particularly hea\ry. Consideration of non-crime services 
is important in the context of the present report because of its potential 
impact upon the availability of manpower and equipment for crime-related 
routine patrol. However, since there is no empirically grounded research 
which quantifies the 'i'elationship between the number of officers deployed on 
crime-related patrol and levels of deterrence and apprehension, the extent and 
nature of loss due to non-crime services is unknown. In the jargon of 
economics, we do not know the marginal utility of the extra patrol officer. 

Finally, the measures of effectiveness used to evaluate the con
tribution of patrol to the satisfaction of this goal are: 

activity counts: showing the number of 
non-crime related services provided, often as 
a percentage of the number of requests received 
for assistance. 

changes in the number and content of citizen 
complaints: concerning the failure to 
provide such services satisfactorily, if at 
all; and 

information from survey data: concerning the 
general quality of service provision and the 
satisfaction of the recipient with the 
performance of the police officer. 

Exhibit IV summarizes findings regarding the merits of common measures 
of non-crime related service provision to the public. 
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f1EJ1Sl1BE~EEEEDJYEfjE.SS-L£.Rll'LlSlill:lJ1E1Qtl::ffill'1LBE1JllID SEB'tICES 

~~FFEC'l'IV£NESS MEASURES SUPPOIVrING ASSUMPTIONS 

Act!vJ,ty counts (typically 8S a r>e~1 The degree to whlch all calls for 
ccot3ge of the nun.her of calls for auch servJ,ccs are responded to 
service rccclved), indicates the effectiveness of the 

police in providing sllch services. 

AttltudJnal survey daca of t:he 
gcneral pop"10tJolI and of indivId
uals who have hatl lion-crime related 
oervlce encounters wl_ch the police. 

Police scaclstlt:s -.:cportlng sllch 
thlngs as the number and content 
of comlllimentary or cd tlcal cor~ 
respondence received from the 
public. 

Survey research utl1izing appro
priate scaling technLques i'£ovldes 
a direct measure of c:itizen sat:ls
faction with police services. 

Correspondence received by the 
department is indicative of the 
general effet:t:iveness wJth which 
BI.Jch servlces are i'erformed. 

OPPOSING J\SSUMP~rIONS 

Tilts does oot reflect the quality 
of response, only the fact of 
response. 

This measure does lIot control for 
the possibility that calls for 
service a{"e not beIng made because 
of c:1.tizen perceptions that the 
response will be inadequate. 

WhL~e y_lcldlng a measure of the 
number of people satisfied ~lth 
the provj.slon of services, and a 
measOire of their reliance "pan 
the police for samc, it is ex
t[,eDlcly dIfficult to measure 
intensity of feeling. 

Clcizens that communicate directly 
-with the police are not necesaar-
11y representative of the general 
population. In addition, there 
is no way of guaranteelng the 
integrity of the data base. 

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

A measure which !las high re1ial> 11ity 
and val:ldity if and only if it: can 
be (.upplemented with community 
attitude surveys measuring citizen 
satisfactIon with services provided. 

A reliable and valid measure of the 
effectiveness of performance of non
crime related services, particularl 
when reflected upon In the 1ighc of 
data on the percent of calls for 
aervice responded to. 

There is no demonstrated reliabil
lty or validlty justifying the use 
of corresponJence as a measure of 
effective service provision. 
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D. Prl)vision of a Sense of Community Security and Satisfaction with 
the Police 

The fourth goal of traditional preventive patrol, the prOV1S10n of a 
sense of security to the community and the gener,stion of a sense of community 
satisfaction with the police, is usually considered to be some~i'hat subsidiary 
to the preceding goals. Positive community attitudes toward the police are 
recognized to be related to the goals of deterreDce aDd apprehension. It is 
normally assumed that effective attainment of deterrence, apprehension; and 
non-crime service provision will result in high levels of perceived community 
security and satisfaction with police activities; however, some operational 
tactics are assumed to contribute more to the attainment of this goal than 
others. It is, fo): example, commonly believed to be influenced by the 
level of police corruption, demeanor of patrol officers, and officer char
acteristics such as race, language skills, and sex. Generally, though, 
deterrence and apprehension by patrol operations are also assumed to serve 
the goal of citizen satisfaction and sense of security. 
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While the impact "'hich varying levels ()f visibility, aggressive 
patrol, and the utilitation of women have on community attitudes has been 3? 
studied to a limited extent, the other assumed relationships remain untested. ~ 

Surveys of citizen attitudes toward the police have been conducted) but only a 
few studies have attempted to relate survey results on a before and after 
basis to specific changes in patrol operations. 

The measures which have been used to determine the impact of patrol 
upon the level of community security and satisfaction have, to a degree 
already been suggested. They include: 

attitudinal data collected: from general popu
lation surveys and surveys of c.itizens who have 
held encounters "lith the police. 

attitudinal data inferred: from citizen complaints 
about the police, structured observations of police
citizen encounters, and officer response times. 

Survey research provides a direct measure of citizen attitudes toward 
the police; however, surveys offer little inforroation regarding the intensity 
of those attitudes. ~~ile in principle it is possible to use surveys to 
determine the impact of changes in patrol techniques upon the attitudes and 
feelings of the public, these measures have seldom been employed properly 
for this purpose. Acc.urate information on this relationship requires testing 
of attitudes prior to any change in techniques and subsequent retesting 
at an appropriate time after the change. The Kansas City Preventive Patrol 
Experiment, the Women in Policing Study, and the San Diego Field Interroga.tion 
Experiment employed these ste.ps correctly, but there are still questions 
which c~n be raised concerning the quality of the first two of these surveys 
per se. 3 As a result of the limited number of before and a.fter surveys; rather 
little is known about the relationship between patrol ta.ctics and citizen 
attitudes. 

The second type of attitudinal data, those inferred from compla:i.nts, 
structured observations and response times, are generated on the basis of assumed 
relationships. The number and tone of complaints received against patrol 
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officers is often used as an indicator of attitudinal diRpositions. The 
problem in using this measure is that the number of complaints re.ceived can 
be influenced by both departmental procedures and by factors outside the 
control of the police, varticularly media coverage. In addition, there is 
no basis for assuming that th8 complaints received have come from a repre
sentative sample of the population. Similar problems are faced in the use 
of structured observations of police-citizen encounters: it is at best 
immensely difficult to insure that observed encounters constitute a repre
sentative sample of all police-citizen contacts. One can never be certain 
ho,,1 the presence of an observer might affect the number, type, and quality of 
observed interactions, and characterization of attitudes on the basis 
of observation is not a completely satisfactory proc.edure. \I1hile complaints 
and observation may point to specific concerns which should be addressed in 
attitudinal surveys, neither can be properly used as grounds for making 
general statements about public attitudes as a whole. 

Finally, the use of response times as an indication of attitudes 
assumes that a community's sense of security is dependent on perceptions 
of the ability of the police to respond quickly to calls for service. 
l>,1bile there is some eviden~e that response time is an important determinant 
of satisfaction with~police services,34 the relationship is not sufficiently 
well established to allow attitudes to be inferred from response time. 
Indeed, given the many dimensions contributing to the public's sense of 
security and feelings toward the police, it is doubtful whether indirect 
measures of attitudes, either.. individually or in combina.tion, can ever be 
adequate. 
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In short I While measures of community attitudes exist, they have not 
been adequately used to test the impact of tactical changes on levels of citizen 
satisfaction and felt security. As a re~ult, most of the reported relation
ships are based on uncertain assumptions. 

Exhibit V summarizes findings regarding the merits of common 
measures of citizen security and satisfaction currently in use. 

E. Recovery of Stolen Good~ 

The fifth goal of patrol is the recovery of stolen goods. This goal 
receives rather limited at tentiol,: except for the recovery of stolen Gars I 
satisfaction of tbe goal appears to be most often achieved only incidentally 
to the realization of other goals. The location and recovery of stolen goods 
is primarily the concern of investigat~ve personnel rather than patrol 
officers. The search for stolen automobiles, however, is a normal and 
frequently emphasized part of a patrol officer's routine. Tactical considerations 
in the performance of this function include an emphasis on traffic stops and 
spot checks, the use of special look-out sheets, and the deployment of t~vo
officer cars for reasons of safety. The recovery of stolen goods as a goal 
loses much of its significance unless goods can be rptu~Ded promptly to their 
rightful owners. Legal evidence requirements appear to have hindered police 
efforts to meet this objective. 

Neasuremen t of effectiveness in achieving the above obj ec tive is 
based on: 
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(EXllllHT V) 

f1EAS.URE.S.J1UffEru.YI~ ES.s_;~QYj.s.LQtLDEJ:illJr:1U.tilILSITURIIT1lrW_S~llSE8ill1lN W I III IliEYJlUrr 

k:FFEC'l')NBNESS MEASURES 

Attitudinal liurvey data of the 
general populal:ion and of citizens 
'Who have had encounters witl. the 
(lolice 

Attitudlnal data developed through 
structured observation. 

Officer response tlme. 

SUPPOR'rING ASSUMPTIONS 

Survey r:esearch, utilizing apl'l:O
[>I:iate scaling techni'lues. prov.ldes 
R direct measure of tIle nllmber of 
people in the commun1ty who feel 
secur:e'llnd/or are satisfied wltll 

• the services provJded by the police. 

Sccuctured observations conducted 
by tralnec1 observers carefully 
recording data can yieldrel:i,able 
and valld information concernIng 
the attitudes of citizens. 

Tlie attitude of the cltizenry 
towards the police and the sense 
of felt seeudty is affected 
greatly by the rapldity with which 
offlcers respond to calls for 
service. 

OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

WhUe y:1elding a rueasure of the 
numher of in<ilvlduals who feel 
secure andior are satisfied with 
police serv1.ces, 1t :l.s extremely 
dlfEicult to measure Intensity 
of f.eelings . 

On the basts of n chance encollnter 
it is not posslble to lnfer. the 
bas:!.c attItudes of the citt7.enry, 
even the ones of the moment. 

There Is no way of controlling for 
the effect whIch the ohserver has 
upon the i.ndlvlduals party to the 
actual encounter. 

Ther.e 1s no way of guaranteeIng 
the randomness of the encounters. 
If it ts possible to genemlJze at 
all, it Js only to the populatJoll 
havIng encoulltera wIth the police, 
and nOI: to the general population., 

OffIcer response time 1.s a self 
serving measure. The evfdence 
support lng the Ilnk between 
response t:lme snd attitude is COn
flicting,ond of questionable 
valId /.ty and reliability. 

I<ET~I1\DILITY AND VALIDITY 

A relJ able and valid measure of the 
number of people who are Batiaf:led 
with pollce »ervices and/or who 
feel secure with1.n the community. 

There ls no demonstrated rel1.ab:llll) 
or valIdity justify:lp/', the usc of 
structured observation to measure 
the sttltudes of the c:l.t:lzenry with 
regard to pollce performance or 
sense of community secllr:!,ty. 

An indirect, inferen!::l.al measure 
which has no demonstrated reliabll
:lty or valIdity. 
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(EXIiInIT v continued) 
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ME~LlliEUl'iEtu:~PROVISION OF CQr1~!lNqY SECURITUf:liLS8IISEACTLQttWillillE POLICE 
aon·t1-nue 

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

Police statistlcs J:cportlng such 
things as the nllmbee of letters 
received either. complimentary to 
or critical of the police. 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS 

The con:espondence received by the 
police rlepartrnent is indlcat:l.ve of 
tlle general tone and feeling of 
the conununity. 

OPPOSING l\SSUMP'rrONS 

Citizens that cOilUlluoicate directly 
with the police are not necessar
ily representative of the geneJ:sl 
population. In addJti.on. there is 
no way of guaranteeing the integ
rJ ty of tbe data base. 

RELIABILITY AND Vl\LIDI'l'Y 

There is no demonstrated reliabiUt 
or valtdi.ty justify.1.ng the use of 
correspondence received aa a 
measur.e of community attitudes. 
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value of goods recovered. 

aggregate amount of goods recovered: 
as a percentage of the aggregate amount 
reported stolen. 

speed with which recovered goods are 
returned to o'V,111ers. 

The first two indicators are both direct measures. However, since neither is 
related to the total amount of stolen goods, but at best only to the reported 
amount, changes in the value or quantity of recovered goods may indicate 
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either increased patrol effectiveness or possibly decreased effectiveness if 
the value or quantity of property stolen has also increased. The prompt return 
of recovered property is an important goal, but is not ordinarily the 
responsibility of patrol officers. 

Exhibit VI summarizes findings regarding the merits of common measures 
of stolen goods recovery currently in use. 

As indicated earlier, the goals of patrol are themselves intricately 
related to one another. The tactics and strategies directed at the realization 
of anyone goal may either reinfor'ce or interfere \o,'ith efforts to attain 
others. The nature and direction of the interrelationships among goals are 
displayed in summary form in Exhibit The relationships are expressed in 
terms of assumptions which are \o,Tide.ly held by researchers and professionals. 
The lower left of the cross-support matrix displays aspects of goal inter
ference; the upper right represents goal reinforcement. (This exhibit is included 
among those immediately following this chapter.) 

III. Strategic and Tactical Objectives: The Intermediate Goals 
of Traditional Preventive Patrol 

As discussed previously, traditional preventive patrol is only one set 
of activities affecting the level of goal attainment: realization of the five 
primary goals is also a function of: (1) the other activities of the patrol 
division (e.g., specialized patrol); (2) the activities of other divisions of 
the department; and (3) the social, economic, demographic, institutional, and 
political milieu in which the department is operating. As a consequence, 
traditional preventive patrol can have only a limited impact upon the level of 
goal attainment accomplished by the department. Analytically,~the impact of 
tracitional patrol upon goal realization can, as depicted in Exhibi~ I, be 
vie...,e,d as a function of the attainment of eight interrelated, intermediate, 
strategic and tactical objectives. They are the desired level of: (1) patrol 
visibility; (2) predictability of patrol unit movement; (3) patrol unit 
response time; (4) preventive patrol activity; (5) service provision; 
(6) officer compatibility \o.'ith the community patrolled; (7'5 officer knowledge 
about the community; and (8) officer misconduct and corruption. Unlike the 
five goals of patrol, it is believed that the attainment of these intermediate 
objectives can be realized through manipulation of the resources of a department. 

~~~, .~ ........................................................ ~~ ............ ~ ...................................................................... ------------------
~~ 
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EITECl'lvrnES.S ""ASURF,S 

Value of goods recovered. 

Vallie of goods recovered as II 

percent of the value of goods 
stQlen, 

Number of items recovered and re
tllmed promptly to tneir rightful 
o>IUers as a percent of the number 
of items stolen. 

(EXlllIHT VI) 

SUPPORl'JNG ",c:.<:;{...wrIN.~<; 

Dl1:ectly IDcasures the amount of 
goods recovered. 

In relatIng value stolen to value 
recovered, tld.s is a. true reflec
tlon of the recovery-effectJveness 
of the police. 

A true reflection Qf the effec
tiveness of recovery and retu~, 

OI?I?OSING 1ISSlINP'l'ImS 

While typically reported, 1t :is 
seldom i.[ ever related to tll!! value 
of goods stolen and as such <loen 
not provlde a meausure of effec
tIveness. 

The value of goods recovered is not 
necessarUy related to the numher 
of ltems stolen. As such, R high 
value Tecovery may mask the fact 
tlHlt JIIost goods stolen are not 
recovered. The obverse also 
appHes. 

The goal is not merely to recover 
stolen property. but rather to in 
turn 1,ave it restored promptly to 
its rlghtful o",ner. 

The meaSllre does not reflect the 
return of goods. 

The value of good!! recovered 18 
not necessarily a reflection of the 
number of items tltolen. 

The value of goods stolen 6S ltnovn 
to the Follce only reflects 106s 
in reported crimes "'hJch can not 
be aSBumed reflective of totsl loss 

The measure does not indicate the 
degr.ee to lJhicl1 goods are promptly 
res(ol:'ed to the:!.r rightful o\.'Ocr.s. 

This measure does not reflect a 
concern for the value of the ltems 
stolen. It may be beneficial to 
prloritize recovery on the basia 
of va]ue. 

B~rN3n.lI1''l lIND VALIDITY 

No demonstrated rellability or 
valIdity as there J.s no attempt 
to re] lite tlds to the value lost. 
In addltlon the measure does not 
address the purpose of t'ecovery. 

TIl ere is no demonstr.ated validity 
or relial>1.1:l ty just Hying the use 
of this measure. In addition. it 
does not measure the return of 
goods to olJners lJhtch is a major 
purpose of l:ecovery. 
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The desired levels of attainment are based upon assumptions linking each 
intermediate objective to the attainment of one or more of the five busic gonls. 
As such, a discussion of each intermediate objective has, in part, already 
been subsumed in the discussion of the five primary goals. 

In cons tructing this analytical frame~"ork, the eight interrelated 
strategic and tactical objectives have been abstracted from the literature, 
program and project documents, and site visit interviews. Thev facilitate 
the analysis by providing a conceptual understanding of the co~posite 
activities of traditional preventive patrol . 

In a like manner, a representative universe of assumptions linking 
e.ach intermediate objective to the attainment of each ultimate goal has also 
been constructed. In any single department it is quite possible that only a 
few of these intermediate objectives are explicitly identified or articulated, 
and that only a subset of the universe of identified assumptions are explicitly 
acknOWledged. However, it is believed that many may be implicit in the operational 
reality of a patrol division, thereby providing the underlying rationale for 
the activities of patrol operations. In sum, departments seek to achieve a 
desired level of objective attainment on the basis of assumptions linking each 
objective to the attainment of one or more of the primary goals. 

The eight intermediate objectives are defined below. The specific 
assumptions linking each objective to the primary goals are presented in 
Exhibit VIII, The statement introducing these exhibits should be kept clearly 
in mind when reviewing the assumptions. 

A, Level of Visibility 

The level of visibility is defined as the degree to which tbe imrnediatl:l 
presence of the police \-.r1.thin a community is projected by the routine movement 
of uniformed officers and marked patrol vehicles through a jurisdiction. The 
level of visibility should not be confused with the level of perceived police 
presence which is affected not only by visible patrol, but also by other police 
activities such as investigative, covert, community relations and public 
education work. 

The level of patrol visibility can be changed by the manipulation of any 
of the inputs and processes of traditional preventive patrol: (1) deployment 
procedures affect the level of visibility by determining the number of units 
and officers assigned to defined areas, by designating their patterns of 
travel, and by defining dispatch practices throughout the jurisdiction; 
(2) supervisory practices have an impact on officer attentiveness to duty 
thereby affecting his observable presence and movement on the streets; (3) task 
assignments impinge on visibility by affecting the activities engaged in by 
officers; (4) transportation modes influence th!':. citizen's ability to detect the 
presence of an officer or unit; and (5) officer characteristics are thought 
to affect the willingness of officers to project their presence within a 
community. 

In practice, departments have attempted to manipulate modes of 
transportation and basic deployment and task assignment configurations in order 
to increase the level of patrol visibility in the community. They have varied 
the use of foot patrol and assigned additional patrol units to particular areas 
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where there is a high level of criminal activity or considerable citizen 
concern for additional services: Boston, Massachusets;35 Washin~ton, D.C. ;36 
Fort Worth, Texas;37 Portland, Oregon;38 and Rochester, New York39 are but a few 
examples where concentrated use of foot patrol has been adopted for these 
reasons. Helicopters, introduced in order to increase the level of patrol 
and response time, have also been found to conununicate a "visible ll patrol 
presence. 40 Another approach, used in such jurisdictions as Cleveland Heights, 
Ohio; Beloit, hlisconsin; Duluth, Hinnesota; and Evansville, Indiana, has been 
to vary in the extreme the number of visible patrol units by time of day 
and day of v,leek in order to increase the number of units eluring the times 
of highest activity on the street. 41 In addition, in Cleveland Heights more 
use is being made of one-officer cars in order to increase the number of 
units on patrol, and visibility is also being increased through the imple
mentation of a take-home car program for officers who live ",ithin the 
jurisdiction. 42 (The state of the knowledge about the merits of these individual 
practices, as in the case for all examples ~ited throughout this section, 
will be discussed in the following chapters.) 

Unlike the problems involved in the measurement of goal attainment, 
the level of visibility can be directly and effectively measured by cordon 
counts, the number of miles traveled, and citizen surveys directed at 
determining the level of perceived visibility. Indirect measurement is also 
possible by computing ratios vlhich normalize the number of units deployed on the 
basis of population density or street activity patterns. It is noted that 
measurements based upon citizen surveys are somewhat problematic. Actual 
patrol officer or unit visibility may be confused in the mind of the respondent 
with perceived police presence and the level of individual awareness may be 
influenced by factors such as personal encounters with the police. 

B. Level of Predictability of Novement 

The level of predictability of movement is defined as the degree to 
~.;rhich citizens are able to estimate the time at which 8. patrol unit v.'ill pass any 
given point within the jurisdiction. Predictability of movement is particularly 
affected by the specification of patrol travel routes and the selective dispatch 
of units to calls for service. In addition, it may be influenced by supervisory 
practices which monitor officer adherence to assigned routes and patrol guide
lines. 

,mile the concept of predictability of mzjement receives considerable 
attention in the literature on patrol deployment, it seems to receive only 
marginal attention by departments. Patrol officer training programs normally 
direct officers to adopt non-repetitive, random patterns of movement in order 
to interject an element of uncertai~ty ~~to the would-be cri~inal:s.cn17ulations 
and heighten his fear of apprehens~on. Bowever, non-pred~ctab~l~ty ~s not 
commonly emphasized as a major factor contributing tu the effectiveness of 
patrol. The only explicit attempt found in ttte course of this study is to 
minimize movement predictability occurred in the course of an experiment in 
Endina, Minnesota;45 no explicit attempt to maximize predictability of move
ment Y.'as found. Foot patrol, however, given the limitations on the officer's 
mobility, results in highly predictable movement. Also, when officers under 
their own discretion tend to travel the same routes, the predictability of 
movement is heightened though a level of unpredictability is always present 
due to officer travel to and from points to which they are dispatched. 
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l..fhile random routes can be generated using simulation models, 46 in 
practice the measurement of movement predictability is extremely problematic 
except when the goal is to achieve high predictability through ~epetitive 
route assignment; in such cases, cordon counts and observation of officers 
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may provide an adequate indication of adherence to routes. 1-Il1ete rnndom 
movement is to be achieved through adherence to a defined randomly generated 
route of travel, adherence to that route can be monitored again by cordon counts 
or through, for example, the assignment of a call box sequ~nce for officer call
ins - in such cases the call box: is to the officer ,vhat a punch clock is 
to a watchman. In all other cases - ~vhere randomnt'ss and 10\¥ predictability 
of movement are desired but routes are not prescribed -- no firm, reliable 
measure seems to apply. Indications of randomness of movement may be gained) 
perhaps, through officer and c0mmunity surveys to determine the degree to 
which the officer "seems" to be at the same places at the same or different 
times during the shift. Assumptions of low predictability may) however I be 
valid in patrol systems where the officers are aSSigned daily" to different 
beats, since long term recurring patterns of movement do not have time to 
develop. 

C. Level of Response Time 

The level of response time is defined as the amount of time whic.h 
elapses between the receipt of a call for service by the dispatcher and a unit's 
contact with the relevent situation at the designated location. Response 
time, in this context, includes only the rapidity of dispatch and the travel 
time of the officers to the destination. In general, as it is regarded here, 
response time is a function of the deployment, dispatch and task assignment 
practices of a department, and of the mode of transportation of officers. 

Because of its considered importance, particularly with regard to 
response to emergency situations and its assumed impact upon the level of citizen 
satisfaction with the police and felt security in the community, redllction of' 
response time has received considerable attention by departments thl:oughout 
the country. While a comprehensive discussion ot the efforts to reduce. 
response time is contained in Chapter 2, rrDeployment of Patrol Officers j II 

e.~amples of the types of activities engaged in range from the utilization of 
a{L automated vehicle monitoring sye tem in St. Louis, Hissour;j" for the 
purpose of determining the unit nearest to the destination;41 to the imple
mentation of deployment and allocation approaches to m~tch the levels uf 
patrol to predicted levels of demand by time of day and/or day of week) as in 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio,48 and Pueblo, Colorado;49 to the use of beat 
sector redesign models in order to minimize travel time to calls for service and 
the likelihood of response. queuing as in Quincy, Hassachusetts. 50 In addition, 
helicopters have been introduced into patrol in order to reduce response 
time. 51 

Response time, as defined here, is subject to direct measurement by 
the dispatcher (in cooperation with the patrol officers). It entails monitoring 
the elapsed time from receipt of call to arrival at the destination, a pOint 
in time which can be designated by officer call-in upon arrivaL Another, and 
more accurate measurement can be achieved by the use of observers. This was 
done in the forthcoming Kansas City, :'lissouri Response Time. Study. 52 

Two types of statistics have been generated to measure response time.. 
The first is the "average response time l' statistiC which is conunon to most 
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departments and presents the average time for all callS for service. The 
use of this statistic for analysis is problematic as it may mask the fact 
that while response to emergency situations is extremely fast, response to 
non-emergencies may be appropriately slow. A second disaggregated statistic 
measures response time by type of call. This appears to be more useful 
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as it permits differentiation between types of calls for service, enables 
assessment of reasons for differential response times, and allows for evaluation 
of the impact of differential response times upon the outcome of the call 
for service. This type of measurement was used in the Kansas City, Missouri 
Response Time Study . 

D. Level of Preventive Patrol 

The level of preventive patrol is de·fined as the amount of time avail
able for routine movement through an assigned beat by the patrol unit. In 
the aggregate, the amount of time available for patrol is affected by the 
number and types of calls for service (crime and non-crime), and the number 
and types of officer initiated actions. Given the time demands of ce.lls 
for service and officer-initiated activities, the degree to which patrol time 
is equalized across beats and the amount of time available to individual officers 
for patrol within a given beat are primarily functions of the number of assigned 
officers, the boundaries of the beats, and the dispatch procedures. 

In order to achieve or maintain a desired level of patrol activity, 
depa·rtments have increased the number of officers assigned to patrol duty, and/ 
or authorized overtime ,,,ork. Another approach has been to assign paid non-s,,,orn 
civilians to respond to non-crime calls for services thereby freeing the time 
of sworn officers for patrol. This has been done in Worcester, tmssachusetts;53 
Fremont, California;54 and Rochester, New York. 55 In Cleveland Heights and in 
other cities with PEP programs, the level of patrol was increased during high 
crime times by allocating manpo,,,er on the basis of a time of day and day of 
week analysis of service demands. 56 This was also done in Pueblo, Colorado. 57 
In Denver, Colorado, officers were assigned to patrol on motor bikes in order 
to increase the level of preventive patrol in a high crime area of the city.58 
In Quincy, t-mssachusetts, a patrol allocation model ,,,as utilized to redraw 
beats in order to equalize service demands and minimize response time, thereby, 
in theory, maximizing the amount of time available for patrol, and equalizing 
that time across all beats. 59 In Los Angeles County, California, helicopters 
have undergone extensive evaluation as a vehicle Ivhich may dramatically increase 
the patrol coverage afforded a department. 60 

The level of preventive patrol activity can be measured directly by 
using observers assigned to ride with patrol units, as was done in Kansas City, 
Missouri,61 or by computing the residual amount of time left to officers while 
not responding to calls for service. The latter measurement is, however, 
problematic as it does not identify the activities of the officers while not 
responding to calls and, as a result, there is no way of knowing if the v8hicle 
is parked or moving. To control for this, the level of patrol can be estimated 
on the basis of miles trgveled by patrol vehicles as is being done in 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 2 Another approach to computing the level of preventive 
patrol is possible in St. Louis, Missouri, where a Vehicle Honitoring System 
allows direct, real time measurement of the movement of patrol vehicles. 63 
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E. Level of Service Provision 

The level of service provision is defined for the purpose of this 
study as a composite of the percentage of calls for service received by a 
department which are responded to by the dispatch of patrol officers and of the 
level of reported activities (e.g., traffic stops, building checks, road and 
light maintenance reports, etc.) engaged in by the officers. Indirectly it 
can also be described as the percentage of the patrol officer r s time ex-pended 
in responding to calls for service and engaging in these self-initiated activities. 

Given the level and types of services demanded of and engaged in 
by the patrol officers, the ability of departments to respond to a given per
centage of these calls is directly affected by: (1) the deployment configu
ration: the number and types of patrol units in the vicinity of the location 
to which the unites) is dispatched; (2) the dispatch procedures: the pri.ority 
placed upon the call and the ability of the dispatcher to assign the closest 
and most appropriate unit to respond; (3) the task assignment orientation: 
the number of units available to undertake the type of service delivery 
called for; and (4) the mode of transportation: the ability of the vehicle 
to respond quickly and provide the needed flexibility. As such, the attainment 
of a desired level of service provision is closely intertwined with the attain
ment of the objectives of patrol activity level and response time. 

In order to achieve this objective, departments have adopted explicit 
service level goals, with most departments adopting a policy of responding to 
almost all calls for service. 64 Departments have utilized deployment and allo
cation models in order to determine the approprj.ate configuration of units through
out the jurisdiction, thereby guaranteeing the level of unit availability to 
respond to citizen-articulated and officer-observed service needs without 
compromising the ability of the patrol units to maintain the desired level of 
preventive patrol. Quincy, Hassachuset ts; 65 Bas tons Hassachuset ts ; 66 Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio; 67 and Pueblo, Colorado 68 are but a few' examples of the explicit 
utilization of models for this purpose. In addition, apart from the other benefits 
to be derived, the Hiami Beach Police Department has adopted a 10 hour day and 
4 day work week and has thereby effected an overlapping of shifts gpich increases 
the level of service patrol capability at various times of the day. A similar 
plan ,vas adopted in Fort \~orth, Texas, in order, in part, to improve the level 
of service provision. 70 

Given the limited resources of departments, attempts have also been made 
to utilize more effectively the available patrol time by carefully planning the 
activities of uniformed patrol officers in order to meet the defined service 
needs of individual beats. Two interesting examples of such attempts occurred 
in the San Diego Community Oriented Policing program71 and in the Kansas City, 
Missouri directed and interactive patrol programs. 72 A·somewhat less structured 
effort is being made in University City, ~lissouri, through the adoption of the 
PREWARNS system as an approach to crime prevention. This progr.am includes the 
ad hoc manipulation of patrol deployment configurations in order to match pre
dicted service demands within different parts of the city.73 

Still another approach to providing the desired level of services has 
included the utilization of civilian personnel as an adjunct to the patrol force. 
For example, in Worcester, Hassachusetts 74 and in Fremont, California,75 non
crime related duties and non-hazardous calls for service are being handled by 
civilian employees of the departments, thereby releasing the time of sworn 
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officers for crime related and p8tentially hazardous assignments. 

Finally, due to increasing difficulty in providing the level of services 
demanded, departments are: assigning selected service activities normally 
handled by the patrol units t,o other less burdened divisions of the department, 
as in New Britian, Connecticu, 76 referring appropriate service calls for res
ponse or follow-up by more apptopriate agencies as is commonly done throughout 
the country;77 and ceasing to provide certain services as is exemplified by 
the decision of the Metropolitan Police Department of \\1ashington, D.C. to no 
longer write reports in the event of minor traffic accidents. 

Direct measurement of the level of service provision can be made by 
determining the percentage of calls responded to and by revielving the activity 
logs of officers. To a degree, however, the latter measure is inadequate 
because there is no way of determining whether or not officers may have with-
drawn from or ignored· situations observed during patrol, situations into Ivhich they 
may have intervened but for some reason chose not to. 

F. Level of Officer Compatibility with the Community 

The level of officer compatibility with the community is defined as the 
degree to which the personal characteristics of patrol officers are felt to be 
important determinants of patrol effectiveness in different types of beats. The 
issue of compatibility is primarily concerned with the race, sex and language 
skills of patrol officers. (The influence which the psychological character
istics of officers has on beat assignments is not discussed in this report. 
With the exception of severe personality disorders, the effect of these 
characte~istics on assignment practices appears to be mainly informal.) 

Theoretically, the ability of departments to maximize officer-conwunity 
compatibility rests upon the degree to which homogeneous beats can be defined and 
upon the availability of "matched" officers for assignment. Hhile the importance 
of realizing such compatibility is mentioned in the literature,78 in practice 
departments seldom explicitly attempt to match officer and beat characteristics. 
In part, the failure to do this is a result of equal opportunity and seniority 
considerations which militate against assigning minority officers routinely to 
the "most difficult" beats on a regular basis. The attempt to assign officers 
who know appropriate foreign languages to beats where these languages are spoken 
is the exception. For example, in Miami Beach, Florida, efforts are made to 
assign Spanish speaking officers to appropriate beats. It is also noted that, 
in an attempt to increase the quality of interactions between patrol officers 
and the citizenry, departments have experimented with the use of "blazers" in lieu 
of traditional uniforms and instructed officers in how to deal with the public. 
This practice is llsed in the police departments of Menlo Park, California79 and 
Lakewood, Colorado. 80 

The measurement of race and language compatibility is straightforward: 
the attributes of the assigned officer and the beat need only be compared. 
There is a question, however, about functional compatibility, particularly as 
it concerns the sex of the officer, but also as it concerns, for example, 
white officers in black neighborhoods. Here the question is that of \~hether 
or not the officer will be accepted and respected by the community, and I~hether 
or not his other attitudes are compatible with the culture of the beat. Mea
surement of functional compatibility is quite difficult and costly. It depends 
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upon the construction of appropriate attitudinal scales and the administration 
of survey instruments. To a degree it may be possible to develop some data by 
using observers J as was done in the Washington, D. C., Homen on Patrol Experi
ment. 81 

G. Level of Officer Knowledge about the Community 

The level of officer knowledge about the community is defined as the 
degree to which an officer (1) is familiar. with the service needs of an area; 
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(2) can identify the places within the arEia which are particularly prone to 
problems requiring police intervention; and (3) is aware of the social, economic 
and cultural aspects of community life which will affect his ability to provide 
effective services to the public. Examp1eB of some of the most interesting 
efforts to increase officer knowledge of the community are projects conducted in: 
Riverside, California, where officers, on .9. voluntary basis) participate in 
a community live-in program82 ; San Diego, California, where community oriented 
policing is being implemented 83 ; and Kansas City, Nissouri, ivhere task forces 
are addressing the merits of directed and interactive patrol. 84 All of these 
programs place emphasis on an officer's knowledge and familiarity with the area 
of assignment. 

Measurement of officer knowledge is possible by testing levels of 
beat information and reviewing essays describing and analyzing beat conditions. 
The procedure will remain problematic until such time as a relevant body of 
knm.;rledge can be defined. It may be possible to infer degrees of knmvledge 
regarding a beat on the basis of a consideration of the length of time which an 
officer has patrolled the same beat. 

H. Level of Officer Misconduct and Corruption 

The level of officer misconduct ;:tnd corruption is defined as the 
degree of officer attentiveness to duty and compliance with the rules, regulations 
and ethical codes of the department. In a sense, the degree to which this 
objective i.s a.ttained reflects upon the degree to which all other objectives 
are attained. The degree of compliance to duty has a significant impact on 
the quality of all activities. 

Typically, departments have sought to recruit officers with higher 
educationall levels, to instill a sense of rE.\sponsibility through motivational 
programs, and to enforce adherence to departmental guidelines. Enforcement 
has been attempted through !;ltreet deployment of supervisory personnel in order 
to establish the: fact (or to project the image) of close supervision. In addition 
to monitoring patrol 0 fficer activity reports and the level of citizen complaints, 
an important departmental concern has been with maintaining low patrol officer/ 
supervisor ratios. Also, it is no t uncommon for departments to f!'f~quently 
rotate patrol officer beat assignments and partners for reasons related to 
officer attentiveness and corruption. Finally" it is noted that the Automatic 
Vehicle Honitoring system, as it is being tested in St. Louis, Hissouri, offers 
departments an unprecedented opportunity to monitor on a real time basis the 
movement and activities of patrol officers. 85 
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While some of the maj or innovations in patrol supervisory and motiva
tional practices have occurred in the context of Neighborhood Team Policing 
Programs (and are thus not the subject of this report), some departments have 
recently attempted to supplement the traditional approaches to supervision or 
to alleviate the need for close on-going supervision in the context of the 
traditional preventive. patrol model. For e~ample, in San Diego, California, 
as part of the Community Oriented Patrol Program, the department sought 
to realize a greater degree of officer attentiveness to duty by allowing them 
a greater influence in the planning of beat activities. 86 In Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio, a similar objective was thought to have been realized, in part 
through an in-service motivational training program and in part through a 
deployment process which closely matches the number of officers assigned to 
duty to the anticipated activity needs of the shift. 8? In Henlo Park,88 
California, and Lakewood, Colorado,89 the departments experimented with 
rank structure and uniform changes in order to enhance officer morale and 
thereby the quality of service provision. 

The measurement of officer attE~ntiveness to duty, misconduct and 
corruption is extremely problematic: while attitudinal tests provide insight 
into an officer's attitude towards his job and his level of job satisfaction, 
it is extremely difficult then to relate\ motivation and attitude to actual 
performance and activity; monitoring the. level and type of complaints received 
does not provide a systematic, unbiased mea~ure; a review of officer activity 
reports does not indicate what the officer did not do, or, for that matter, 
everything which an officer did do; and the reports of supervisory personnel 
are based largely on impressionis tic inf<nmation. On the assumption, however, 
that officer attentiveness and misconduct will reflect upon the level and 
quality of activity performed out on the streets and thereby impact upon 
the community's attitude towards the police, it may be possible to rely on 
community surveys to provide some insight into the level of officer 
responsibility. In Lakewood, Colorado, surveys were used for this purpose. 90 

IV. Patrol Inputs and Processes 

In defining the concept of traditional preventive patrol and limiting the 
scope ot this study, the analysis has focused upon three (3) patrol processes: 
deployment of units and officers; supervision of officers; and in-service task 
assignments; and upon two (2) input variables: the characteristics of patrol 
personnel and the modes of transportation for patrol. Taken together, these 
five factors are believed to be the maj or determinants of the ultimate 
effectiveness of traditional preventive patrol operations. Each aspect of 
patrol herein discussed has a direct impact upon the realization of the 
strategic and tactical objectives - the intermediate objectives - of patrol 
defined above, and through them, an indirect impact upon the degree to 
'Nhich traditional preventive patrol contributes to the realization of·a depart
ment's five primary goals. By addressing each of these inputs and processes, 
traditional preventive patrol is being assessed at a disaggregated and micro 
level, and the analysis is focused on those variables which can be controlled 
by the police administration. 

In the following pages each process and input is defined and the 
component elements of each are identified. The assumptions linking elements 
of each process and input to the attainment of the intermediate objectives are 
displayed in the exhibits following this section. In reviewing the assumptions, 
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the introductory explanation of the exhibits should, once again, be kept 
clearly in mind. 

A. The Deployment Process 
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The deployment process defines the temporal and spatial arrangement 
of patrol units and officers within the jurisdiction. The consideration of 
patrol deployment includes an assessment of the major decision categories 
which have a direct impact upon the location and movement of the patrol units. 
From an analytical point of view, four aspects of the deployment process have 
been abs trac ted and defined. They are: (1) dispatch: the assignment of units 
to respond to calls for service; (2) the establishment of beat boundaries: 
the determination of the specific area within a jurisdiction to be patrolled 
by each assigned patrol unit; (3) the designation of the pattern of patrol 
unit travel: the determination of the routes to be followed by the units 
on patrol; and (4) the assignment of "extra" patrol units: the allocation of 
additional patrol units to particular areas of the jurisdiction to supplement 
the level of patrol coverage determined initially by the definition of 
beat boundaries. 

These four aspects of deployment have been examined on a disaggregated 
basis in an effort to identify particular approaches and concerns reflected 
in each. 

Dispatch has been.disaggregated into four approaches which may 
be combined with one another in order to realize the "optimal" dispatch procedure. 
These four approaches are: (1) dispatch on an as-received basis: assignment 
of units to respond to calls for service in the order in w'b.ich the requests 
are received by the dispatcher; (2) priority screening and referral: deferment 
of response by patrol units due to a decision that a more critical call should 
be handled first, or referral of a call to a more appropriate agency for 
response; (3) vehicle location and status screening: utilization of an advanced 
technological system in order to determine the most appropriate response unit 
on the basis of unit proximity to the location of the problem, and assessment 
of the importance of the activity of the unit at the time of dispatch; and 
(4) computer aided dispatch: retrieval by the dispatcher of pertinent data 
concerning the immediate vicinity of the response location to assist in a 
determination of the most appropriate number and type of units to dispatch. 

The establishment of beat boundaries, the second aspect of the 
deployment process, has been disaggregated to reflE:ct the five major consider
ations which are believed to affect a department's decision regarding the 
definition of the individual 'beats within the jurisdiction. These considerations 
are: (1) a determination of officer workload on the basis of the location, 
number, type, duration, and time of activities; (2) neighborhood boundaries: 
the inferred and derived borders of relatively closely-knit communities; 
(3) travel and response time: the amount of time which it takes to move 
by a defined mode through areas of the jurisdiction which, for any given 
distance, is a function mostly of traffic density at different times of the 
day, street width, and availability of direct routes; (4) population density, 
a major determinant of activity levels and sometimes used as ,a surrogate or 
supplement to workload analysis; and (5) the desired level of routine patrol: 
the amount of time which the department desires remain after all calls for 
service have been responded to. 
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Pattern of travel} the third aspect of patrol deployment, has been 
disaggregated to reflect three different approaches each of which either 
individually, or in combination ~ith one another, may be adopted by a depart
ment. These approaches are: (1) officer discretion, ,.;hich places the 
responsibility for determining the most appropriate route on the individual 
beat officer; (2) repetitive routing. which directs the assigned officer to 
travel repeatedly over th~ same course which was determined on the basis 
of \.;orkload, activity and service demand considerations; and (3) random 
travel, which emphasizes non~repetitive, unpredictable movement. 

Finally, the assignment of extra patrol units has been disaggregated 
to consider three closely interrelated factors which may lead a department 
to increase the number of visible patrol units assigned to a particular beat. 
They are: (1) the degree to which the workload of individual beat officers 
excedes the ability of the officers to provide the desired level of service 
response; (2) changes in population density or characteristics which are 
believed to indicate a need far an increased level of visible patrol presence; 
and (3) the inability of the assigned patrol unit, given the level of 
services demanded, to maintain the desired level of routine patrol activity. 

Taken together these four aspects of deploy~ent and their 15 
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derivative sub-categories yield the configuration of officers patrolling within 
a jurisdiction. The particular assumptions linking patrol deployment to the 
strategic and tactical objectives of traditional preventive patrol at(:. displayed 
in Exhibit IX. 

B. Pat~2l OJficer Supetvisi~ 

The process of patrol officer supervision is defined to inc.lude those 
departmental practices engaged in for the purpose of maximizing officer 
attention to duty, guaranteeing officer conformance with tasks and assignments, 
and assuring the delivery af the highest possible quality of services. Three 
analytically distinct types of supervisory activities have been identified: 
first, the deployment of supervisoty personnel in order to observe the 
conduct of officers on duty and suggest to them that they may be observed 
at any time during their tours; second, the monitoring of personnel, i"hich 
includes a reviet.7 of statistical information describing the. office'r' s 
activities ~.;hile on patrol and the review of citizen communications with the 
department concerning individual officer conduct; and third, monitoring of 
vehicular movement which is possible (beyond superviso.ry personnel deploYUlent) 
only in those departments utilizing automatic vehicle monitoring and status 
screening systems. A major concern in the discussion of these practices is 
the degree to which they contribute to the intermediate objective of minimizing 
officer misconduct and corruption and through that objective to the realization 
of all others. 

The major assumptions linking alternative supervisory practices to the 
strategic and tactical assumptions of traditional preventive patrol are 
included in Exhibit X 

C. In-Service Task Assignments 

The activities of uniformed patrol officers assigned to general patrol 
duty can, at the highest level of generality, be divided into 1:: •• 0 categories 
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based upon their availability to receive and respond to calls for service. 
When the unit is available to receive and respond to a call for service it 
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is considered to be in-service; having received a call, the patrol unit is 
"taken out-of-service" until the conclusion of the activity, at which time 
it again becomes available for dispatch. Conceptually, a patrol unit's 
in-service time is therefore the amount of time available when not responding 
to calls for service with one exception. In the course of a unit's in-service 
activities, if a situation which requires police intervention is observed, 
the officer may take the unit out-of-service for the duration of the incident. 

During the interval when a unit is out-of-service, the activities 
of the officers are outside the scope of this study. \fuile the characteristics 
of the out-of-service activities of patrol units have a significant impact 
upon deployment (as is clear in the discussion of deployment and personnel 
factors), this study focuses only upon in-service tasks and the-process of 
in-service task assignment. 

In-service task assignments can be divided into two analytically 
distinct categories, on the basis of the degree to which specific tasks are 
planned prior to the patrol shift. The first category, routine patrol, is 
the ongoing routine movement of the unit through the assigned territory 
for such general purposes as providing a visible presence within the 
community, gaining information about activiti.es within the community which 
may be of interest to the department, identifying situations which may 
require immediate police intervention, and providing a capability for quick. 
response to calls for service. The second category, directed activity, 
includes tasks performed by the patrol officer which, on the basis of a 
certain degree of planning, are either pre-determined by the officer with 
the advice and consent of patrol supervisors or are assigned to the officer 
to be carried out during the patrol shift. Within these categories range 
an almost endless array of activities, some of the most important and common 
of which are: field interrogations and interviews, crime and suspect 
oriented patrol, community relations, counseling citizens on crime prevention 
techniques, and work with specific segments of the population such as 
juveniles and the elderly. 

In a consideration of in-service task assignments, both specialized 
patrol and neighborhood team policing can be conceptually vie~ved as permutations 
of the traditional preventive patrol model. The former typically places an 
emphasis on crime and suspect oriente~ directed activities delegating them 
to a distinct squad which operates within the context of the general patrol 
division and to a greater or lesser degree coordinates its activities with 
those of the traditional preventive patrol units. The latter, neighborhood 
team policing, on the other hand, emphasizes the level of community specific 
planning by officers familiar with their beats in order to determine the 
optimal range of team activities . 

The particular assumptions linking in-service task assignments to 
the strategic and tactical aS8umrtions of traditional preventive patrol are 
displayed in Exhibit XI . 
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D. Characteristics of Patrol Personfiel 

The input variable "charac.teristics of patrol personnel" has been 
defined for the purposes of this study to include an assessment of the impact 
of an officer's race. sex, and educational level upon his or her ability to 
carry out assigned responsibilities under various sets of circumstances. The 
discussion of sex and race includes a consideration of both the degree to 
which these general a.ttributes affect the quality of officer performance and 
the more limited concerns of equal employment opportunity. The analysis of 
officers' educational levels treats education in the context of widespread 
concerns about police professionalism. 

In general, while officer characteristics can be considered as an 
analytically discrete category, the impact of race, sex, and educational 
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level upon the realization of the intermediate and ultimate goals of patrol 
are profoundly affected by the processes of deployment and in-service task 
assignment: the characteristics of patrol officers are important determinants 
of the output of patrol only in terms of the placement of the individual 
officers within the community and their assigned activities. 

The particular assumptions linking officer characteristics to the 
strategic and tactical objectives of traditional preventive patrol are displayed 
in Exhibit XII. 

E. Modes of Patrol Transportation 

The input variable "mode of transportation" is defined to include the 
means of conveyance used by uniformed patrol officers assigned to preventive 
patrol duty. The available types of modes include foot, two ,vheeled vehicles, 
four wheeled vehicles, and aircraft. The specific conveyances are 
foot, bicycle, motor bike, motor scooter, marked patrol cars (one and two
officer) and helicopters (when used for general patrol in coordination with 
uniformed and marked ground patrol units). Each mode of transportation 
has operating and structural characteristics which affect: the officer's 
comfort, morale, and safety; the vehicles 'flexibility of use, economy of oper
ation, and availability for service ; and the perceptions of the citizenry 
regarding the level and quality of service which they are receiving. These 
characteristics and their associated effects are considered ~o be more or 
less important depending upon the modes' actual pattern of use as defined 
by the processes of task assignment and deployment. 

, 
The particular assumptions linking Nodes of Patrol Transportation to 

the strategic and tactical objectives of traditional preventive patrol are 
displayed in Exhibit XIII. 

V. Assumptions Gov~rning Traditional Preventive Patrol Operations 

In the preceding pages the primary goals of traditional preventive 
patrol were set forth, the [trategic and tactical objectives of patT.ol were 
discussed, and the patrol processes and inputs which can be manipulated by 
patrol administrators in an effort to achieve these goals and objectives were 
defined. In an analytical sense, the decisions governing the actual patfol 
operations of any department reflect the administrator's implicit and 
explicit assumptions linking the various aspects of each input and process to 
the realization of the strategic and tactical objectives, and linking the 

;attainment of these intermediate objectives to the realization of the five 
primary goals of patrol. 
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In the following pages a universe of assumptions is displayed showing 
the interrelationship between the primary goals of patrol; the linkages 
between the intermediate objectives -- the strategic and tactical objectives 
of patrol -- and the goals of patrol; and the linkages betlveen patrol inputs 
and processes and the strategic and tactical objectives. The charts summarizing 
these "linking assumptions" present analytical constructs. They do not display 
facts or knowledge about patrol; rather, they display points of vielv and of times 
differences of opinion which exist regarding alternative approaches to patrol. 
They are intended not only to display assumptions, but also to highlight 
controversy. On the charts summarizing the assumptions regarding the processes 
of patrol, hOI"ever, in order to achieve an economy of expression, the assumptions 
have been stated only in the positive. For each positive statement, one or 
more opposing statements can probably be generated. 

In general, an attempt has been made here only to layout a universe 
of hypotheses, assumptions and opinions, subsets of Ivhich appear to govern 
the actions of individual departments. No department or patrol administrator 
necessarily addresses all of these assumptions. It is believed, however, 
that in reviewing these charts, every patrol administrator Ivill have an 
opinion regarding the relative merits of each. As a result, the belief system 
of any department regarding traditional preventive patrol, can be constructed 
by identifying that department's orientation towards each assumption. ':.'::hese 
displays should, therefore, facilitate a departmentrs conirontation ~ith the 
assumptions governing its activities. 

Two final points regarding these exhibits are in order. First, 
the process of developing them involved abstraction from the literature, program 
and project reports, and site visit e;-:periences 1 and a logical attempt to "create" an 
opposing or supporting assumption where none were explicitly found. Second, 
these charts do not purport to display a resolution of issues. An atterJpt to 
differentiate between opinion and fact is left to the substantive chapters 
addressing each input and process. The displays, however, will assist the 
reader in systematically thinking about traditional preventive patrol and its 
many interrelated components. 
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EXHIBIT' VII 

AN ILLUSTRATION OF ASSUMED INTERRELATIONSHIPS 
AMONG PATROL GOALS 

NOTE: p7ais exhibit provides an illustration of the interrelationship 
between patrol goals indicating how actions desi~aed to enhance attain
ment ot' one goaZ mad have both positive and negative effects upon the 
attai:went of others. As explained on page 36 .. these asswnptions are 
presented here in schematic form to faciZitate the systematic anaZysis 
of patrol activities. 
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(E.XliUIT 'III) 

GOALS 

DETERRE~~ 

apPREHENSION 

PgoVrS[QN Of NON-
CRIME RELATED SERVICES 

COMMUNITY SeCURITY 
AND SAT! S F'\ITl.Qtl 

STOLEN GOODS RECOVERY 

AN ILLUSTRATION OF ASSUMED 

ApPREHENsrON 

The higher the level of apprehen
sion, the ~reater the deterrent 
effect of pacrol. 

1. '..1\ile high 'risibility may en
hance the d~terrent ~ffect of pa
trol, it may also detract from the r~ii~~~m,1 
apprehension eife.ct by diminishing 
the probability of intercepting a 
crime ill progress. 

2. The :~reacer the collllllicmenc 
pat:'ol resources to invesc±~ac.!ve 

~ccivities, che lower the cOl!ll!lic
ment to general pac~ol, and the 
lower the level of deterrent 
effect. The obverse also applies. 

The greater the level of service 
provision, all else equal, t.he 
Lower the level of resources avail 
able for patrol and the lower the 
level of deterrence. The obverse 
also applies. 

1. The hi~her the level of agg 
sive patrol activity, the higher 
the le'/el of.deten-ence,. bu.t the 
lower the level of citizen satis
faction. 

2. As che level of satisfaction 
• andsecurity may derive more from 

the provision of non':'crime: sec-
. vices than l~Oiiithe -deter~i!nt • 
eiiect .?.LQa~rol,th-e g:r-e~c~r ehe 
resource commitment to deterrence, 
th~ lower the level of citizen 
satisfaction. 

1. Time spent on deterre~t activ
ities may dec::ease ehe ability of 
the force to recover stolen goods, 
and v;ice versa. 

2. Time spent on aggressive pa
trol activities may alienate the 
community and interfere with the 
flows of informacion · .. hich may 
enhance ehe capability co re
cover stolen goods. 

The greater the level of servic~ 
provision I the less time 3vaila.ble 
for invescigati'le activities 3'iLd 
the lower the apprehension level. 
The obverse also applies. 

1. The higher the 14ivel of. 
si're pacrol acci'lity, the higher 
che level of apprehension, but the 
lower the level oE citizen satis
facdon. 

2 •. As the level of satisfaction 
and security may derive :nore from 
the provision ot non-crime ser
vices then from the apprehension 
effect of patrol, che greater the 
::esource commitment co -apprehe 
the lower the level of citizen 
.!!.!l~Ll'e.!lction . 

~ll else equal, attainment of goals 
of goods recovery and apprehension 
do aot inter:ere with one anocher. 

.""""t 
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. I iHERRELAT I ONSH I PS At10NG PATROL GOALS 

PROVISION OF NON
CRIME RELATED SERVICES 

Service provisiQn affords a 
heightened opportunity to develop 
citizen support and cooperation 
~hereby enhancing the deterrent 
capability of the ?atrol force. 

Service provision affords a 
heightened opportunity to develop 
citizen support and cooperation 
thereby enhancing the apprehen
sion capabili~y of the patrol 
force. 

As the levels of apl'rehension and 
deterrence i:I.1ly have more o.f an 
i.::4pact on citizen satisf.lction 
and felt security than do~s the 
level of service provision, the 
greater the commitment of re
sources to service provision, the 
lower the level ot felt slacudty 
and satisfaction. 

COMMUN ITY SECUR ITY 
AND SATISFACTION 

The higher the level of deter
rence, :he greater the feeling of 
security and the greater the 
level of citizen satisfaction 
;rich the police. 

The higher the level of appre
hension effected by patrol, the 
greater the level of felt secur
ity and satisfaction. 

!he higher the level of non-crime 
related service prOVision, the 
higher che level of felt security 
and satisfaccion. 

As the recove'C'}' and retur:! of 
stolen goods may have l~ss an 

(E.:mIlnT VII) 

STOLEN GOODS RECOVERY 

1. The higher the level of 
deterrence, the less' t'.1e need· 
to recover ~oods. 

39 

2. The ~re aggressive the patro 
activities, the ~re likely the 
recovery of stolen goods (but not 
necessarily prompt return to 
rightful owner). 

The higher the level of appre
hension, the higher the level of 
goods recovery (but not necessar
ily prompt retu~ co righful 
owner). 

Ser-rice provision af.for.:ls a 
heightened opporcunity to develoo 
citizen support and cooperation, 
thereby enhancing che recove~ 
capability of the patrol torce. 

The higher the level oE goods 
recove"y, the higher the level 
of felt security and satisfaction 
if and ooly if the goods are 
promptly retu~ed co the right=ul 
olo"tler. 

!he more resources commi~ted to 
the recovery 0 i .. tolen 30ods, t:te 
less resources available for ehe 
provision ot 3ervices. !he 
cJbverse also applies. 

impact on felt security and satis- 1%<.-':,;:::0::",,, __ _ 
faction than the deterrence, appr 
he.nsion and service prol/ision ac
tivities, ·all else equal the more: 
re\~ources expended on g'Jods 
ery, the lower the level 0 f 
security and satisfaction. 
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EXHIBIT VIII 

PREVAILING TACTICAL fu~D STRATEGIC ASSu}~TIONS 

NOTE: This exhibit dispZays a universe of asswnptions reZating patrol, 
strategies and tactics to the goaZs of patrol.; subsets of th'/"s universe 
govern the operation of patrol divisions throughout the country. The 
validity of these asswrrptions is addressed in appropriate chap·t;e1~s of chis 
report. As explained on page 36, these asswlTptions a1"e presented here 
in schematic form to faciZitate systematic aruzl.ysis oj' patrol activities . 
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(EX/UHIT VIII) 

PREVAILING TACnJAl Aim STR8TEGIC 8SSUMPUQNS 

O'J''''V''! l' DETERRENCE 

LEVEL OF VISIBILITY 

LEVEL OF 

PREDICTABI L1TY 
OF NOVEMENT 

I LEVEL OF RESPONSE 
TIME 

'f!!e higher the level 
of visibility, the 
greater the deterrent 
effect of the patrol 
force. 

The lesa able the 
would-be criminal is 
to predict the pre
sence of the patrol 
unit, the h.igher the 
deterrent effect of 
the patrol activity. 

The lower the response 
time, the greater lhe 
deterrent effect of 
the patrol operation 
as the would-be 
perpetrator perceives 
a helghtened probalJJ,l
ity of apprehension. 

/ ApPREHENS ION 

The h1gher the level 
of vIsibility, the 
less lIkely the patrol 
officer is to .inter
cept a criminal 1.n 
the act of a cr1me. 

The less predictable 
the movement of the 
patrol unit, the more 
likeiy that th .. unit 
wili intercept a 
crt'lle in progress and 
apPt-ehend the perpe
trator. 

~ar.ticularly with 
regard to responding 
to criminal acts lu 
progress, the lower 
the response time, 
the hlgher the 
probability of appre
hension. 

/ PROVISION OF NON- /COMMUNITY SECURITY / 
/CRIME RELATED SERVICES/ (AND SATISFACTION 

STOLEN GOODS 
RECOVERY 

V1s1h:t.lity has little 
e[fect u;, service pro
vision, all else be.ing 
equal. The effect 
which does exIst dedves 
from the enhanced abIl
ity of the cltl:zen to 
hail an officer 011 

patrol. 

The level of predict
,,1>1.1ity of movement has 
no effect on service 
provision, all else 
equal. 

Tltf! lower the response 
time, the .nore rapidly 
the service can be 
perf.ormed. With regard 
to emergency IDedical 
situat.ions and to other
circulDstunces that could 
escalate into criminal 
acts, re'lponse time Is 
critical to ef.fective 
service provlston. 

The higher the level 
of visIbility, the 
greater the sense of 
felt security and 
satisfaction with tl.e 
pol1.ce. 

The level of predict
ablilty of moveillent 
has an indirect effect 
upo.t felt conununity 
security and satisfac
tion through its direct 
impact upOn deterrence 
and apprehension. 

The iower the response 
tIme to any and all 
calls for service, the 
greater the level of 
felt secur:lty and 

_ cO.IUlIl!nIty sn'tis faction_ 
(We note however that 
a step function exiat~ 
wIth regard to per
ceptions of elapse(l 
tIme. Therefore, 
sUlall reductions in 
time are lIkely not 
I'ecceive,t.) 

Through its impact on 
apprehension, the level 
of vJsibility affects 
goods recovery (but not 
necessarily the prompt 
return to the rightful 
owner). 

Through its impact on 
apprehensIon, the level 
of predictability 
effects the level of 
goods recovery (bHt not 
necessarily the prompt 
reto'H' to the rightful 
owned. 

Through .its 1.mpact <,n 
apprehension, the 'level 
of response tjrue nffec~s 
the. level of goods _ 
recovecy (but not 
necessarIly the prompt 
return to the rightful 
owner). ' 

I 
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OBJECTlVES J' DETERRENCE 

L(VEL OF 
SERVICE 

PROVISION 

LEVEL OF OFFICER 
COMPATIBILITY 

WITH THE 
COMMUNITY 

(SIMILARITY OF 
RACE AND 

LANGUAGE 
SKILL> 

All else equal, the 
higher the level of 
non-crime related 
service provision, 
the lesser the avail
ability of units for 
preventive patrol, 
and the lower the 
deterrent effect of 
the force. 

Countervailing 
Assumptions field 
Equally: 
1. Compatibility 
has no effect upon 
deterrence. 
2. Compatibility 
enhances respect for 
the officer and there
by respect for the 
law, increasing the 
deterrent effect of 
patrol. 
3. The higher the 
level of compatibil~ 
ity, the greater the. 
likelihood of officer 
corruption and,there
fore, the lower the 
deterrent effect. 

i, 

(EXHI8IT VIII con tinued), 

PREVAILING TACTICAL ANDiTRATEGIC ASSUMPTIONS 
cOlltulUe Jr 

/ ApPREHENSION 
;(RIME *ELATED ~ERVICES AND SATISfACTION 7

-- --- ------ -- -- -- -- I 
PRO ISION 0 NON- COMMUNITY SECURITY STQLEN GOODS 

RECOVERY 

All ~lse equal. the 
higher the level of 
non-cr1.me related 
service provision? the 
Idgher the response 
tIffle to crime related 
calls for aervJce 
and,l therefore; the 
lower the probability 
of apprehension. In 
addltion, non-crime 
related services 
detract from :the 
time available to 
enforce local ordin
ances. 

Countervailing 
Assumptions field 
E(IUally: 
1. Compatibility 
has no effect upon 
apprehension. _ 
2. Compatibility I 
enhances apprehen- ! 
sion level as It i 
engenders increased : 
community cooperationl 
with the police. ! 
J. Coml,atibil1.ty 
increases the Ilkel1.
hood of corruption·. 
and thereby has a 
negative effect upon 
apprehension Df those 
so prote"ced. 

The greater the level of 
officer compatibility, 
the more effic.tently 
and adequately the 
officer is able to 
prov.tde lion-crime 
related serv.1ces. 

rhe higher the level 
and quality of service 
provision, the greater 
the level of felt 
securlty and satJ.sfac
tjon with the police. 

The greater. the lellel 
of. officer compatibil
ity, the greater the 
level of feit security 
and citizen satisfac
t.lou. 

Throllgh its impact on 
apprehension, the level 
of service provision 
affects the level of 
goods recovery. In 
addition, the amount 
of time the unit spends 
out of service affects 
the tJme avaH able to 
check (or stolen cars. 

Through its in.pact 011 

apprehension, the level 
of compatlbi11ty 
/I {fects the level of 
goods recovery.snd thus 
there _ are countervallJllf 

. assumptions. 

I 
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lEVEL OF 
PREVENTIVE 

PATROL 

r 
,J • 

LEVEL OF OFFICER 
KNOWLEDGE 

ABOUT THE 
COMMUNITY 

~. ~ ~ 
4 i , j , 

1 1 

7 DETERRENCE 

I 
The higher the level I 

of preventive patrol, 
the greater the deter
rent effect of the 
patrol force. The 
more aggreasive the 
activity of the pa
trol, the higher the 

Ideterrent effect due 
. to the "communIcation' 
of increased presence 
and attentIveness to 
duty. 

Countervailing 
Assumptions lIeld 
Equally: 
1. llle level of 
officer knowledge 
does not affect the 
level of deterrence 
(as;~~ing ;;- Fand<tm 
patrol model). ! 
2. The higher '.the 
level of officer 
knowledge,. the more 
thorough the patrol 
of areas at times 
of hIgh crime oppor
tunIty and')therefore.) 
the greater the 
deterrenr effect. 

... 
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(EXHIBIT VIII continued) 

.PREYAILING . .JACTICALJlUD SIBAIEGfC ASSlmpIIONS 
conhnued s:n 

/ ApPREHENS I ON / PROY I S I ON DE NON-- (OMMUN ITY SECUR ITY 
./CRIME HELATED SERVICE AND SATISFACTION 

The higher the level 
of aggressive activ
Ity, the greater the 
level of apprehen
IHons. 

Countervailing 
Assumptions lIeld 
EClually: 
1. l11e level of 
offi~2~ knowledge has 
no ,ef f ec t on t he level 
of apprehension. 
2. The greater the 
knowledge, the more 
likely the officer 
to intercept crimes 
in progress, and 
the more likely to be 
able to find a 
fleeing or hiding 
suspect and effect an 
area oeareh. 

All else equal, the 
greater the level of 
aggressive activity, the 
less time availsble for 
the provision of non
crinle related services. 

nle greater the level. of 
knowledse, the more able 
the officer to provide 
effect.1ve and efficient: 
services. 

Counterva.1ling 
Assulllpt.1ons lIeld 
Equally: 
1. The greater the 
level of aggressive 
activity, the greater 
the level of security 
and satisfaction due 
to the increased level 
of attainment of the 
goals of deterrence, 
apprehension, and 
goods recovery. 
2. The greater the 
level. of aggressive 
activity, the more 
dIssatisfied the gen
eral public' as they 
come to view the 
polIce as a hostile 
force. 

The greater the level 
of knowledge, the 
better able to tailor 
the patrol activity 
to the perceIved needs 
of the residents, there
by enhancing their 
level of felt securIty 
and sattsfaction. 

, 

STQLEN GOODS 
HECOVERY 

The .more aggressive 
the patrol force, the 
greater the level of 
goods recovery (but not 
necessarily the prompt 
return to the rightful 
owner). 

Through its impact on 
apprehension, the 
level of coouuunity 
knowledge will affect 
the level of goods 
recovery, and thus the 
assumptions are contra
dictory. Note in 
addition, the level oi: 
knowledge enhances the 
ability to affect a 
search for stolen cars 
in particular. 

7 
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(EXHIIH'r VIll conUnucd) 

TACTicAl AND STRATEGIC ASSUMPTIONS I1lEYAllI NG aontilllled IV I 

j 

DETERRENCE / ApPREHENSION PRO~ISION OF NON- COMMUNITY SECURITY STOLEN GOODS 
CRIME ELATED SERVICES AND SATISFACTION RECOVERY 

OUJEL"i'tVES 

'fhe lower the level The lower the level The IOIo'er the level of 'fhe lower tbe level of 'Ille lower the level of 

lE~EL OF OFFICER 
of corruption, the of corruption, the cocruption, the greater corruption, the great- corruption, the great-er 
greater the deterrent greater the appre- equity of service pro- er the level of felt the level of goods re-

ORRUPTION effect of the patrol henllion level of the viSion. security and satis- covery (but not neces-
force. patrol force. faction due to the sarily the prompt re-

increased level of at- turn to the rightful 
tain.uent of all other owner). 
goal ... 

-----------------
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EXHIBIT IX 

A UNIVE.RSE OF ASSUHPTIONS GOVERJ.'UNG DEPLOYHENT 

NOTE: This exhibit displays a universe of assumptions concerning the 
efficacy of alternative approaches to deployment; subsets of this universe 
govern the operation of patrol divisions throughout the country. The va
lidity of these assumptions is addressed in appropriate chapters of this 
report. As explained on page 36~ these assumptions are presented here in 
schematic form to facilitate systematic analysis of patrol activities. 
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,~\ •... .lL N L1'..E...Jl~s...LJLL .. _A.JLS_JIJi.e..LL..1J N S 
g!n!i'j.QL~Q1!NDARIES I 

, 
iinduding slich cO\l!lidr.nr:iou'l M: work./load analysis' 
che JoJ:1nition of ucighbor:t;\ol \)cundaries; travel tim~' 
mu population dunu!.t:",.) , 

~~~~~, ........................ J 

1.. Ilotmdolri!,\!l dete:rmineu l)U ~he ba' f 

LEVa OF 
VISIBILI']Y 

~. Referral of non-crime ralat~d cal15 
o 07her agenci!ts ot: noo~SWotn parsot!

nel J.Dcreases \d.sibility of par:rol 
lUlits. 

Clrncions uIaXi1l1i)!e deter-rene eff; t .s~s ~ loIO:kload consid 
patrol Visibility based on hie ~c as t ey y~eld level of 
nervil.'.e dCm..'lllds. V:!.sibilitv ltoricbSI proj ections at tota 
inCide d i ' eve ecomes a function of 
of big~cde!~d:V and yields increased Visibility in areas 

z. Boundaries determined on the ba i . f 
density equalizes visibilit:v'i h S S () • population 
inCident: leve1.s. • w tOUt coo..s:l.deration of . , 
Travel time Considerations Of • 
regardless or populati at ec~ the level of visibility 

LEVEL OF 
PREDrcr· 
}\JlILITI' OF 
MJv&lEl'.'T 

v~Sibility of vehicle ~~ ~r \iorlUoad cor:'li~erations, as 

r-----------r---------------------------_ d~stance traveled. fUnction also Ot speed and 

When level of predictability o~'------It---------------------------------. 

L::'\IEL OF 
RESPONSE 
TL\!E 

is a fu '. -L movement '--------__ .J 
nct~on Ot assigned oat terns of 

travel AVM and ~ , 
faeili' s~atus screening system 

tate oaintenance of aSSigned rout~ 

Ii If availability of uni,s is insuffi
cent to a11o ... i=ediate disoacch in 
response to all calls ror se~ice d.1 
patch on an as-received-basis maY'Sl~~
response to emergency'situations ,md 
crin~s in pr.ogress, 

i' Priority screening facilitates im d 
ate dispatch and thereby minimal. une ~ 

ponse time to res-
cri in emergency Situations and 

mes progress. 

.3, AVM s ' 
~rmi -. __ .,.Y_~.E..e~sand~a tus screening 

~., " ts otlt,enninacion of closest. units 
~or .. ,ispaccn, ;·:'.inimizing reSponse time, 

4. Referral of non-crime related call 
~o other agencies or non-SWorn persona:l 
eSults in improved response time in 

more units are available ~or di ,sh ce .. spate. . 

~. lAVM sYStems aSsist in controlling 
eve of response to calls and 

officer accivity thereby assurinmonito~:ng 
mll:D tbe ;!vailability ·for patrol ga~vity 

2. Referral of non-crime servi 
sUlts in increased levels OC patCreslre-
tivit i • 0 ac~ y, s nce more time is availabl f patrol. e or 

~-------~--'--'----~-----'-------------------------J 1. Worklond consideration" b 
of anticipated incid ~,y plaCing units in proximit' 
ilnizing distance. ents, minitnize response time by min- ' 

2. Travel t~c consideratio 
ilnizco resp~nse t:!.lne by inc"'~S. ~o. sett:lng boundaries min-
congested areas; ~ an·~8 density of units in 

........ ...",..,,"----
B?tmdnrie'.l baaed on '>Ol:k.tOttd •. ----------1 
l:ne bASis o£ ;J. "desil.-cd l' conSiderations I:\odified on 
ava:i.J.ab;tlJ.r:y of tmits fat: eVel of patrol" fa.Cilitate 

aggressiVe actiVity. 

~~n..~ 
... ... .:;.;;., 

..... G ..>LO...JV~E--.u.R ..llN~I .u.N ...\oIG_-lOi E P LOY MEN r 
! 

ESTABLISHING PATTERN OF TRAVEL 

(includin~ such alcerr;atives as: officer'dis
cretion; repec::iti'Je }oucing~ and randolB travel.) 

,I 
". 

J 
I' 

-/ 

1. Officer ~lsct:etiQll-impro"es detenence as 
the officer~l~o~ledgeable of potential targets 
... ithirt the $eat, projects a level of visibil
ity ~here f.t has the greatest effect. 

~ 

tl, • 

2. Repel1iti'le ~outes aqualizes visibility 
across qhe routes traveled ~hich the~selVes 
are deC!~rm.ined on the basis of ha:ard formulas. 
Deterr~nce is maximized as visibility is ~~
im.hel'l, ~here it has, I:hO! greatest eHec:: . 

J. Random t:::-avel equal.i:es visibility through
ou(:' beat combining equal '/isibiliCy <.dth high 
l;'('Iel oE unpredictability theteby !Mxi:nizin~ 
deterrence and apprehension. 

Random t~avel oax~~zes che uncertainty 
associated <.dth c.he units arrival at a 3i',eo 
location thereby ~~imizing the deter~ent 
eifec: as the likelihood of intercepcing 
cr~~es in progress is increase~. 

1. Of:icer disc-recion, by yia1ding patrol 
travel in areas of potenti~l c.a-rgecs, ~inimi:es 
-respo~e ti!:!le, 

2. Repeeic!,,'>! trav~l on routes of high target: 
density minimizes r~~ponse time. 

3. Random travel, by equalizing probability 
of movement across all poincs on beat ~nimizes 
l.'esponse tilDe give:l equal likelihood or inci
dents occuring at all ~oints throughout beat. 

-<,atearns ot cravel based on l.'ep"!ci:i'le routes 
yield aggressive activities in' areas or high 
cr~e probability thereby ~aximi2ing ~ffective
ness. 

Patterns of c:::-avel based on oeficer discretion 
yield aggressive ac::i"ities in areas 0 E high 
crime probability. 
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(E.'O:lIlllT 1.'\) 

ASSIGNMENT OF EXTRA UNITS 

(.includi:'.g such considerations as: changes in antir.i
paced 'oIorltioad lind population densit'l; and the utiliza
tion of civilian' personnel. ) 

1. Varying nUllIbe1: of units assigned to a gi'/en beat 011 

I:he basis of 'o101:ltioad matches the level of visibility to 
the density of incidents and thereby maximizes levels of 
deten-ence· and c01lllllUnit1'satisfaction and secu1:ity-. Note: 
this is a function of community perception over t~e. 

2. An ad hoC! approach to vat'ying che number of units is 
:ealized by the magnet!c dt'aw of units i~co areas exper
iencing high demand thereby increas!ng visibili~y as a 
function of demand to enhance deterrence. 

Varying the number oE par-roi units ~ithin beats on the 
basis of ~orkload projections ~inimizes response time 
by guaranteeing ~aximum availability of units Eor 
response, and by cluste.ring units in vicinity of anti
cipated demands. Typical calculations establish the 
numbe1: of units necessaJ:'y to respond to a le'lel of 
calls Eor service 'oJithin the (luired t:espon.se time. 

Varying dvilian and s,",orn officer levels on the oasis of 
~orkload considerations and chen taking into accoun~ 
the. desired l,a·.rel ot tJre.vencive pac:-ol activiey, provides 
for the availabUity of units tor pacro1. }lumber or 
units assigned are typically derived on the basis ot 
calcu.l:ations 'oIh:tch deten:u.ne the nUInber of Ilnits neces
sary to respond co calls ~ithin a given amQunc of time. 
Availability eor pacrol is typically created as a re
sidual. 
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A U. N I V E R S E , 0 E -1LS_S.JLM..LIJ_..Q.lL.S. 

DISPATCH PROCEDURES 

(including such pl'oced'.:'t'es as: dispatch 
co calls fo~ service on an as-received 
basis; prioricy screening and referral; 
',elUde locaC:iot1 and. status screening; 
and computer aided dispetcn.) 

1. If availabiliey of unies is insuifi
cieo:. eo allow iaIIIlediate dispaccn co a.U 
calls for service, dispacch on an as 
received basis ~y jeopardize ene 
qualicy of service eo a degree to which 
rapidity of response is important. 

2. Prioriey screening facilitates ~
~ediate dispacch in :esponse to emer
gency situacions. 

3. COalpucer aided dispatch facilitates 
determinacion of appropriate ~esponse. 

4. AYM and scatUs sc!'eeni.'1g systems 
facilitate fasces: !'esponse co acer
&ency sicuations. 

S. Refa~al of non-cri=e re!aced' ser
vices to ocher agencie~ or ?oltce 
divisions increases tns amounc ot time 
available tor crize-relaced se~ices. 

Compuce~ aided dispatch Eacili~ates 
assignlllenc: of appropriate officers if 
available and _ithi.~ reasonable distance 
to respond ~1ch the level of needed 
speed. 

AYM and status screening systems eacili
cace che assignment o.f the beae units to 
calis wiehin the beae and further enable 
thU ~intenance ~f beat incegrity wbich 
serves co enhance the level of k:lo\iled~e. 

~ont;t.-ntwG{ 

SFTtING OF BOUNDARIES 
-~,..---~.,.--- .. ~-... '""-"-' 

(including such ctlu5idal:at:!.ouo aa: \,-or:k1ontl analysis; 
che. de,Einition or tllaigb.bl.'ldl~Ot1, bound31:ies; travel. cime; 
and population density.) 

1. By lie tl::ing bounda~:Le.'; co t,~(;l"'cc the t'!!.lat:ive con
cencrad,on of i.ncidents :1l!J:o:30 ,\ juriaJict:ionl the pro
portional availab!li~y at officers co provide sel-vices 
of 311 ~~yPes erthunc.co e:he ({,ui-tier of sorvice provision. 

J. 1:0 ehe dagree t'l which. t:~uudlry cau;;;idat:lltions atfect 
a a1Lo.iIlli>:,\ciotl of tllsponslC. l::il11C, tho. tn:ovisiotl of emet:
lency set:'l'ices is :'::J,cili tat I;l;.i • 

3. 3y secdng bdUr;'ldarit:1o COlIllllllnllurate, wi.th neighborhood 
lines, ofJ::f.\~ers bec.olIle :nore cogniZant af bQ.llt needs and 
the quality oe services is ~hercby ~h~nced. 

3y setting boundaries commensu~atQ .ith neighbo~haod 
lines, the ability to match officer characteristics co 
t~ose ot the community is faeilitated due ~o homogeneLty 
o! b~at population, 

3y 3etting boundaries COlIllllansUl:aee with. neighborhood, 
lin~s, the ability oc the officer to learn che needs, 
proolems, and characteristics of the beat is facilitated 
due to beat homogeneity. 

--.T-----------------~--------,------.--------------~ 
LEVEL OF 
OFFrCER. 
I-iISCONDUcr 

OR 
CORP.UP1'ION 

AVM ana status screening systams allow 
dispatchers co a1onicor che activities of 
officers, cherp.by minillli:L~g the oppor
tunity eor misc.onclucc or cor~pc:ion. 
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o E P LOY M E N~I (E.;-aUB!T tx cond.nued) 

ESTABLISHING PATTERN OF T~\VEL _NUMBER OF UNITS 

I , 
creeion; repetitive routing; and random travel.) paeed ~or~oad and population density; and che utili:a-1~:(.i.n.C.l.U.d_i_n.g .. 3U_C~h .. al .. t_e.rn .. a.t_i.v.e.s .. a.s.: .. o.r.-f.i.c.e.r •.• d.i.S.-.... ~.(.in .. C.lu.d.i.n.g .. s.u.c.h .. c.o.n.s.i.d.e.r.3.c.io.n.s .. a.s

q 

•••.•.• 

c

.h.a.n.g.e.s .. i.n .. an .. Ci.c.i.-.' .. __ i cion.. of civUian pe.rsonnel .) 

I. To the degree. co ~kUch travel patterns 
<!:f.fact a Clinimiz3cion of response c:ize, the 
provision of emergency services is Eacilit~ced. 

3y varying the lavel of ;)cficn:) ,on .~he bas~30f ',",ork
load projections, availability at otticers tor service 
provision is ~fecced. 

I 
'-__ -----------ll--------;.-----'--

I 
1 

~--------------------------~~----~,----------.------------'----~ 
Pac terns set on ehe basis of officer discre
tiou alloWS an .. of:icer to apply his :Qowleage 
ot the beaC in pacrol, yielding higher effect-
iveness. 

The lo~er che level or officer :Qowledge ~on
cerning the beat, ene ..:lOre e.f:icacious the 
C'andoll1 paccern. 

Officer discraCioQ in ~ravel pattern.c:eates. 
a ~eighcened <?pporCUtlit:1 to oeglecc pa1:1"01 
ducy. 1ravel ~ver assigned general ;ouces 
can be more ~asily monitored. 

, . . 

By varying che. number of. \lilies on the basis ali t./orkJ.~ad 
consida1'3tions, officars perc'ei'le ~, b. .. ighc:ened ne .. d tor.' 
eheir presence, "best l ' use 1s IlIAd;: of che~r ~!i.:!te. and a 
greaeer at:endon is paid ~o ducy :ninimi::::.ng misconduct:. 
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EXHIBIT X 

A 'UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING 
PATROL SUPERVISION 
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NOTE: This exhibit dispZays a universe of assumptions concerning the efficacy 
of aUe:rnative approaches to pat·~:o7, supervision. Subsets of th'iB universe 
govern the operation of patroZ d~visions throughout the country. The vaZidity 
of these assumptions is addressed in appropriate chapte";!1s of this report. .4.8 
expZained on page 36., these assumptions are presented here in schematic form 
tofaciZitate the systematic anaZysis of patroZ activities. 



Objectives 

LEVEL OF 
VISIBILITY 

A. UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING P~TROL SUPERV1SrON (EXHUIT X) 

.' 
(including a consideration of alternative approaches co officer 
call-in; street deployment of supervisory personnel; officer/ 
supervisor ratios; and frequency o'r-Seat -and partner rotation.) 

It is g~~rally assumed tha~ the, gl',ea,~e~.~tt~_l.ev:e..-l: .9LofU£.e;:",supeE'V:h~r 
contact and the greater the deployment of supervisory personnel, the 
more a-ctention pciid 'bY"off1cers to-ill aspects of duty and the ll1Ot'e 
closely officer act1vity coniorms co the desired. quality and level. 

the primary, generally applicable, countervailing; assumption is chat by 
adjusting the level of officers deployed on the basis of projected need, 
ehe heightened level of activity and sense of importance provides in
creased Il1Otivation and attention to duty ~ich substitutes co a degree 
for intense supervisioa. 

Additioaal countervailing assumptions noted where appropriat;. 

1--------·1--------_________________ 1-______ ---------___________________ _ 

LEVEL OF 
PRED rCTABILITY 

OF I-(OVEMENT 

t--------.• ---.--------------.-r----i"'----.----------__ . __ 
LEVEL OF 

RESPON!SE 
TIME 

a--------..,.------------------------ ~.----- ____________________ _ 
LEVEL OF 

PATROL 
ACTIVITY v 

~.~_--------T_.-----------.~---.-.. ------ ---.-- ----- -----.---------- --.--.-- --- -~ --
L.EVEL OF 

SERVICE 
PRQVISION 

Frequent bEeae reassignment detracts from the o.fficers 12.'lel of know
ledge about the beat and diminishes the quality of service provision. 

.... ---------f.-- ... -- .. -... _ .. 0#0 -_ .... - ---=-_ ... - -"- -_ ....... -.... - ............................... ;;;:'" ... -;" ...... -... _ ...... _ .. __ '-_""-_ :4,-"#> 

L.EVEL OF 
OFFICER 
COMPATABILrn 

WITH 
COI-!MUNITY 

LEVEL OF 
OFFiCER 
KNOWLEDGE 

ABOUT 
COl>lNUNITY 

AbilJ.Cy co iIIatch officer. and beae: characteristics is. under.nined by ehe 
frequent reasaignment of beats, 

~evel of officer knowledge about beat is limited 10 sicuations where 
frequent raass~gnment of beats is practiced, 

.... ------'1". ~ -------------------------------------------------------------
LEVEL OF 

OFFICER 
MISCONDUCT 

AND 
CORRUPTION 

!~creased motivation and acci'ricy accoCII?lished by basing the number of. 
units on duty on projecced la'lel of need by ti:ne of day; can subseieute 
for a certain degree of supervision. 
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EXHIBIT XI 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING 
IN-SERVICE TASK ASSIGNMENTS 

NOTE: This exhibit dispZays a universe of assumptions concerning the 
efficacy of aZternative approaches to in-service task assignments. Subsets 
of this universe govePn the operation of patroZ divisions throughout the 
country. The vaZidity of these assumptions is addressed in appropriate 
chapters of this report. As expZained on page 36~ these assumptions are 
presented here in schematic form to faciZitate the systematic anaZysis of 
patroZ activities. 
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OBJECTIVES 

WJEl. OF 
PREDICTMlILI'IY OF 

/1JV'E.ME.'lT 

~ U.VEL OF 
REf,roNSJ:; 

'i'IME 

LEVEl:.. OF OIT!Qlo\ 
o:::Ml?KrABILIT'I 

WITH ~f.WIT'f 

r.zvFL OF OITIc::::R 
~0il!.ZI:GE .;rOUT 

ca.MJN1T'! 

Lc.-vEr.. OF OFFICER 
,:.u5CCMXiCI' AND 
CIJ~ON 

(including ,a considera.t.:'ioll of dispatched crime and aon-crime 
related responses, officer initiated activities, and routine 
preventive patrol.responsibilites.) 

52 
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1. .-\. clear differentiation between. response and pacrol t"esponsibUities maintains 
the integrity of the preventive patrol function and as such the level of desired 
patrol visibiHty. 

-2.--Iridivid"ua..cint"t:iatives; e.g., aggressive patrol, reinforces the perception; of 
visibility. 

3. Task specific patrol actiVities, as opposed to routine patrol •. convey a level 
of. visibllit7 commensllrate in impact to that of general patrol:" while making opcimal 
use of office~ time and by placing officers in areas of highest need. 

4. Routine preventive patrol communicates the highest level of visibility. 

A clear differentiation betwee~ response and patrol t"esponsibilit:ies facilitates 
maintenance of desired level of predictability of ~vement ehroughout beats, 
becalJse the acdvie..:t.es of a predeter:nined o.lJlllber of units"are aot disrupted by .. 
calls. for service. ,_ 

1. A clear differentiation oetween response and. patrol ees?;;~sibilities Eadlitat:es 
fastest. 'Cesl!onse to calls for- service • 

2. Tas~ s?ecific patrol activities. selectively placing officers in areas being 
victimized. by particular: i:ytles of cric.es> alinimizes t'esponse time co calls eat: ser'ri.ce 
from those areas. _ 
3. Traditional undiffe1:entiaced. pact:ol fot"ce facilitates fastest 'Cesponse. 

1. A clear:- d1fEet'entiation bee,Jeen t'esponse and patrol responsibilities facilitates 
act:encion 0 E the non-response units to preventive patt"ol and to aggressive pat't'ol 
activity and guarantees maintenance of the desired level of patrol. 

2: General patrol force can effectively engage in desir~d level~Lof )lreventive 
patrol actiVity as long as a sufficient number of units are in ser'lice. 

1. A clear differentiation between response and pacr~l responsibilities-facilitates 
speciaU.zation of t'esponse units and enhances the quality of all service responses 
while enabling a careful monitoring of service le~el. !n addition, the non-response 
unic:s engaged in pae:;:01 can ace on the basis of individual iniciatives co further:-
enhance service provision. . 

2. RolJtine patrol force can effectively provide desired level of ser'rices boch 
throlJgh response and ~~rough individual initiatives. 

, J. Task specific patrol activities planned on che basis of comprehensive ~owledge 
of. the commlJnir,y facilitates provision of. the most:. appropriate quali~1 and level of 
services. ' 

1. Tas~ specific patrol orientation permits greatest: compatibility of officer accivity 
·..rith communicy. 

2. Task assignments can be ettecci'lely accomplished irraspec':.i'le of oiticer compatibility 

Individual initiatives ~hich include officer attention co lea.aing about :he oeae, 
enhance otticer ~owledge of the beat. 

General patrol activicy with no direction or emphasis on individual initiaC:ives or: 
aggressi'/e activity provides greacest opporcunicy fo'C misconduc:: and corruption. This 
may be micigated if the number of officers deployed is decercined on the basis or need 
by time of day. 



.. 
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EXHIBIT XII 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS RELATING 
OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS TO PATROL PERFO~~CB 

NOTE: These exhibits dispLay a universe of assumptions concerning 
the relationship between officer characteristics (race~ sex~ educationa~ 
reveZ~ and civiUan status) to patrol effectiveness. Sunsets of this 
universe govern the officer utilization practices of patrol divisions 
throughout the country. The validity of these assumptions is addressed 
in appropriate chapters of this report. As explained on page 36~ these 
assumptions are presented here in schematic form to facilitate the sys
tematic analysis of patrol activities . 

------.............................. ~~ .................... .. 
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(EXHlB IT :a I) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS RELATING OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS 

TO PATROL PERFORMANCE: RACE 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTl ONS 

Matcning an officer's race ~o cha.t.. 0 f the. cOlmllunit"! Rada.l characteris tics have little impact upon 
to be pat:011ed imoroves police/eommuni~7 eela- the abilit7 of officers to perior;:l efiecci'lely 
tions. Eacilitates' the development of a ·.rodclng in any neighborhood. 
rapport vith ehe community stimulating cooperation, 
enhancing officer knowledge and thereby increasing As minority neighborhoods u:e.. 0 ft times felt 
the effectiveae~s of all aspects oi pat1:01. to be che "toughest" assignments, con5i- , ' \ 

derationiS of race advei5ely effects morale of 
~tnority ~fficers. 

Coo.sidention of 1:ace limits deployment 
flexibility. the1:eby de~1:acting from o'le1:a11 
eHectiveness. 

In 30me instances, a failure to match (acia.! It is the activity and not the -:ace of the 
characteristics commuoicates to the community officer that communicates a negative image co 
a sense of an occupying force and adversely che community. 
impacts on eifec:iveness. 

!c.c:reased assignmenc of arlnodties co ~ac'rol, Incre.ased t'ect'ui~:nent, assignment and [Jromo-
regardless ot the degrae 0 f communicy mar:ch cion or minoricies without ::egat'd co per-
achieved, up roves ene overall image of che tot"'.:lance or ::enure adversely effeccs depar':-
depart1l1ent and thereby enhances che pe1.'- ment :no rale , 
for:nance of all functions. 
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(EXHIBIT III: cont.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS RELATING OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS 
TO PATROL PERFORMANCE: SEX 

I' 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

WOllheD are capable 0 f perfor.ning ehe eo.dre Iolomen do noe: have suificient physical strenge:!l 
rao.ge a i patrol duties equally as ~ell as men. or stamina to. carr! oue: many of t.he duties of 

a- patrol officer. 

WOlDen are no t sufficiently respecced by the 
cOlllllluni t 7 in the role of patrol a fiieer to 
gain cie:izen cempliance and ceelkration. 

WOlllel1 by temperament and dispositien are net 
sufEiciene11 aggressive to perform effectively 
as patrol officers. 

The. emotienal and temperamental ~keup et The characteristics at women's ~motional oakeup 
women series to diffuse potenthlly danget:- and the lack of cOllllllunic:y respect for chem as 
ous sicuacions. patrol officers and their flhysical limitations 

create a high prebability that othe~~ise benign 
eVents '4ill. il.scalate into. serious confrentations. 

Conside~ations of ~q'Ual ~mpl.eY1llent opper- 'Officet: selection criteria are not adequate 
cunic7 ;suggest that: if any ~emen are capable co differentiate sUifld.encly ber../een · ... omen and 
of performance equal to that: of minimal).y therefo re the selecdon of any '40l!Ieo '40uld lead 
satisiactory males, all '4amen 3hould have co an incelerably high ?robabilicy of ~oc:lr 

ehe epportunity to be considered fer pac,al periermance. 
assignments. 

Women are capable of handling certa~, types Domestic disputes and juvenile preblems are a 
of pacrol accivities better than :nen. small subset of patrol activic;t. Fer these 
e.g., domestic disputes and juveni1e ~rQblems. Ilurposes, '.lomenshould be assigned to spec::La1 

divisions and not to general patrol. 
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(EXBlBIT r..lI: cont. ) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS RELATING OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS 
TO PATROL PERFORMANCE: HIGHER EDUCATION 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

Higher education for patrol officers (beyond high Higher education has no ~pact on ~he ability 
school) improves eve~1 aspect of patrol performance of the officer to perfot'lll effecti'/ely on any aspect 
which requires d1scredona~, consideration of ~he of patrol. 
officer. 

Rewarding officers for hisher education detracts 
from officer morale as officers believe that equal 
jobs and equal perfot'lllance merit equal pay. 

Kigher education serves ~o bias officer selection 
against inclusion of mdnori:ies in the force. 
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(EXH!B!T XlI: cant.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS RELATING OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS 
TO PATROL PERFOR~NCE: CIVILIANS 

SUPPORTI NG ASSUMPTIONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

Civilian personnel on patrol: Civilian personnel on patrol: 

Can effectively respond co Qon-crime related calls Are'.in ever-present danger when responding to calls 
ror service and can perio~ non-crime related fer -service" due ~o· the possibility that any call has 
support functions. Dispat:chers are able to deter- an associated probability of conirontat:ion and contlist. 
llline vith a high degree of accura~y ~hen a call and . t-here is' no assurance that dispatchers can 
can be safely and effec tively respoaded to OJ' a differentiate between calls ·.rith. a. sufficient: degree 
civilian officer. of accuracy to assure officer safet7· (The inability' 

of the dispatcher to 90 differentiate derives in parI: 
from the frequency 'Jith which needs are inaccurately 
described by callers.) 

~, 

Are able to generate a positive rapport with GeneratQ no better rapport with the public than does 
the citizenry and gain increased ~owledge a good ?atrol officer and detrae~ f~om.the public's 
regarding all aspects of the communit7 due to colliidenee '.itn ehe police due to the public's per-· 
che positive. non-adversary nature of ~ of eeption of an un-equipped cadre of police officers. 
their interactions ~ith the public. 

C:nhancl~ the IllOrale and effectiveness of S~ot":l. Detract from officer morale by placing upoo them 
officers '''ho 00 longer are ealled upon to the added burden and responsibility of "keeping and 
respor..1i co "junk" calls or co perform "non- getting the civilia.ns" out of trouble. 
pol:'ce" services. They are thus better able 
tc concentrate on crime-related activi;:y,. 

Enhance the quali ty 0 f non-crime ::-elated Detrac: :-:000 the overall quality of services due 
service provision due to a posil:.i'le orient- to che inability of the civilian to undertake and 
ation .towards the ?erformance of such services provide the full range of police responsibilities. 
by civilian personnel. 

Facilitace the provision of non-crime relaced Result in onl:r marginal cost reductions which are 
services co the public a.t a reduced cost co by no ilIeans sui ficienc co j us tHy the loss 0 f ~olice 
che depart:nent. capability ~hich could have been attained had the 

number af sworn officers been increased in lieu of 
utilizing non-sworn personnel. 

f--. 
Increase cne overall lavel of public sacis- Decract from che level of public satisfaction with 
faction ·.rieh che police due to the improved the police due to the public's perception of an 
qualicy of non-crime ::-elated servj,ce ~rovision. un-equipped, unqualified and un-SWO'll officer cadre. 
the IllOre [losit:ive ra~port: developed '-.ith the 
civilian cadre, and the more ?osicive actitude 

--- -.'0; t:oward service provision demonst~ated by I:he 
civilian officers . 

•.. -cr . .. 
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EXHIBIT XIII 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING 
MODES OF PATROL 

NOTE: These exhibits dispZay a unive~se of assumptions oonoerning the 
effioaoy of alternative modes of pat~oZ transportation; subsets of th'i.s 
unive~se govern the se leotion of modes by depa~tments thl"oughout the 
oountry. The validity of these assumptions is add~essed in app~opriate 
oh.apters of this ~eport. As expZained on page 36" thes(~ assumptions ~e 
presented here in sohematic fomr to facilitate systematic analysis of 
patrol aotivities. 
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• EXHIBIT XII! 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUNPTIONS GOVERNrNG 

PATROL f'lODES: MARKED PATROL CAR 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS 

The marked pacro1 car maximizes police visibi
liey in che community, thereby enhancing the 
de,terrent effecc of pac1:01 EUllction. 

• 
The mark.ed patrol car provides the greatest 
amount ot patrol officer mobility. 

'the carked patrol ca'r maximizes the alllQ'J,nt <:) f 
territory which an officer can e£fectively 
pac::oL 

The marked patrol car max~~zes the safety 
of the officer vhile on patrol. 

OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

n~e marked patrol vehicle places a barrier 
be~een the police officer and the citizen 
and has an adverse effect upon the level of 
police/citizen interaction, the level of 
of office rapport 'Jith ehe citizenry, che 
level of officer information about his beac, 
and the level ot citizen satisfaction ..nth 
the police. Ot'her modes 0 f patrol, par
ticularly in high densiey commercial and 
residential areas, are significantly more 
productive. 

The level of pac::01 '/isibilicy has little 
impact upon the ability of the police co 
decer crime. 

High paero1 visibility detracts from che 
potential for tactical surprise, thereby 
lessening che probability of intercepting 
crimes in progress. 

In high densiey cOll!ll1ercial and residentia1 
areas, foot pacrol or a scooter/bicycle 
variation provides greater visibility than 
does the ma,rk.ed patrol car. 

aign patrol visibility in minority areas 
c.reates an image of a ''hostile'' or "occupy
ing" force • 

~tor scooters, motorbikes and bicycles 
provide greater maneuverability in congested 
areas. 

Vehicular patrol over an C!xci!nsive area 
reduces the lavel 0 t an a tiicar: IS Eamiliar
ity with his beat. 

1be larger the area ?atrolled in an auto
mobile, the lower the intensity of coverage 
in all area. 

~~ 13 necessary to veigh the amount of 
territory covered against :he quality of 
pat~ol. ?a~ticularly in high density resi
dential and commercial areas, che aUtomo
bile ?laces a bar-d,er bet'Neen the pollce 
officer ad. the ci1:izen, the-reoy inhibiciag 
police/citizen interaction. 

The le'lel of danger associated ,.,ith officer 
patrol by foot, mocor scooter/bicycle is 
grossly exaggerated particularly ~hen officers 
are equipped with hand-held radios. 
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(EXHIBIT XIII: cont.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTlONS GOVERNING 
PATROL MODES: MARKED PATROL CAR 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTI ONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

The marked patrol car maximizes the officer's The personal comiort 0 e ehe officer- which 
personal comior-r.: and morale. is !llaxiIllized by the patrol car is not a 

suffici~nt ~eason for sacrificing the 
effectiveness of patrol. 

By isolating the officer from the communit:/, 
the automobile depr-ives the officer of a major 
source of job satisfaction. 

The marked ~atrol car facilitates ehe carriage Particularly ~hen backu~ capability is 
of equipmenc and passengers, alloW'ing tor readily available due to the utili:acion of 
great fle.l<1bilicy in officer response. hand-held radios, the need fot the roucine. 

catTiage ot heavy or ~xtensive equipment is 
considerably exaggerated. 

'The station 'olagon is a. 'la.riant of the pat-:ol This is a consideration only Eor those 
car '.hicn furtner facilitates multipurpose jurisdictions ·~th a li~ted number of 
utilization of the 'iehide 'oIithout detract- vehicles and little vehicle specialization. 
ing trom the above listed advantages. Othel'lJise, there is no justification ior 
Additional capabilities ~ould include: che increased cost. 
ambulance use, equipment cransporc, canine 
transport .•. 



(EXHIBIT XIII: cone.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSU~lPTrONS GOVERNING 

PATROL MODES: FOOT PATROL 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

ttl high density co=ercial and l:~sidential areas,-
foot patrol: 

Provides maximum officer 'risibility, chereby Officer visibility has limited if any effect 
increasing the deter-ent effect of patrol, upon the level of effective deterrence. 
tne level of citi::en-fel t security, and the 
level of citizen satisfaction with the police. Foot pacrol provides less visibility and less 

sense of presence than vehicular pacrol on a 
given beat, and the diversion of officers from 
"ehide3 detracts from the overall level of 
presence and 'lisiblity chroughouc a juris-
diction. This diminishes che overall level of 
citizen-celc 3ecud.ty and sacisiaction vith . 
the police. 

Ma.:d.mizes offic~r/cicizen contact and che level. Increased oE:icer/citi::en contacc on a Eooc 
of police kno,-,ledge about: the particular beat. beat increases the opportunity fo r 0 fficer 

corruption and thereby det'::'accs from ehe 
overall effectiveness of che departmenc . 

- --- _ •• __ oP. .. -
Officer/citi::en is not: important COtlc.act to 
the effective provis.ioo. ot: po lice sa t:vices. 

Maximizes ehe order ~intenao.ce tUllcti\ln of I Has 0.0 greater impact: on order ~intenauce 
the police by facilitating reductions in than'does vehicular pat-::ol, but racher con-
loiceJ:ing, dL;turballces, ecc .. , fines the cabability to t:he limited area of 

a foot beat and to the predictable presence 
Ot che a Hi.c er . 

Increases the le'lel of citizen-Eelt security Provides Less visiblity and, therefore, less 
and satisfaction 'Ji:h the !,olice. sense of presence chan vehicular patrol on 

a given beae, and diminishes the overall level 
of fele citiz~n security and satisfaction 
throughout che jurisdiction. 

When coordinated ~ith vehicular pacrol on 3 Detracts from the overall coverage ~hich could 
given beat, provides Eor the most comprehen- be achieved by a total commitment to vehicles 
si'le and eff~ctive coveragm. and increases the cost: of pacrol wic:houc: 

improving its ove~all ~i£ecti'leness. 

Results in heightened atticar morale and Det't'acts from oi£icers I :norale because th~!I 
level of. job satisfaction due to oEiicers I reel ir- is ineffective and oucs1de c~e maio-
continued contact ~ich the cici:en~1 and st't'eam ot ?olice 'Jork, Officer ?ref.e.r 
his increased sense of. ~esponsibilicy . aucomobile ?acrol because i.e '?'uhances cheLr 

abilicy co respond co "ho c/' calls and is sub-
stantially :nore comforcable and Less ciring. 
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(e:xHIBIT :<!II: cone.) 

A UNrVERSE OF ASSUMPTrONS GOVERNING 
PATROL i'10DES: B I CYCLE PATROL 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTt ON S OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS . 
In high density commercial and ~e5idential areas, While compensating for some of the disad-
bicycle patrol p~ovides che level of visibility, "socages of tOO c patt"ol, che realized improve-
presence and citizen-police interaction which ar~ ~ent is only ~nimal, and the bicycle has the 
the advantages of fooe patrol (see 1',1,. Universe of following additional disadvantages: 
MSUDlptions G.;)verning Patrol Modes: Foot Patrol") 
While compensating for the disadvantages of Eooe Detracts from citizen satisfaction 'Jich th~ 
patrol upon officer illobilHjt, response time. the police and citizen sense of security due to 
amount of territory which can be patrolled, and the negative image ',;;hicn the public has of 
orficer fatigue. Bicycle patrol furtner tacili- bicycles as an appropriace vehicle :01' patrol. 
tates the ability of tne patrol officer to 
apprehend some El~ein~ suspeces due ,0 its in- Has an adverse impace on officer mot:.ue as 
c1:eased speed (over Eooc) and che silence oc ociicers do noc regard the bicycle as an 
its opera.cion. appropdace p3t1:01 ·tehicle. 

III parks and on b:!.cycle erails, ?t'ovides the III parks and on bicycle ~rails, a ;no to t' 
most effective means of cransportation for "he scooter ~ould prove a more effeceive vehicle 
patrol 0 fticer. due co· increased speed and a lllinimi:::acion o.t 

officer faci~ue. 
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(EXHIBIT XII!: cant.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING 
PATROL t~ODES: t~OTOR SCOOTER 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTlONS OPPOSCNG ASSUMPTIONS -In high density c01lDllel:cial and re:sidentiaJ, areas. 
Motor SCooters provide less officer/citizen iIlIOtor scooters: 
contact than foot pacrol; provide less visi-
bility and less presence chan do automobiles; Provide levels of visibility, presence., and are unsafe in traffic, at high speeds and in citizen-police interaction similar to foot 
the rain or snow; have an adverse effect Upon patrol (see "A Uni'lersa', of AasUlllptions 
officer morale as che officers do aot consider Governing Patrol HOdes: Foot Patrol") without" chem to be appropriate vehicles cor patrol. sacrificing office: mobility or response 

tillie, detracting from the amount of territory 
which can be co·tered by the patrol officer, 
and caUSing officer fatigue. In sum, the 
motor scooter combines all of the advantages 
of foot patrol without its disadvantages, and is the optimal vehicle for patrol in chis type of area • 
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(EXHIBIT XIII: cone.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING 
PATROL MODES: HELICOPTER 

SUPPORTING ASSUMPTIONS 

For. use in urban and suburban' areas. elle heli
copter is an effective vehicle for general 
~atrol activities as it: 

Permits ~ide ranging and accur~te surveillance 
of an. urban area and is particularly valuable 
in detecting certains types or offenses. 

Facilitates rapid response to calls Eor service, 
aud enables surveillance of suspects until 
such time as apprehension' can be effected by
ground unit3. It is also safer than auto
mobiles as a vehicle for high speed chases. 

In general, the surveillance and detection capa
bilities Ot the helicopter ~s considered equi
valent to thae of t~o to six ground officers. 

OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

!he helicopter should be used as a response 
vehicle and as a crime-specific vehicle, as its 
general patrol utility appears somewhat limited 
and its operat:ion is ext-remely expensive. The 
helicopter's effecci'leness may depend upon 
the ability to coordinate its activities '.with 
those of ground units, and this way be difficulc 
to accomplish. 

The response time of the helicoot:e-r is excre.me,ly 
10.., only if it: is already airborne. u: ic oust: 
respond from the ground, it is ve~1 slo.." 

r~ile perhaps effective. in dececcing types of 

:!lisde:neanol:s, part:icularly 'landaliS1ll, pl:ose
cucion is jeopardized due eo the arresting 
oificer not being the same as the officer 
observing the violation. 

!he noise level eEfi!cced is exc-t'eme.ly b.·:igh, 
as is the intensity of surveillance lights, 
This leads to community dissatisfaction. 
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(EXHIBIT XIII: cone.) 

A UNIVERSE OF ASSUMPTIONS GOVERNING 
PATROL 1'10DES: ONE -OFF r CER CARS 

SUPPORT! NG A SSUMPT! ONS OPPOSING ASSUMPTIONS 

tn all bue the mase dangerous and hoseile neigh- In all neighborhoods che officer paerolling 
borhoods, one-oEficer units are able to conduct alone is hesitant to take individual 1nitia-
patrol as effectively as tTJo-officer units pro- cive, fearing an inability to control situations 
vided that sufficient and rapid back-up is without the support of a partner. Asa -result, 
available ~hen needed. the quality of patrol and the level of aggres-

sive activity. is less for. the one-officer cars. 

Dispatchers are able to discriminate among calls Many situations have a cerrain associated 
for service su.Eficiently · ... ell to provide a high probability of escalating into confrontations 
degree of certainty so that, ' .. hen necessary, demanding the attention of IIlOre than one 
more than one unit '.rill be dispatched in ;:es- officer. Risk of thae suppot:t not being 
ponse to calls to provide sufficient back-up. available is intolera~le . 

, 

Officers assigned to one-.ofiicer units are Officers in ~.%-officer units are more 
more attentive to duty, not being distracted attentive to duty, as they alOni to r each other's 
by conversation. perior1llance. 

. _ .. _- .. -.- ~ --
One-officer units can observe as much activity The driver of a one-of:icer units muse pay 
and "crime opportunities" as two-ocf.icer units. close attention to driving and can noe ade-
In addition. t' .. o one-offi'cet units ·.ill out- quately observe the area of ?atrol. 
perionl one clMo-offi!:er unit ·.;feh only a mar-
ginal inctease in coses. 

One-officer cars are a mor'! economical and One-officer cars tesult in a decrease in 
efficient use of manpower. The increased officer productivity and saiaty. 
cost necessitated by the purchase and main-
tenance of additional cars is inconsequential 
in light of the dedved labor 3avings. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

AN ORIENTATION TOHARD KNOIoiLEDGE 

The purpose of this assessment of traditional preventive patrol 
practices, as it was viewed by the project staff, was to review the practices and 
writings in the field and, by separating opinion from fact, to define that body 
of knowledge and information which can provide substantial guidance to policy 
makers, i.e.) empirically grounded information which can provide a basis for 
policy decisions affecting the patrol practices of departments. Ideally, such 
an assessment of knowledge requi~es that reported findings be judged first to 
determine whether or not the research supporting the conclusions was executed 
in a reliable and valid manner. If properly executed, it is then necessary 
to determine the degree to which the research findings can be generalized and 
applied efficaciously to other departments and jurisdictions which were not 
themselves the subject of the study. Finally, given the type and scope of 
completed research, it is possible to consider the specific needs of policy 
makers in identifying the research \vhich can then be designed to build upon 
the identified knowledge base and relevant information. 

In evaluating the research quality, general merits, and applicability 
of work in the area of traditional preventive patrol, the research staff 
used a seven step research hierarchy as a frame of reference. By explicitly 
presenting this hierarchy, it is hoped that the reader will become acquainted 
;"lith the specific evaluation concerns of the project staff. The hierarchy 
itself presents a structural frame of reference: theoretically, by classifying 
research in accordance with its place on the hierarchy it would be possible 
not only to evaluate its merits and general applicability, but also to determine 
the most appropriate design for future work. In practice it was not used as 
a deterministic tool for evaluating research, but rather as a set of intellectual 
guidelines for going at the task. As such, no attempt was made to classify 
every project and research effort -- time and resource limitations did not 
allow for this task. Instead, the hierarchy was used to set the intellectual 
tone of this ,wrk. It explicitly focuses attention not only on the content 
of knowledge, but also on its quality and the limits of its utilization. It 
therefore provides a heuristic framework for what was a more limited and scaled
down approach to this judgemental assessment. Following a review of the 
hierarchy, the actual orientation of this judgemental assessment is presented. 

I. A View of Social Research: An Idealized Frame of Reference 

A seven step hierarchy of social science research has been adopted 
as an aid in assessing the quality and relevance of existing information on 
patrol operations. By reviewing each piece of work with this hierarchy as a frame 
of reference, it is possible to take a step toward judging the significance 
of the research. Having first reviewed the manner in which the research design 
was actually implemented, judged the adequacy and merit of its findings, a 
study can then be considered with regard to its place on the hierarchy. 
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Characterization of research on patrol in accordance with this hierarchy enables 
an assessment of the merits and relevance of reported results, suggests the 
point at which information on a particular aspect of patrol is sufficient to 
jUs~ify ~oving the nature of inquiry to ~ higher level of inquiry, and 
ass1sts 1n a general determination of the degree to which the study of patrol 
operations can be viewed as a cumulative enterprise. The research hierarchy90 
is composed of seven levels. Its content is summarized in Exhibit XIV. 

The first level, the most basic type of research, consists of 
observation, opinion, and awareness. On the basis of assumptions and experiences, 
conclusions are drawn about some aspect of patrol operations and its contribution 
to the effectiveness of patrol. Findings based upon "observation," while often 
interesting and provocative, have the least merit and form the weakest basis 
for structuring or orienting a patrol operation. They do, however, provide 
the basis for selecting variables which should be the focus of correlation 
analysis or even more sophisticated inquiry. In general, most of the research 
on patrol is of this type. Unfortunately, all too often operational conclusions 
are drawn on the basis of research at this level. 

The second level consists of the application of single correlation 
analysis to identify and confirm hypothesized relationships between single 
patrol variables and patrol effectiveness. This form of analysis helps to 
systematize variables and may serve to direct further inquires and to suggest 
an operational focus for the department. In its simplicity, however, it 
neglects questions of interdependency between many patrol variables or operating 
factors which could better be examined Simultaneously through the use of mUltiple 
correlation analysis, the third level of inquiry. \.Jhile both single and 
mUltiple correlation analysis can be suggestive of the degree to which changes 
in patrol operations have been related in the past to different levels of 
patrol effectiveness, cause and effect relationships can not be inferred. 
Such analysis, however, provides a strong foundation for generating interesting 
hypotheses which are more appropriately addressed in experimental or causative 
research. 

The fourth level, experimental or causative research, consists of 
the careful and deliberate manipulation of patrol operations in order to deter
mine whether or not a change in the effectiveness of patrol results from a given 
change in the conduct of patrol activity. This type of research is of great 
value to the policy-maker, for it suggests that a given change in patrol 
procedures will result in a directional change in patrol effectiveness. Exper
imentation on patrol is becoming more and more common and has recently focused 
on determining the impact of offic~r characteristics, patterns of deployment, 
and patrol tactics on patrol effectiveness. 

While experimental research is of great value, it is also very 
difficult to accomplish successfully. Firm conclusions regarding the impact of 
experimental changes in patrol operations on patrol effectiveness depends on the 
careful control of potential~y confounding factors. Due to the rigor and 
complexity of such studies, the validity of results implied by their methodology, 
and the extensive documentation provided, such studies are subject to more 
in-depth and careful examination than research found at other levels of the 
hierarchy . 

/ 



A HIERARCHY OF RESEARCH ADDRESSED TO PUBLIC POLICY* 

TYPE 

1. Observation 

2. Single Correlation 

3. Multiple Correlation 

4. Causation 

5. Elasticity 

6. Sensitivity to 
Policy Change 

7. Op timizing P.olicy 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Awareness of a relationship between patrol effectiveness 
and some other variable without specific examination of 
the nature. direction or strenQ.th of the relationshi 
Findings of relationship between a single, independent 
operational variable and patrol effectiveness; 
sUQ.gests the focus of patrol policv. 

Findings of relationship between multiple indepenJent 
variables and patrol effectiveness; suggests the focus 
of patrol Dolic 

Demonstration of correlation plus theoretical basis for 
arguing the direction and scope of causation in such a 
way as to indicate that a given change in patrol pro
cedures would produce a change in the effectiveness of 
atrol in a predictable direction. 

Given correlation and causation, an estimation of elas
ticity offers a specific prediction as to the magnitude 
of change in the effectiveness of patrol which would 
result from a Q.iven chanQ.e in an independent variable. 

Analysis predicting that a stated change ·in public 
expenditures would yield a predicted increase in the 
effectiveness of patrol. 

Research demonstrating that a given balance of expen
ditures and other resources across the independent 
variables would yield the most cost-effective mix 
of patrol variables. 

Research and findings in the area of police patrol can be characterized in accordance with the 
above hierarchy to provide a preliminary assessment of the state of knowledge regarding tradit
ional preventive patrol. 

*See \Hlliam NcGreevey et. al., The Policy Relevance of Recent Social Research on 
Fertilitv (Smithsonian Institution, 1974, Washington, D.C.). 
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The fifth level, elasticity research, is closely akia to experimentation. 
Research at this level indicates not only the direction of causal relationships, 
but also provides an estimate of the degree of improvement in patrol effectiveness 
which could be expected from a given degree of change in the conduct of patrol 
operations. The only attempts ~1J'hich. ~lTe have found of "elasticit:;r" research on 
patrol are those of relating d.iffere.ntials in officer re.s\Jonse. time. to changes in the 
outcomes of calls for service. 

The sixth and seventh levels on the hierarchy go beyond the. specific.ation 
of causal relationshi\Js. Step 6 considers the ability oE the policy maker to 
undertake particular changes in patrol operations and to realize the benefits 
predicted. Cost-benefit analyses which deal only with single operational 
va'r:iables are invol vt>.d. Finally, the seventh level) e.conontizing researcrl, 
extends the. consideration of capability and cost etfectivetlQ.ss from the consider
ation of single operational changes, to the consideration of a wide range of 
options in an effort to optimize rB80urce utilization. 

II. A Jud~mental Assessment of Traditional Preventive Patrol: 
A Practical Approach 

Basically, utilization of the hierarchy as a frame of reference 
reflects a belief that if research is to produce results meaningful to the 
policy maker, it should proceed from the careful observation of the phenomenon 
under consideration, to a detailed understanding of the interde.pendence among 
the relevant variables, to experimental research in which promiSing hypotheses 
are tested in an effort to determine causal relationships. Referencing this 
hierarchy contributes to a goal oriented approach to answering the question, 
Illmat is known about traditional preventive patrol? II In accordance ioiith the 
direction so provided, an attempt has been made, as discussed earlier, to 
identify the objectives of patrol and the measures which are used to deter
mine the effectiveness of patrol operations in realizing these objectives. 
An attempt has then been made to assess present knowledge concerning the 
relationship betHeen the effectiveness of patrol and the activities of pat..~l 
i.e., the relationship between the outputs of patrol operations (e.g. I the 
contributions of patrol operations to the attainment of departmental goals) 
and the inputs and processes of patrol (e.g., the characteristics of patrol 
officers, equipment, and activity). To accomplish this assessment, as has 
also been discussed, an intervening set of strategic and tactical objecti.ves 
had to be defined as it is believed that these objectives constitute the link 
bet,.reen patrol opeLations and goal attainment. As such, the definition of 
kno\.rledge regarding patrol became a tioiO step process: first, an assessment 
had to be made of information regarding the impact of inputs and processes 
upon the attainment of intermediate objectives; second, a similar assessment 
had to be made of information regarding the impact of differential le.vels of 
attainment of the intermediate objectives uponme realization of th~ goals 
of patrol. Analytically, the first step, the inputs Bnd processes of patrol 
were defined as the independent variables, and the intermediate objectives 
of patrol as the dependent variables; in the second step, the intermediate 
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objectives became the independent variables and the goals of patrol the 
dependent variables. Theoretically, then, research findings would be considered 
useful only when they linked changes in inputs and processes to changes in 
the level of objective attainment and in turn to changes in the level of 
goal attainment. 

In reviewing the research and projects in the area of traditional 
preventive patrol, however, the project staff found only a small body of empirically 
grounded research amenable to a rigorous evaluation. At the same time, a wide 
body of "experiential findings" was confronted which ,\lere extremely pe-rtinent 
to the considerations of the study and could neither be ignored nor dismissed 
as merely unsubstantiated opinion without doing an extreme disservice to 
practitioners who are sensitive to the problems which they daily confront and 
are doing a good and seemingly effective job in resolving them. In reviewing 
this body of experience, the project staff relied upon its best judgment 
regarding the merits of the reported conclusions. In general, when experiential 
conclusions were (or could be) drawn which were consistent with well documented 
research findings, consistent with the perceived experiences of several depart
ments, or based upon a logic and set of considerations which seemed compelling, 
such conclusions were, in the judgement of the project staff, considered 
to constitute "knowledge." As a result, the following chapters constitute a 
truly "judgmental" assessment which presents the best documentation possible. 
for what of times may be provocative opinions of the project staff. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DEPLOYHENT OF PATROL UNITS 

Deployment practices are one of the major determinants of patrol 
effectiveness. Deployment, the assignment of patrol units to geographic 
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areas and the dispatch of these units to calls for service, involves: (1) the 
determination of the size and boundaries of patrol beats; (2) the specification 
of the dispatch procedures; (3) the assignment of "extra" units to established 
beats, and (4) the determination of patrol travel routes within beats. The 
orientation of the department towards each of these interrelated factors of 
patrol deployment has a substantial influence on the achievement of all 
patrol objectives, particularly upon the level of patrol visibility; the 
predictability of officer movement within the assigned beat and throughout the 
jurisdiction; the level of preventive patrol; and the level of service provision. 
In sum, deployment practices determine the location and travel patterns of 
patrol officers, thus setting the context in which they carry out task assign
ments, interact with the public, and are monitored by supervisory personnel. 
As a result, deployment may have a greater, more pervasive and more significant 
impact upon the effectiveness of patrol operations than any other aspect of 
patrol. 

The primary purpose of a department's deployment practices is to 
achieve and maintain a level of patrol activity which guarant8es a rapid and 
appropriate response to calls for service while providing a level of general 
patrol activity sufficient to affect deterrence and apprehension. Deployment 
practice~ may also provide for: (1) the equalization of workloads among . 
patrol units; (2) optimal and equitable service provision throughout the 
j urisdic tion; (3) homogeneity of patrol beat populations; and (4) heightened 
officer motivation and attentiveness to duty. 

In concept, this definition of deployment is consistent with patrol 
operations across the country. In practice, however, there are considerable 
differences in patrol operations due to variations in emphasis placed by 
individual departments upon the strategic and tactical objectives of patrol. 

In general, the deployment practices of a department are established 
through a basic two step analysis which first, calculates the amount of patrol 
time required to achieve patrol objectives over specified periods of time (or 
shifts) and second, assigns the required number of appropriate units to geo-

. graphic areas (or beats). Following this analysis which determines the 
basic spatial and temporal configuration of the patrol units, the desired travel 
pattern within the beats is established along with the orientation towards 
dispatch. Before proceding with a discussion of deployment, three general 
cautionary notes must be made. 

First, in principle, patrol time requirements are initially calculated 
without reference to available resources; these time requirements are then 
translated into an appropriate or "ideal" number of patrol units, each of ,"hieh 
is assigned to a beat. In practice, however, budgetary and administrative 
constraints usually limit the patrol force to levels below those believed 
necessary by police administrators to achieve patrol objectives. l The initial 
calcualtions of patrol time requirements are often greater than available 
patrol resources and, consequently, they are typically adjusted downwards on the 
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basis of a revised set of priorities and objectives, some of which are explicitly 
acknowledged while others are either explicitly or implicitly deemphasized. 

Second, it is emphasized that the specified deployment pattern of 
a department becomes merely an abstraction if patrol officers do not adhere 
closely to beat boundaries, dispatch procedures, and prescribed routes. 
It is necessary, for example, for patrol officers to know the boundaries of 
their beats and this knmvledge cannot be assumed. Patrol office'rs in San 
Diego were found to be frequently unaware of their beat boundaries. 2 This 
is not a unique case. In addition, it is quite common for patrol units to 
respond on their own initiative to calls outside of their beats even though 
not dispatched. Finally, patrol officers and supervisors often perceive the 
deployment practices of their department to be inadequate and will, on an 
ad hoc basis and without proper authority, modify them in the belief that a more 
effective patrol pattern will result. In general, however, it is assumed here 
that the effectiveness and integrity of prescribed deployment procedures depends 
upon the maintenance of beat boundaries and adherence to dispatch procedures and 
assigned travel routes. The enforcement of such prescriptions are a function 
of the supervisory practice. 

Third, it is important to keep in mind that individual officers have 
considerable flexibility and discretion, even while follo\Jing prescribed 
deployment practices. For example, the degree of aggressiveness often varies 
among and within beats; that is, while following the same deployment gLlidelines, 
officers can and do vary the methods and the amount of time spent on patrol to stop and 
interrogate people. In addition, ~ariations in something as basic as the 
style of driving can affect the realization of patrol objectives. Generally, 
patrol "style" can vary among units and this leads to actual deployment 
differences among beats . 

These cautionary notes emphasize the complexity of the deployment 
process and stress that only infrequently is it possible to make firm, unqual
ified statements about the relative effectiveness of various methods of patrol. 
In considering the discrete discussions below, they should be kept clearly in 
mind. 

I. The Establishment of Beat Boundaries 

Beat boundaries typically circumscribe geographic areas in which 
single units are to patrol. The most common patrol unit is a one or t~JO
officer marked car which has the following responsibilities within each beat: 
answer calls for service, complete task assignments, and conduct preventive 
patrol. Imen a beat is found to be too large or busy for a single unit to 
patrol effectively an "extra" unit often is assigned to it. This is far more 
common than dividing beats into smaller one-unit areas, although a few 
departments maintain this practice. 3 

The establishment of beat boundaries is the principal deployment 
decision. To a considerable degree all other deployment decisions follow from 
the geographic distribution of patrol units. The guiding prinCiple behind 
the establishment of beat boundaries is to equalize workloads among patrol 
units; that is, to allocate the patrol force in direct proportion to a juris
diction's patrol requirements . 
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The concept of proportional distribution io not new. As early as 1909, 
Chief August Vollmer in Berkeley, California, assigned his patrol force in 
accordance with the number of anticipated calls. 4 Although the beats varied 
considerably in size, the total number of expected calls in each was approximately 
the same. The principle of workload equalization, or proportional distribution, 
is still the basis for the establishment of beat boundaries. Other criteria 
of secondary importance are: (1) minimizing response times; (2) providing 
optimum levels of service across the j urisdic tion; (3) matching officer charac
teristics to special patrol requirements within the beat; (4) maintaining 
boundaries of historical or political importance; and (5) accounting for physical 
barriers (e.g., a depressed highway, a one-way street, or a bridge). In sum, 
the determination of beat boundaries is based upon these factors, although 
their relative importance varies considerably among departments . 

While simple in concept, the practice of ,vorkload equalization, or 
proportional distribution, is extremely difficult and subject to considerable 
uncertainty. The most difficult issue to resolve is: "I·mat activities are 
to comprise patrol workloaci and how is the workload to be allocated to patrol 
units?" 

Workload requirements are most commonly estimated through the use 
of some form of workload or hazard formulas. Hazard formulas per se attempt 
to identify all police "hazards" throughout the jurisdiction, these being any 
factors which are believed likely to induce an incident requiring some police 
action. S Each hazard is assigned a weight which reflects both its relative 
importance and the amount of time required to handle the potential incident. 
This allows computation of an index of required patrol activity. Boundaries 
are then drawn so that the "activity indices" of all beats are approximately 
the same. Hazards to consider have included: crimes and attempted crimes, 
arrests, street miles to patrol, business types, and population characteristics. 6 

Workload formulas are based on the same general concept as hazard 
formulas, but extend the range of factors believed to require some police 
action. In principle, workload forululas specify the activity indicators asso
ciated with the full range of patrol activities. Such factors have included: 
population density, school population, special problems of residents, number of 
businesses, and parkland. 7 Usually, the terms "hazard" and "workload formulas" 
are treated synonomously, since departments have considerable latitude in 
selecting the factors which determine patrol requirements. If a distinction 
between them is desired, the term "hazard" can be used to rl;?-fer only to crime
related factors, such as banks which might be robbed, bars where fights might 
occur, and stadiums where crowds congregate. "\.Jorkload formulas" could be 
thought of as expansions of hazard fo~mulas where factors a~counting for the 
total patrol service requirement are taken into consideration. 
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The proportional distribution of patrol units is largely based upon 
estimates of the time it takes a patrol unit to complete specified activities, 
e.g., patrolling a street, handling a call, stopping a traffic violator, 
interrogating a suspicious person, and conducting uncommitted pat1.·ol. Allocating 
manpower according to the absolute time required to perform a satisfactory 
quality of police service is, however, generally assumed to be impractical, 
because the time needed for routine patrol is not knotm. 8 Since absolute. time. 
requirements are not knotm, the usual practice is to proportionately dllocate. 
available patrol resources to tvorkloadrather than have workload computations 
dic tate the "needed," but probably unavailable, resources. Strict i:.ldherence 
to a workload formula canno t easily be jus tified unless the formula is continually 
updated: routine preventive patrol requirements must be reviewed regularly 
and the time required to complete service calls and investigations must be 
updated. 9 

~fuile hazard and workload formulas may be satisfactory theoretical 
constructs, there are a number of serious shortcomings associated with their 
application: (1) The additive weighted combinations of hazards and other 
factors affecting police patrol do not reflect highly complex social relation
ships nor the relative importance of single factors; (2) Such formulas reflect 
the past rather than forecast future problems; (3) Meaningful effectiveness 
measures are not related to operational policie.s; and (4) Nothing is said about 
the total size of the patrol force. 10 Stated differently, hazard and workload 
formulas preclude descrip tions 0 f highly complex relationsh~ps and do no t relate 
police activities to the achievement of patrol objectives. ll It is generally 
acknowledged that hazard and workload formulas and the resulting patrol dis
tributions do not relate patrol strength to effectiveness measures, only to 
activity measures. One result of this is that activity indicators may suggest 
the need for additional patrol in high arrest areas where, in fact, actual needs 
may be in those areas with relatively fewer arrests by over-workud personnel. 

Workload formulas are necessarily complex if they arc to account for 
all the activities required to accomplish patrol objectives. This complexity 
contributes to a general reluctance to restructure beats as patrol requir~m~nL8 
change. 12 As the factors used to compute original workload requirements 
change, beat boundaries no longer serve their original purpose of proportionally 
distributing workload throughout the jurisdiction. One way to facilitate 
rapid adjustments to changing workloads is, in effect, to simplify the workload 
formula. Although this terminology was not used, this was accomplished in 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, through its Police Patrol Emphasis Project. 13 There) 
patrol units are aSSigned to duty on the basis of a single criterion: previous 
and therefore expected levels of officer-dispatched and self-initiated 
activities. This has resulted in radical variations in the number of patrul 
units on the street, ranging from as many as 21 on evening shifts to as few as 
four in the early morning. Calls for services are projected by time of day and 
day of week and units assigned accordingly. This has led to considerable 
decreases in the rate of crime, with no negative reactions from the community. 
Although supervisors and officers initially were skeptical of the program, 
they have come to agree with the administration that this is an effQctive way 
to assign patrol units to beats. 

A similar program in Hinneapolis, Hinnesota, however, is being 
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criticized within the department as not being comprehensive enough. The argument 
presented by the internal planning staff is ttlat very important patrol functions 
are being ignored, and that deployment on the basis of self-initiated activities 
and dispatched calls will result in increases in crime and citizen dissatisfaction. 14 
An internal study has been initiated to determine ivhich £,,1ctors should be incor
porated into workload formulas. 

Even in those departments which attempt to incorporate a wide range 
of factors in deployment decisions, the predominant factor is the number of 
expected service calls. The patrol force may later be adjusted to account for 
population density and business characteristics after service cull requirements 
are thought to be met. The time available for preventive patrol, the time 
available for uncommit ted movement throughout the streets, is computed a8 a 
residual; that is, the time not spent on service calls, special tasks, citizen 
requests, dnd administrative tasks is, ipso :aatoJ assumed to be spent on 
preventive patrol. One reason for treating preventive patrol as a residual is 
that there are no proven guidelines which indicate how much time must be devoted 
to traditional preventive patrol for it to be effective in terms of r~.:1l.izing 
the goal'S of patrol. Another reason is that the handling of critical service ~alls 
is believed by most to be of the highest p~iority.15 

There have been several attempts to predetermine and then guarantee 
a level of non-dispatched preventive patrol activity. These attempts can be 
defined as efforts to "split" formally the patrol force into t~vo functions, 
one responsible for service calls and the other for preventive patrol. This 
split can be accomplished by either fixing the proportion of time individual 
patrol units have to spend on preventive patrol or assigning diffl.wt1nt t.tsks 
to different patrol units. 

One recent example of an attempt to fix the ratio o~ pr8ventiv~ patr01 
to total patrol time ~olas made in Arlington County, Virgini.:J. ,lb Here, th\.~ 
tolorking assumption i.;as that the time spent on preventive patrol should b\.~ 
twice that spent on answering calls and making arrests. Servic.e call!:) and 
arrest projections were made, the time required to handle each was then ustimat~d, 
and the total workload in hours was computed. Total patrol rcquirementcl) 
according to the predetermined 2-1 ratio, were to be triple the amount of tim~ 
estimated to be required to handle service calls and non-traffic arre9t~. 
Beat boundaries ~vere to be adj us ted so that each unit had approximately the 
same workload. The selection of this relatively simple technique was mad~ 
after a careful review of the applicability of large-scale simul~t.t.i.on and 
resource allocation techniques. These more sophisticated techniques ivt:'r~ 
explicitly rej ected by Arlington County police officers because they Wt~N j 1lI1gl.·d 
to be oriented towards a limited approach to handling service calls r<'ltitt.!1' than 
a preventive patrol strategy.17 

After the estimates of needed patrol units were made, it becGme ~vid~nt 
that the available resources were insufficient. Adjusting the ba.:1ts to satisfy 
the resource requirements for the "split" would have increased the. tlumbt;?t' of 
beats beyond the resource limitations of the department. Because of this 3nu 
certain administrative problems, split patrol was not implemented. 

In 1966, St. Louis, Missouri, established beats by determining the 
time required to handle all service calls. A service call model ~vas used to 
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predict the number of calls which ~.,rould be received from each beat, and a queuing 
model was used to determine the number of units which would be required on the 
street to handle with no delay 85% of the calls received by the police dispatcher.lS 
These units were, in effect, subtracted from the total number of units ava:L1able 
and the remaining units ~.,rere assigned to preventive patrol. Beat boundaries tver~, 
in effect, established to facilitate the answering of service calls. The service 
call model updated the expected number of calls on a monthly basis, and the 
patrol force was adjusted accordingly. Although average response time did drop, 
there is little conclusive evidence about the impact of preventive patrol per S~ 
on the other aspects of patrol . 

Nore recently in. Los Angeles, California, as a part of the implemen
tation of ivhat is to be a large scale deployment sys tem, beats i.,re.re restructured 
to reduce respons~ time. 19 Existing units were reassigned to beats in order to 
facilitate the handling of calls. Preventive patrol is now treated as a resi
dual activity, i.e., as 80mething to be done while not answering calls. The 
effect of this system upon response times is uncertain. 

In sum, it is generally accepted that the establishment of beat 
boundaries should begin with a calculation of patrol time requirements. ThesG 
calculations can account for any expected patrol activities, such as responding 
to calls, patrolling streets, checking businesses, and talking with people. 
In doing so, each departmer~ identifies those activities which are to be the 
responsibility of the patrOL division. In practice, however, departments t~nd 

to place primary emphasis upon the prompt handling of service calls ivhen 8Qtt.i.ng 
beat boundaries. While this emphasis could lead departments into situations 
where beat boundaries do not reflect the complete range of patrol requirements) 
experience to date does not suggest any perceived reduction in the achievement 
of the generally accepted patrol ob~ectives. This suggests that establishing be;lt 
boundaries so a.s to handle sl~rvice calls promptly may. be a simple first-orden: 
criterion for effective deployment. 

II. pispatch of Patrol Units 

Beat boundaries are c~stomarily established with the intent of pro
viding a specified capability t~ handle citizen calls for. service in that b~at. 
The dispatch of units to calls for service requires a system which: (1) pro
vides a means through which a citizen can request assistance; (2) selects those 
requests for which a police response is considered to be appropriate; (3) id~n
tifies the patrol unit to dispatch; (4) dispatches the unit to the call; 
(5) indicates when the call has been completed; and (6) disposes of requests 
which do not require police ass.~stance. 

The basic hypothesiS which today guides dispatch procedures is) 
generally stated: redu~tion in response times to calls fO'r service improves 
patrol effectiveness. To citizens and police alike, this hypothesis has 
considerable i~tuitive appeal; that is, it seems that the quicker a patrol 
unit arrives at the location of a call for service, the more efficiently the 
crime or emergency in question will be handled. 

This popularly accepted hypothesis is often based upon work conducted 
in Los tillgeles in 1966. 20 Communications data were analyzed which indicated 
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when patrol officers reported that they received and arrived at a call. These 
analyses showed that arrests resulted in 62% of all cases (when crimes were 
in progress) where response time was less than one minute. Although conclusions 
concerning the effect of response time on the outcomes of calls were presented 
very cautiously in the study, it has provided the justification used by many 
police administrators to focus their deployment practices on the reduction of 
response times. Such conclusions, however, cannot be considered valid, for 
reasons which include the following: (1) the original data gathering effort 
was not a part of an experiment to determine the effects of variations in 
response times; (2) the data were reported by the patrol officers, with various 
distortions possible; (3) activities before and after the times reported by the 
officers were not accounted for; and (4) less than 30% of the "on-scene arrests" 
could be related to response times. 

This benchmark study of reponse times does not, in fa.ct, justify any 
elaborate attempts to reduce response time, particularly ~t the expense of other 
patrol objectives. It did, however, support further research into the causal 
effects of response time and how it is influenced by reporting and d.ispatch 
procedures . 

A more recent study in Syracuse, New York, used data from police 
officers who estimated the ela~sed time between the reporting of a crime to 
the police and its occurrence.- l This study showed that less than 25% of the 
crimes were reported within two minutes of their occurrence, while over 70% 
were reported 10 minutes or more after their occurrence. This suggests strongly 
that only a very small proportion of the crimes reported to the police would 
require rapid response times, due to the time elapsed between occurrence 
and reporting to the police. 

This study, too, can be criticized. Problems of subjectivity in 
police officer reporting were not addressed. Also, variations in the different 
types of crime were not accounted for. It does, however, point out that the 
factors affecting response time which are presently under the direct control 
of the police cover only a part of the time which elapses from the occurrence 
of a crime to when a citizen reports it. 

The issue of response time has, in many ways, become central to the 
dispatch procedures which have been and are now being used. Until recently, 
patrol units were generally dispatched to calls in the order that they were 
received. A citizen would telephone the police, and the police operators would 
select those requests which warrented police assistance. These requests were 
then sent sequentially to dispatchers who would then make assignments to units 
not on call. Requests which did not warrent a police response were often 
di~carded. This practice proves to be satisfactory so long as a sufficient 
number of units is available to respond to all calls promptly. When calls 
are delayed due to the unavailability of units, however, criminal apprehensions 
may drop, emergencies may go unattended, and citizen satisfaction may decline. 
Also, police morale and fatigue may be affected. Recently, the dramatic 
increase in the level of calls for service prompted police administrators to 
search for ways to improve the dispatch of patrol units. Police administrators 
and researchers alike began to express dispatch objectives in the following 
way: A patrol unit is to be at the scene of x per cent of all calls in less 
than y minutes . 
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Some early attempts to reduce the delays resulting from the queuing 
of sequential calls was to prioritize calls. Priority screening of all calls 
by police operators is thought to improve patrol response to crimes in progress, 
potentially violent or hazardous situdtions, and medical emergencies. The 
dispatch of patrol units according to a predetermined order of importance has 
been shown to be a potentially straight-forward and relatively simple way of 
responding quickly to high-priority calls. Efforts in Boston22 and St. Louis 23 
to prioritize calls have resulted in reductions in response time, although 
the effects of these reductions upon apprehensions, emergencies, or citizen 
satisfaction are not clear. 

A system of prioritizing calls requires, in principle, a policy which 
dictates how those calls which do not warran.t a police response should be 
disposed of. One way, clearly, is to ignore them. Another more responsive 
approach being considered is to assign calls not believed to require a police 
presence to non-s,.forn personnel j,n the police department or to other agencies, 
thereby maintaining a patrol force capability to deal with high priority 
situations. Assigning calls to non-sworn personnel or other agencies, in 
principle, reduces the service load of patrol units. Also, it is believed that 
referral may improve the quali~y of service, since non-sworn personnel or repre
sentatives from other agencies may be better qualified to handle the situation. 
While many departments claim to refer certain calls to other agencies, ~t is 
not clear how universal t.his practice is or what effect it actually has on 
patrol. 24 

A number of departments have, ,however, experimented with the routine 
assignment of non-crime related calls to non-sworn police personnel. In 
Worcester, Massachusetts,25 and Fremont, California,26 non-sworn police personnel 
are routinely assigned to street duty to increase the amount of time available 
to sworn officers for dealing with crime-related problems and improve the 
provision of non.-crime services. These efforts have, in fact, resulted in 
reductions in response time to certain crime-related calls and improvements in 
services to non-crime related calls. 27 

Improved dispatching has been the objective of several attempts to 
"split" the patrol force into two functions, one handling calls for service and 
the 0 ther patrolling. 28 ,U though these efforts were originally pos tulated 
as a means of guaranteeing a minimum preventive patrol capability, in practice 
they often became dedicated to reducing response times to an increasing number 
of calls. The patrol time which was to concentrate on preventiv'e patrol often 
was eroded by an increase in the number of dispatches. 

The above approaches to improving dispatch, in concept, do not require 
a large commitment to a sophisti.cated technology. The administrators of an 
increasing number of departments have, hmvever, decided that the most effective way to 
improve dispatch is through the use of large-scale data processing systems 
which, for example, analyze patrol and related activity, forecast workloads, 
and assign patrol units. The experiences of a number of jurisdictions, 
including St. Louis,29 Los Angeles 30 and San Diego,31 with sophisticated data 
processing systems have fostered considerable interest in what is commonly referred 
to as "computer-aided dispatch." Here, data describing the characteristics 
of address and locations are stored in a computer file and updated on a 
regular basis. Data can include items such as the location of crimes, the 
history of calls, demographic and physical characteristics, type of establishment, 
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and places frequented by criminals and suspects. One concept of computer-aided 
dispatch is to have the dispatcher enter into the computer the address or 
location of where a service call is requested. Information describing the 
location is automatically retrieved and reviewed by the dispatcher and trans
mitted to selected patrol units. Such information is assumed ~? aid the 
dispatcher in making the most appropriate assignment. Also, tItle background 
information is assumed to aid the dispatched unit in handling the call and 
adjacent units in continuing their general patrol. While systems of this type 
are being considered, their actual value awaits evaluation. 

Perhaps the most dramatic and sophisticated experiments to improve 
dispatch are associated with the use of Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) 
systems. Generally, the Av}[ system monitors the location and status of patrol 
units and displays this information on screens in the dispatch center. Thus 
dispatchers have continually updated information on the location and status of 
all patrol units. Dispatch is thought to be improved by Av}f systems as they 
allow dispatchers to select and dispatch quickly the most appropriate patrol 
unit (usually the unit closest to the location of the call), thus reducing 
response time. 

In St. Louis, Missouri, a test of an Av}l system which automatically 
updated and displayed a patrol unit's location and status every two seconds 
has been completed in one district. During the test, dispatchers monitored 
patrol units on an uninterrupted basis, dispatching those units which were 
closest to the location of the call. Average response times to calls were 
reduced, some dramatically.32 Acceptance of the system by supervisors and 
patrol officers has been mixed.. A survey taken while the system was being 
installed indicated that 67% of the officers in the test district were either 
favorable or ambivalent towards the use of the AVM system. A second survey, 
taken during the Av}l test, indicated that 60% of the officers disapproved of 
the Av}l system. 33 There was also considerable dissatisfaction with the A~[ 
system by non-sworn personnel in the dispatcher's officer, as evidenced by 
hostile comments, a decrease in ladio courtesy, and indifference to the proper 
use of the AVM console. Further, patrol officers and sergeants expressed 
feelings of harrassment by the dispatchers. Sergeants perceived a loss of 
authority. Patrol officers apparently gave false position and status reports. 
In sum, the A~[ system test caused a co'nsiderable amount of dissatisfaction 
among patrol officers and sergeants. 34 Their fears appear to be based on the 
assumption that patrol and supervisory discretion would be drastically reduced. 

It is difficult to determine how the AVM system affected dispatch 
in St. Louis, or in other jurisdictions such as Stamford, Connecticut,35 and 
Wichita, Kansas,36 for a number of reasons. Such systems are often accompanied 
by the introduction of other equipment, such as the hand-held radio, which 
also can affect dispatch procedures. They increase the willingness of officers to 
leave their cars by allowing them to maintain constant contact with the dispatcher. 
The influence of hand-held radios on dispatch procedures has seldom been considered 
in evaluation of the effectiveness of AVM systems. The effect of the changing 
attitudes of patrol officers and supervisors is not understood. Also, it appears 
that command-level officials may, in fact, want the Av}l capability even 1£ it does 
not make considerable improvements in dispatching. Although the possibilities of 
using the AVM system to centralize the command of patrol units are evident and dis
cussed,37 they have not been incorporated into any AV}[ experiments. 
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It is evident that police administrators are attempting to improve 
dispatching b~ reducing response times with little explicit regard to other 
patrol objectives. This emphasis could result in workload shifts among beats in 
ways not reflected by the original criteria used to establish beat boundaries. 
Also, the perceptions and expectations of both citizens and patrol officers 
may change. The current emphasis on improving dispatc,h procedures per se has 
not, however, been shown to appreciably degrade achievement of the range of 
patrol objectives. 

III. Assignment of Additional Units to Patrol Beats 

Most departments are reluctant to change beat boundaries, even as 
the need for patrol requirements may change considerably over time. A ccmbina
tion of tradition, inertia and analytical difficulties generally precludes an 
on-going assessment and adjustment of beat boundaries. 38 In order to meet 
changing patrol requirements without adjusting boundaries, extra units often 
are assigned to patrol within an established beat. The most cormnon form of 
assigning extra units to a beat is to increase the number of uniformed patrol 
officers in response to increases in crime. Recently, however, a number of 
departments have routinely assigned non-sworn personnel to patrol. Therefore, 
in this context, additional units may be either sworn or non-sworn personnel; 
in either case, the amount of patrol tj,me increases. 

Saturation patrol is a common expression which can be used to describe 
the assignment of additional pat.rol units to those beats r..;rhich are believed 
to requi.re more patrol coverage. 39 The unit originally ~ssigned to the beat, 
in effect, shares its patrol responsibilities with one or more additional 
units. Thesl~ patrol units may be assigned for the entire shift or only part of 
it. Also, duties may vary widely. 

A. The Assignment of Additional Sworn Personnel 

A current example of saturation patrol is underway in St. Louis,40 
Here, the objective was to deter crime, particularly burglaries and crimes 
against the person, by saturating high crime areas with foot patrol officers. 
An administratively flexible unit w.3.S formed of officl~rs '.Jorking overtime. 
Except for one geographic area, officers were moved around the city according 
to shifting crime rates; they were not permanently assigned to one patrol beat. 
As a result, patrol emphasis varied over the course of the experiment, including: 
shopping centers, daylight residential burglary, robbery/purse snatching, and 
nighttime residential and business burglary. The evaluation of the Overtime 
Foot Patrol project showed reductions in property crimes and increases in crimes 
against the person. 4l The reasons for these reported increases and decreases 
are not known. Businessmen reported that they favored increased foot patrol. 
This was a reasonably sized effort (125 officers assigned to Overtime Foot 
Patrol out of a total force of 2,200), yet it was acknowledged that it was not 
very effective. Even its overall.costs were questioned. 42 One conclusion which 
is forming the basis for other. foot patrol projects is that plain clothes 
officers on foot are much more effective in making apprehensions than uniformed 
officers . 

In Portland, Oregon, patrol officers saturated the "skid row" area 
in order to reduce the victimization of the transients and residents w~o tended 
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to cluster there. The typically inebriated frequenters of the skid row area 
proved to attract highly mobile and professional crimi.nals who traveled the 
West Coast, living off the proceeds of their robberieG. It was found, too, 
that many of the proprietors of taverns, flop houses, grocery stores and other 
bUsinesses in the area were unintentionally contributing to the problem by 
not notifying the police of potentially criminal situations. On the basis 
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of this analysis, the decision was made to deploy two-officer foot patrol units 
in a small, two-three block area of skid row and enlist citizen support for 
the units. The patrol strategy was called Operation CRIMP -- Crime Reduction 
Involving Many People. 43 Overlapping beats were patrolled between 1:00 p.m. and 
11:30 p.m., with the regularly assigned patrol cars supporting them whenever 
tj.me permit ted. 

An informal evaluation found that there was a marked decrease in 
the target crimes throughout the skid row area. The decrease was the most 
drama.tic in those blocks which were patrolled most intensive.ly. Moreover, 
officers working the beats reported that they were making an unusual number 
of "good" arrests, and that a number of known criminals appeared to be avoiding 
the area. Contrary to earlier fears, the business community did not suffer 
financially. Business actually improved, probably because of a greater sense 
of security among area patrons. 

Although Project CRIMP appeared to be effective, care must be taken 
not to overgeneralize from the results of this small scale project. In 
essence, CRIMP involved saturation of a very small, atypical high crime area 
and the result was an understandable reduction in crime. One problem generally 
associated with this form of saturation patrol is displacement of crime from the 
area being patrolled to adjacent areas. This, however, did not appear to 
happen in CRIMP, since it was directed toward a very specific type of criminal 
activity which is less likely than others to be displaced. 

The Sector/Beat/Support System in Pueblo, Colorado, permits the 
assignment of "support cars" to areas where the potential for crime is predicted 
to be high. 44 These units, in effect, saturate beats on an as-needed basis. 
Support cars provide general back-up for the assigned units, the result being 
that both answer calls and patrol. Support cars also have major responsibilities 
beyond patrol, inc1uding crime scene processing and follow-up on all but major 
crimes. 

The Sector/Beat/Support System is not a project or an experiment -
it is the overall method of patrol. Police administrators believe that the 
5% increase in crime and the 42% clearance rate justify continued use of the 
system. 4S A formal evaluation of how this type of saturation contributes to 
patrol effectiveness has not been made. 

Saturation patrol often is undertaken on a more informal, ad hoc 
basis than the examples given above. In Miami Beach, Florida, extra units are 
regularly assigned to retiree neighborhoods and shopping areas on the days when 
social security and pension checks arrive. 46 Patrol supervisors in University 
City, Hissouri, regularly direct their units to saturate student residential 
areas, shopping centers, and retiree neighborhoods during those times when the 
potential for crime is high. 47 Saturation patrol in these and many other cities 
is not viewed as a project or an experiment, but as one aspect of a flexible 
patrol strategy . 
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A more traditional approach to the assignment of extra, units to patrol 
is found in Omaha, Nebraska. Here, a Special Events Unit assigns officers 
throughout the city to deal with incidents of short-term duration such as: 
(1) patrol in high-crime areas; (2) selective traffic enforcement; (3) stake
outs and surveillances; (4) service of arrest'and search warrents; (5) escort 
and security of VIP visitors; and (6) any "special events."48 Assignments 
are made at each shift's roll call for designated periods of time. 

The Special Events Unit is regarded favorably throughout the police 
department. Patrolmen and detectives appreciate the internal support. Business
men tend to support the Unit. An evaluation to isolate the effectiveness of the 
Special Events Unit per 8e has not been available, due to the fact that the Unit 
acts as a support to the total patrol force. 49 

These approaches to saturation patrol are based upon conclusions about 
anticipated increases in the potential for crime. Such conclusions can either 
be based upon highly formalized statistical techniques or a general knowledge 
of the cycles of crime-inducing events. In any event, efforts are made to 
forecast the occurrence of crimes. Another approach to saturation patrol rejects 
ongoing analyses in favor of a strategy which automatically draws patrol units 
into beats which are busy. This strategy, called magnetic patrol, assigns units 
from beats which are not busy to beats where the assigned unit is unable to 
handle effectively all service calls. 50 

Under conditions of magnetic patrol, when a unit cannot handle all 
service calls in its beat, the dispatchers ,vill assign a unit from an adjacent 
or near-by beat to assist it. This "extra" unit will stay in the beat, answering 
calls and patrolling until dispatched elsewhere to handle a call. It may be 
dispatched back to the original beat or to another beat where that patrol unit 
is unable to handle all service calls. Generally when shifts change, each patrol 
unlt begins its patrol activity in its assigned area. It will move to another 
only when there is a service call which cannot be handled by the patrol unit 
originally assigned to it. Magnetic patrol, or variations of it, is discussed 
in the l~terature and by patrol supervisors, but no actual tests appear to have 
been documented. 

A number of departments have arbitrarily assigned a marked police car to 
each member of the patrol force to use both off duty and on duty. Although this 
is perhaps outside the commonly accepted range of strategies and tactics which 
are associated with deployment, it can increase dramatically the number of patrol 
cars on the street. In such a take-home program, patrol officers typically keep 
the cars at their residences, drive them to and from work, and use them for 
personal business ~hile off duty. fv~~ when off duty and not in uniform, radio 
contact is maintained with the disp~tcher. The patrol officers are generally 
expected to re~pond to emergenc.ies in Lheir immediate area. Although not 
required to do so, some off-duty officers may advise the dispatcher of their 
general location. The jurisdiction pays the total purchasing and operating 
expenses of the car. 

In 1969, the Indianapolis Police Department initiated the Police 
Fleet Plan, where each patrol officer was assigned a marked car to use 24 hours 
a day. The plan resulted in a 7% increase in total patrol time, the equivalent 
of approximately 28 additional patrol officers. The annual cost was approximately 
$450,000. Beyond this, there are no valid data describing the effects of the 
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Police Fleet Plan; the program was put into effect with no evaluativ~ task. 

One evaluator later attempted to create a retrospective evaluative 
fratnelvork. 5l Three program goals were deduced: (1) prevent crime, (2) increase 
police clearance rate, and (3) prevent automobile accidents and decrease the 
associated personal injuries and deaths. Secondary objectives included the 
impt'ovement of police officer morale and citizen-perceived satisfaction with 
the police. Based upon a series of "retrospective projections" of crime, the 
analyses showed that Some crimes, such as auto theft) purse-snatching, and 
1I 0utdoor" crimes declined. Larcenies, burglaries, and total crimes continued to 
rise. The projections which were used are not valid for any comparisons. 

The Police Fleet Plan appeared to be supported by the patrol officers, 
as measured by refusals to take higher paying jobs in the department which 
required giving up the car. Aside from the problems in the "retrospective 
projections," it is not possible to state how the Fleet Plan affected crime and 
auto accidents, as other major changes were made in the department. A new sector
beat system was implmented, which changed the department's overall patrol strategy. 
Also, 68 more officers were hired during the time the Fleet Plan was in effect. 
The decrease in auto thefts could perhaps be partially attributed to the n~w 
steering-lock system which was being installed on all new General Hotors cars. 
In sum, it ,was not possible to isolate retrospectively the effects of the 
Fleet Plan. 

The Plan and its evaluation did not consider many of the operational 
characteristics of patrol. Two items which appear to deserve careful attention 
in any major change in patrol, but were ignored here, are the changes in the 
effective size of beats and response times lolhich resulted from t.he extra units. 
Also, it seems that increased stress upon the officer and his family should have 
been taken into account. Listening to radio calls and responding to emergencies 
~vhen on personal business or relaxing could, it seems, be somelvhat aggravating. 

Although the evaluation did not support the replication or continuation 
of the Police Fleet Plan, the assignment of cars on a 24-hour basis to patrol 
officers does not seem to detract from patrol effectiveness. 

In sum, there are a variety of ways to increase the level of police 
presenc8 and activi:y in particular beats by manipulating the assignment of 
sworn officers. In addition, visible police presence throughout a jurisdiction 
can be augmented by the use of take-home patrol cars. The relative merits of 
these'various procedures are largely unknown, although there is some limited 
evidence which suggests that a substantial increase in the level of patrol in 
a given area can ha~e at least a temporary effect on the amount of suppressible 
crime in that area.)2 
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B. The Assignment of Non-Sw~yn Personnel 

Another approach to increasing the level of pa.trol activity involves 
the assignment of non-sworn personnel to street duty. This provides a relatively 
economical way of increasing police presence and it relieves sworn officers of 
duties which are not believed to require their skill and authority. The use of 
non-sworn personnel in this capacity has recently been tried by several departments. 

In Rochester, New York, there was an expressed desire to increase 
the level of foot patrol without degrading other patrol activities. To accomplish 
this, a combined sworn and non-sworn foot patrol project called PAC-TAC -- Police 
and Citizens Together Against Crime -- was put into effect. PAC-TAC assumed 
that: (1) the deployment of sworn and non-sworn foot patrol teams would increase 
citizen satisfaction with the police department; (2) non-sworn personnel, because 
of their familiarity with the areas patrolled, would provide officers with useful 
information and insights; (3) the program would serve to better acquaint citizens 
with the nature of police work and police officers with the character 6f the 
communities in which they work; and (4) patrol units would have more time for 
dealing with crime-related problems. 53 

A deli.berate effort was made to attract racial and ethnic minorities 
and women, the final selection of non-sworn officers having approximately an equal 
number of both sexes and a good representation of minorities. The non-sworn 
personnel were assigned to duty with a police officer approximately two nights 
per week. These units patrolled four hours per day during the evening hours. 
The nOh-sworn personnel had no police authority. However, they handled the radio 
communications for the teams and assisted their sworn partners in any way deemed 
appropriate. The department made no special effart to. screen any calls gaing 
to the PAC-TAC units; they handled all types of calls. Although PAC-TAC units 
patrolled in all types of neighborhoods, there was no attempt to concentrate 
their patrol in areas where pulice/community relati.ons were sensitive. 

Although the project 1 s evaluatian has yet to be released, it was 
considered to be a success by both the sworn and non-sworn officers involved in 
PAC-TAC and the community. In fact, there were a number of instances in which 
citizens specifically requested that PAC-TAC units respond to their calls and 
there were requests that the teams be assigned to specific neighborhqods. 

In spite of its generally positive reception, the project was criti
cized because the sworn officers were assigned to the PAC-TAC units on an overtime 
basis. This led to criticisms of the program as a "cynical public relations 
gimmick" designed to pay participating officers "easy money" while paying their. 
civilian partners very little. 54 Despite this criticism, PAC-TAC appears to 
have operated successfully for more than two years with few problems. 

Another similar project in Rochester was the Community Service Officer 
(GSO) Program, where Hodel Cities residents were assigned to handle a \vide 
range of non-crime related police duties in their neighborhaods and assist swarn 
officers· in any way appropriate. The evaluation showed that CSO'g relieved or 
a.~;.sisted palice officers on a large number of calls (2,215 during a seven-mouth 
periad), demonstrated their ability to. resolve potentially dnagerous situations, 
and pravided effective palice-related services to the community.55 , 
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However, the CSO program ended with a great deal of controversy. A 
law suit was brought by CSO participants who wanted to join the department as 
sworn officers but did not meet departmental standards. The suit charged 
discriminatory hiring .practices, and the plaintiffs won. The department is now 
under court order to bring minority representation in the ranks of sworn officers 
up to 25% of the total force . 

Although all involved admit that the CSO project was poorly planned 
and led to unforse2n consequences, the use of civilians to augment patrol again 
appeared to improve police services. 

A similar program now underway in Fremont, California, hires non
sworn personnel as patrol officers to handle non-hazardous tasks. Although 
the primary objective is to improve police services, other objectives are to 
encourage minority recruitment and to provide a means of self-evaluation for 
those interested in becoming sworn officers. Through the Field Service Officer 
(FSO) program, non-sworn personnel are assigned to beats according to workload 
calculations. Patrol is in one-officer cars. FSO's are in uniforms and 
marked cars, although both are dist~nctive from those of sworn officers. FSO's 
are presently supervised by patrol sergeants, but plans are undenvay to establish 
a supervisory FSO rank. 56 

The evaluation of the FSO prog'ram showed that for three months in 
1973, FSO's represented 18% of the total patrol force and completed 22-24% of 
the computed workload. Both the department and the conununity appeared to support 
the project. This support could perhaps be attributed to the continued involve
ment of sworn officers, FSO's and the community in the planning and implementation 
processes. 

In Worcester, Massachusetts, non-sworn personnel were assigned to 
patrol for the explicit reason of releasing sworn officers to specialized robbery 
and burglary squads. In this program, for every three civilians assigned to the 
patrol force, one sworn officer was assigned to a ~pecialized unit. Perhaps as 
much as 40% of the preventive patrol workload is handled by civilians, with no 
apparent decrease in patrol effectiveness. 57 

A more traditional approach to the use of non-sworn personnel is found 
in the Hultnomah County, Oregon, Sheriff's Department. The Sheriff's Reserve 
operates 6-8 hours per day to supplement the patrol force during busy morning 
a.nd evening hours. Usually there are four two-officer cars on the street every 
evening. They conduct routine patrol, assist units on service calls, and handle 
house checks and other non-criminal incidents assigned to them. Also, they are 
prepared to respond to natural or man-made disasters. The reserve has its own 
command structure, with ranks leading up to captain. It is supervised by a 
sergeant. It:;. is not viewed as an avenue for entry into the department; however, 
it does have a high attrition rate, with members resigning to take full-time 
positions in other police departments. 58 

Although the Sheriff's Reserve has never been evaluated, it is generally 
viewed as making a useful, if somewhat peripheral, contribution to patrol 
operations. 59 The only crit~cisms of the reserve come from the police union, 
which opposes the use of volunteers in permanent law enforcement-related positions. 
The most that can be said about the reserve is that it does nbt cost the depart
ment much to run,'has not created any significant problems, and is generally 
l?elieved to be w0rthwhile. 
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Recent efforts of departments to' augment their patrol force with 
non-sworn personnel have, for the most part, been successful in the sense that 
patrol effectivenss did not noticeably drop. Also, there was little concerted 
opposition to the use of non-sworn personnel after they began their patrol 
activit~es. However, it must be noted that -many of the efforts undertaken to 
augment the patrol force with non-sworn personnel deal with a number of issues 
onJy loosely associated with preventive patrol per Be. A primary issue is the 
quick resolution of the effect of past discriminatory recruitment and promotion 
practices. Many departments are attempting, some voluntarily and some under 
court order, to increase the representation of racial minorities on the force. 
The increased use of r.acial minorities in non-sworn positions on the patrol 
force may be serving the needs of the department in two ways: first, rapid 
minority recruitment into the non-sworn ranks may satisfy certain legal and 
administrative needs; and second, patrol in a non-sworn capacity may be a useful 
training and screening process; 

The use of personnel who clearly represent the interests of minoirites 
in the community is also somewhat symbolic in that it demonstrates an attempt 
to deal with community interests which many believe to have been abused or 
ignored. If viewed in cynical terms, the use of non-sworn personnel on patrol 
could be described as a way to "buy into" a community. Their use could also be 
described as an attempt to increase the scope and flexibility of patrol. The 
evidence to date supports the use of non-sworn personnel in dealing with compli
cated patrol-related problems. 

IV. Patrol Travel Routes 

In principle, patrol effectiveness can be directly linked to each 
patrol unit's travel routes through assigned beats. The location of a patrol unit 
within a beat dictates the amount of time required to respond to a call. The 
frequency with which a unit passes certain locations may affect the level of 
criminal activity which occurs there and citizen satisfaction with the police. 
Although there has been little. empirical work concerning the effectiveness of 
different ways of selecting travel routes per se, it is possible to discuss the 
three patterns which seem to dominate patrol: (1) travel at the discretion of 
the patrol officer; (2) repetitive travel along a defined route; and (3) random 
travel. 

Patrol officers, for the most part, are indoctrinated with the idea 
that they should patrol in non-repetitive patterns. Although guided by this 
principle, the most prevalent method of route selection appears to be officer 
discretion. Patrol officers, with some guidance from their supervisors, select 
their routes according to a variety of factors, including: schedules and eh~ected 
events, presence of certain individu.als, changing activity within the beat, day 
and time, calls for service, and reported crime. This approach, although diffi
cult to document, is generally accepted as an effective way to maintain high 
levels of visibility and to as-sure an. appropriate response to calls for service. 
However, this assumption is largely unsubstantiated. There is little evidence 
which relates the travel routes individually selected by patrol officers to any 
patrol objective. However, an experiment in San Diego suggests that giving 
individual patrol officers considerable discretion in selecting patrol strategies 
and tactics impr.oves patrol effectiveness. 60 There is also considerable anec
dotal evidence to s~ggest that patrol units frequently tend to select routes on 
the basis of comfort and minimum work. 61 
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Repetitive travel, where a patrol unit follows the same approximate 
route, is often found in areas of high crime or high crime potential. Although 
referred to in different ways, repetitive patrol is assumed to increase visibility 
and reduce respons(~ times. 62 A common example of this is the patrol of a "strip" 
which contains bars and burlesque theatres, and is frequented by prostitutes and 
pimps. Another example ot a "strip" is high-density residential high-rises which 
have main entrances off of a Single street. Repetitive patrol also may take 
place in shopping centers on weekends, retirement communities, student housing, 
and commercial areas. Some of the patrol activity in Portland, Oregon; Miami 
Beach, Florida; and University City, Missouri, can be classified as repetitive 

.' patrol. Project CRIHP in Portland, the patrol of the skid row area, appears to 
be highly repetitive. 63 The patrol of the resort areas and retirement communities 
in Miami Beach at certain times also appears to be repetitive. 64 Certain resi
dential and commercial areas are patrolled in a repetitive fashion at times in 
University City.65 

It is not clear how repetitive patrol affects visibility as such, but 
it has been found to reduce response. time to service calls. Also, crime appears 
to be deterred in the areas being patrolled in this manner. 66 Many citizens 
comment favorably on repetitive patrol, apparently liking the idea that a patrol 
nnit comes by" ... every 30 minutes."67 Repetitive patrol is seldom implemented 
as a formal patrol strategy; it usually is based upon an officer's discretion 
or supervisory instructions. 

Patrol routes can also be selected randomly. Much of the literature 
')U preventive patrol asserts that randomness is one rf its essential 8 ttl.'ibutes. 
Random patrol procedures are justified on the basis that this form of patrol is 
perceived by potential offende'rs as being unpredictable: they are unable to 
guess the movement and location of the patrol unit and, therefore, will be more 
reluctant to commit 3 crime than they otherwise would have been. 68 Until recently, 
random patrol ,usually meant encouraging the individual patrol units to patrol 
in a 'non-repetitive fashion. The experience and j,ntuition of the patrol officers, 
perhaps guided by information obtained from their fellow officers and supervisors, 
were considered to be sufficient for making patrol routing decisions. 

Cne approach to the development of a formal random patrol model assumed 
that 50% of all crimes are committed in a way that is ol'>servable by a patrol unit. 69 
A !:andom patrol algorithm was then constructed which would predict the level of 
preventive patrol required to insure a given probability of immediately appre
hending a criminal at a given, accessible location. The major consideration 
in this model was the "observability" of the crime. The model was based upon 
two time estimates: (1) the time it takes to commit a crime, and (2) the time 
it takes to patrol the protected area once. Given these two values, the proba
bility of detecting a crime was predicted. The model showed that decreases in 
the time required co patrol an areq (e.g., from 60 minutes to 10 minutes) increase 
the probability that a crime will be detected. In theory, thib decreased patrol 
time can be accomplished by either reducing the s:tze of the beat area or by 
increasing the speed of the vehicle. 

This model, however, offers little assistance to those who wish to 
utilize random patrol procedures. A major shortcoming of the model is the 
assumption that any type of crime can take pLace anywhere in the area d",:lt is 
accessiJle to the patrol unit and that the likelihood of a specific type of 
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crime happening at any particular location is the same for any other location. 
It is here that the limits to the practical application of such a random patrol 
model become evident. Simply, this assumption holds only for perfectly homo
geneous areas, where the potential for every type of patrol-related incident is 
equally distributed across the jurisdiction. Except in very small geographic 
areas within a jurisdiction, the potential for patrol-related incidents varies 
widely. For example, burglaries will not take place unless there is a resident 
or working population. Another problem is the impracticality of assuming that 
a vehicle's speed should be increased to the levels required to improve patrol 
coverage. First, there are physical limits on the speed a patrol vehicle can 
maintain at any giv.en time. Second, it can be assumed that as a vehicle's speed 
increases above a certain point, the observation capability of the officer 
diminishes. This alone contradicts one of the major assumptions supporting 
preventive patrol. I 

Even if these methodological shortcom~ngs can be overcome, the_~pplication 

of a pure theory of random patrol does not seem to improve measurably the deter
rence of crime or the apprehension of criminals. 70 Although there appeared to be 
a number of theoretical and practical problems as~ociated with random patrol, 
it was one of several innovations adopted in Endina, Minnesota. 

Random patrol procedures ~vere utilized in Endina with the objective of 
reducing response times. The basic approach was to define beat areas with equal 
crime potential, and then to assign to the units patrolling within those beats 
a "random" route of travel developed on the basis of a computer-generated random 
number series. Numbers were assigned to various points throughout each beat, and 
the model then defined the sequence of travel between the points. Patrol units 
were to travel through the assigned beats in the way prescribed by the random 
model. Half of the city was then patrolled on the basis of the random model, and 
the other half, the control area, was patrolled in the traditional way. Appli
cation of the random patrol model was reported to have resulted in a 40% reduction 
in response time. 71 

Random patrol was only one of several improvements which were being 
made to the patrol force: training was intensified, public support was solicited, 
planning was improved, and police manpower was in~reased. Also, considerable 
competitiveness developed between those patrol units which were using the random 
patrol procedures and those using traditional patrol procedures. As a result, 
response times dropped in both the random patrol and control areas even before 
the experiment was initiated. The integrity of this experiment does not permit 
firm conclusions to be made about random patrol. However, since response time 
increased dramatically wht:n the random routing procedure was phased out at the 
end of the experiment, it is possible to suggest that a random model alone may 
improve response time. 

In sum, experiments with random patrol models may offer considerable 
insight into the problem of deploying the patrol force. Attempts to equalize 
Ifintercept probabilities" coul.d lead to the use of new criteria for structuring 
beats, dispatching, and assigning extra patrol units. 72 Aside from the theore
tical problems, the computation of intercept probabilities is perplexing. 
First, they are quite low. For example, if an area is patrolled once an hour 
and the time required to commit a crime is three minutes, then the probability 
of intercepting a crime cannot be expected to exceed 3/60th's, or 5%. Sec6nd, 
there has been no study of existing intercept probabilities which is necessary 
for a compar~tive analysis. Studies of the concept of intercept probabilities 
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There has been little empirical work undertaken to measure the effects 
of alternative travel routes per se upon the achievement of patrol objectives. 
Experience suggests that patrol officers and supervisors, working together, can 
develop discretionary guidelines for route selection which, minimally, do not 
visibly detract from the achievement of patrol objectives. Various forms of 
repetitive patrol in small areas with high crime potential, which may more 
accurately be thought of as forms of saturation patrol, may deter crime and 
increase citizen satisfaction. Very little can be said about the effect of 
randomly selecting travel routes upon patrol. Since the routes taken by patrol 
units are such an integral part of patrol strategy and tactics, most inquiry 
into the effectiveness of alternative travel routes should probably be incor
porated into larger experiments which consider other factors affecting deploy·ment. 

* * * *- * 

In conclusion, deployment practices provide the operational frame~vork 
for the conduct of preventive patrol. From a "technological" point of view, 
present equipment and knowledge are sufficiently sophisticated to permit the fin~ 
manipulation of deployment configurations so as to reflect with a high degree of 
accuracy the assumptions, desires and concerns of patrol administrators. However, 
relative to this capability, very little is known about how alternative deploy
ment patterns are related to the attainment of the basic goals of preventive 
patrol. This represents a significant and, at the moment, unresolvable problem. 
There has been very little resea'rch into the effects of different deplnyment 
techniques and systems on variations in the levels'of attainment of the strategic 
and tactical objectives of patrol and through them to changes in the overall 
effectiveness of the patrol division. As a result, while a great deal is known 
about the technical aspects of deployment, there is very little defiQite know
ledge concerning the ultimate impact of various approaches to deployment upon 
any of the goals and objectives of patrol, aside frop the ability to respond 
to calls for service. 

Exhibit IX displays the range of assumptions which currently govern 
deployment practices. Most of these assumptions are untested and many are in 
conflict with each other. They are presented ::In the... ani3,lyt~C!al Ir·alnewOT.k in 
order to sti~ulate systematic thinking aoout d~ployment practices. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SUPERVISION OF UNIE'Oru-mn PATROL OFFICERS 

The effect th':it deployment plans, task assignments and modes of 
transportation have upun patrol is significantly impacted by the character and 
caliber of supervisor.y practices. In principle, the purpose of patrol supervision 
is to insure that deployment patterns are maintained, assigned tasks are per
formed well, and particular vehicles are used effectively -- in short, that 
officers are doing their jobs. Such assu'rances are particularly necessary because 
of the problems posed by two realities of police work. The first is that patrol 
officers are delegated substantial power by society -- power over the lives and' 
property of individuals. The second is that officers typically spend large 
percentages of their time in the field either alone or with a partner: they atE! 
not subject to continual detailed supervision. For these reasons, it is widely 
believed that supervision is necessary in order to assure that organizational 
policy is carried out, that organizational Qtjectives are met, and that extra
ordinary powers of the individual patrol officer are no t misused .. 

Administrators have traditionally relied upon a "para-military" model 
of supervision -- with control and observation over "street" personnel as tight: 
and close as circumstances permit. Recently, however, a few-administrators 
have been moving toward a "participatory management" approach, emphasizing 
officer initiative in patrol activities and officer involvement in the decision
making process. As a department approaches the strict para-military model) 
patrol officer/supervisor ratios tend to be small, observation.·of field activities 
and review of written reports are stressed, officers are required to maintain 
on-going communication with the dispatcher or station house, and officers ar.e 
rotated among beats (and sometimes partnc:cs) essentially on a random basis. 
These practices are generally believed to improve performance and minimize 
misconduct and corruption. Under conditions of participatory management, there 
tends to be less emphasis on close supervision and more on structured patrol 
time, less on detailed review of reports and more on assessment of beat conditions, 
less on continual communication with the dispatcher and more on participation 
in staff conferences, and the like. However, participatory management occurs 
nowhere in a pure form, but only in some departments as isolated instances of 
limited departures from the "para-military" model. 

The actual purposes of supervision are not always well-defined or 
expressed. Supervision is assumed, for example, to encourage more alert patrol, 
increase responsiveness, improve community relations, and inhibit corruption. 
The need for effective supervision is widely acknowled.ged, but valid experi
mental data about its contribution toward the attainment of patrol objectives 
is unavailable. The literature 'can be characterized as descriptive or obser
vational in nature without any formal evaluations. The literature provides 
only "unproven" conclusions based on ad hoc professional experience . 

This chapter discusses the supervision of patrol officers in two 
sections: the first considers the pt'oblems and procedures involved in the 
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first-line supervision of uniformed patrol officers; the second examines the 
causes of patrol officer corruption and various supervisory measures for coping 
with the problem. 

I. Problems and Procedures of First-Line Supervision 

The supervision of patrol officers is usually the direct responsibility 
of immediate supervisors -- corporals or sergeants, depending on the particular 
rank structures of departments. Such immediate or first-line supervisors serve 
as the link between management and labor. Their position in the organizational 
hierarchy gives them the direct responsibility for maintaining communication 
between patrol officers and administrative officials. Sergeants convey policies 
and goals set by management (lieutenants and above) to officers; similarly, 
they convey results of activities performed by officers to management. To 
characterize adequately the nature of this supervision, it must be viewed from 
two perspectives: (1) that of the organization and policy of the department; 
and (2) that of the procedures of the department. Under the former heading are 
institutional arrangements for achieving departmental. goals such as structuring 
activities in terms of "unity of command" and "singleness of purpose" -'- textbook 
terms found in most standard books on police administration. Under the latter 
are such considerations as officer observation and evaluation, day-to-day manage
ment control practices, and lGng-term management control practices. 

A. Supervision: Organization and Policy Provisions 

Supervision, accomplished through a well-defined bureaucratic struccure, 
attempts to incorporate such features as unity of command and singleness of 
purpose. As a bureaucratic organization, administered through lines of hier
archical authority, management and policy control results from an arrangement 
whereby each level or rank of officer is responsible for those below it and 
accountable to those above it. Furthermore, the duties and responsibilities of 
each rank are carefully delegated through an elaborate written directive system, 
any violations of which provide grounds for disciplinary action. l 

(1) Unity of Command 

Direct line supervision is generally considered to guide and control 
behavior in the most effective way if each patrol officer is accountable to only 
one supervisor. This organizational arrangement, or unity of command, avoids 
having patrol officers being answerable to all sergeants. 2 (Such a rule may be 
broken in emergency situations where ranking officers move into a beat area that 
is not their initial assignment.) 

In order that control and guidance remain adequate, administrators, 
whenever possible, have established low officer/sergeant ratios. Although any 
such ratio is arbitrary, the one generally cited is 8:1 for one-officer patrol 
or, for two-officer patrol, 12:1 (or 6 pairs of officers to one supervisor).3 

There have been isolated instances of departure from the application 
of the principle of unity of command. One such experiment, conducted by the 
New York City Police Department, provided for the deployment of higher ranking 
officers. "Operation 25" was implemented during a period of six to nine months 
in 1953, during which time rookies were supervised by captains as well as sergeants. 
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The captains, patrolling the areas in radio-equipped scout cars, responded to 
various calls where they interviewed the officers on the scene, questioning 
them about the circumstances of the crime and the reasons for the action taken. 4 
The e~<periment, however , involved rookies rather than tenured officers with 
conclusions drawn in terms of crime reduction rather than behLvior modification. 
The experiment did not reach any valid conclusions about supervisory styles and 
their effectiveness. 

(2) Singleness of Purpose ' 

Conventional wisdom in patrol litera~ure and administrative thinking 
is that guidelines should be promulgated for departmental personnel so that, by 
channeling ac.tivity into the efforts and obj ecd.ves of the department, a "single
n,ess of purpose" can be realized. The written directive system in policy agencies 
is typically elaborate as it defines policy, establishes procedures, sets forth 
rules and regulations, and interprets court decisions. S 

Despite the attempt at comprehensiveness, the written directive system 
has been found to offer rather limited guidance to patrol officers for their 
actual task assignments. The police administrator often formulates ambiguous 
or equivocal policies because so much definition depends upon the particular 
c.ircums tances of time, place, event, and personality. 6 

13. Supe'rvision: Proc::edures of the Department 

Various supervisory procedures are utilized by departments to insure 
that organization and policy guidelines are adhered to. Such procedures command 
the attention of first-line supervisors, district or precinct officials, and 
officials specifically designated by the larger organization. First-line super
visors are responsible for both the observation of officer activities and the 
review of written reports. District or precinct officials, with input from first
line supervisors, utilize practices which, on a day-to-day basis, serve to prevent 
and control serious misconduct. These practices include scheduled call-ins, 
rotation of beats, transfer policies, arJ the, like. And specifically designated 
officials assigned to headquarters, with information obtained from outside 
sourc~s as well as from first-line supervisors, conduct long-term investigations 
of cases of officer misconduct. 

(1) Observation and Evaluation 

Observations of subordinates' activities and reviews of their reports 7 
form the basis on which patrol officers are either "rewarded" -- given high 
pe'X'formance ratings, promoti.onal recommendations, p referred assignments, and 
recommendations -- or "punished" -- given poor ratings, undesirable assignments, 
or perhaps suspended, As the rank closest to the patrol officer, the first-line 
supervisor is often considered to have the most control over such processes. 
He is the individual to which thc officer is the most responsive. 8 

Observation by first-line supervisors is of two types: (1) overt, in 
\vhich the supervisor responds to officers' calls or patrols with them; and 
(2) covert, where the supervisor observes officers from places of concealment 
or questions citizens concerning police actions. Regarding the efficacy of either 
approach, the following hypotheses are posed. On the one hand, some believe 
that the mere presence of supervisory personnel in the field has a significant 
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effect on officer performance and acc,ountability. 9 Evidence supporting such 
a view has been gathered in a study of serious infractions in three major cities. :t was f~und that rates of infractions are generally lower where cl05e supervision 
18 exerc1sed by sergeants in the field. 10 On the other hand, some argue that 
,close supervision leads to poorer rather than better work by subordinates.ll 
Among the reasons cited arl: that officers tend to modify t.heir performance in reaction 
to their perceptions of subjective and arbitrary supervisory evaluations or that 
officers tend to refrain from taking initiative for fear of conunitting infractions 
Eor which they may be punished.12 

The sergeants' review of reports prepared by the patrol offic9r is of 
critical importance since these reports serve not only as evaluations of overall 
departmental effectiveness but also as the basis for the justification or revision 
of pOlicy. A typical set of reports which must be completed by a patrol officer 
includes: (1) Daily Log (brief, concise record of an officer's tour of duty); 
(2) Field Contact Report (record of inf.ormation concerning the activities of 
persons interrogated and vehicles stopped); (3) Traffic Enforcement Citation 
(traffic ticket); (4) Vice Control Report (record of information about vice 
activities); (5) Incident Report (documentation of minor non-·crime incidents OI' 
violations of municipal codes); (6) Case Report (documentation of any situation 
involving law violations); and (7) Arrest Report (documentation of any arrest) ,13 
Departments are constantly seeking improved methods of reporting. One reason 
for this is to reduce the amount of time spent by patrol officers in completing 
reports, the assumption being that time not spent filling out fonns is used to 
patrol. A second reason for wanting to develop new methods of reporting is to 
assure that certail1 adminis trative needs are met, ineluding more effec tive 
allocation of existing manpower and assessments of existing programs.l4 

The importance of the type of reporting method used for supervision 
~vas shown in an experiment in the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Depa.rtment. As 
a substitute for filling out daily activity logs, deputy sheriffs checked activities 
completed with an electrographic ~encil on IBM cards. These cards were then ~un 
through light-sensitive scanners which rp.ad and recorded the activities which 
had been completed. The Mark Sense Reporting System was supposed to have resulted 
in faster and more accurate statistical reports, more detailed information on 
radio car activity, and information for traffic analysis on a daily basis. Also, 
the s1stem was supposed to be cheaper than tabulating data from the old daily 
logs. While the second objective of economy was mf~t, the first of improved 
reporting was not. The project was abandoned after one year. Since there had 
been no training program for sergeants and administrators in the interpretation 
of data, they derived from it less information than they had previously. Pro
cedures for the use of the old daily log system had been well-established with 
both patrolmen and supervisors understanding how the recorded data would be 
interpreted. The new system led only to considerable confusion and misunder
standings on the part 0 f supervisory and adminis tra t i Vf! personnel.1.5 

Both observation of activities and review of written reports serve 
as the basis for evaluation of officer performance. With respect to procedures 
utilized for such evaluations, it seems that no effective evaluative instrument 
has been developed which relates officer performance to officE\r and departmental 
effectiveness. Furthermore, it seems that no evaluacive instrument has been 
developed ~.;rhich objectively assesses the tasks performed by the officer; instead, 
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there results much subjective input from the immediate supervisor. The Los 
Angeles Police Department, among others, has been searching for an objective 
system of rating in which bias will not be reflected. The department instituted 
ar ". . d " l ~nc~ ent report on which a sergeant would record all activities, favorabl'e 
and unfavorable, of officers under his command. This pTactice, however, was dis
continued when the reports were discovered to be solely negative. This was then 
replaced by the sergeant's daily log (a chronological account of the sergeant's 
daily activities) from which an officer's performance is derived; the results 
were higher performance ratings for patrol officers. 16 

Aside from giving poor performance ratings to officers, which reduce 
chances for promotion and often result in assignment to undesirable duties, 
supervisors may take further action and refer allegedly serious infractions to 
higher officials or the internal review board. 

First-line supervisors, as the evidenc.e appears to indicate, are the 
departmental officials to whom patrol officers are the most responsive. Officer 
output tends to be directly related to that which is demanded. In other words, 
officers' perceptions of the standards on which they are evaluated appear to 
constitute an extremely important determinant of their behavior. l ? 

(2) Day-to-Day Management Control Practices 

Various management control procedures or systems are utilized by 
departments for purposes of either preventing infractions or modifying behavior. 
Examples of these procedures are scheduled call-ins, assignments and transfer 
policies, rotations of beats and partners. These traditional approaches reflect 
the para-military model which is widely used in the police service, and they are 
utilized in conjunction with first-line supervisors' observations of activities 
and reviews of reports. Other approaches, such as structured patrol time, staff 
conferences, and group decision-making, are being developed as aspects of 
"participatory management." 

The requirement that patrol officers call in at scheduled times to 
either the dispatcher or their station house is facilitated by the assignment 
of portable radios to the officers. Similarly, two-way radios, used 'whenever 
possible, permit constant communication between officers and dispatchers. 18 Other 
equipment, such as an Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (Avt--l) sY:Jtem, records and 
displays the location and status 'of patrol unit~ -- thereby permitting continual, 
detailed supervision. A major problem with such a system has seemed to be officer 
dissatisfaction from fear of having "Big Brother" watc.h over them. 19 

Another supe.rvisory approach is the assignment and transfer policies 
of patrol officers with poor records (many infractions) to high crime areas. 
'£11.is is an approach 'which represents real sanctions to most police officers. The 
value of this approach, however, has been called into question by a study c,f 
three major police departments (Boston, Chicago, and \.Jashington, D.C.). The. 
observation of 38% of the total black and 46% of the total white officers in 
these departments revealed that four out of ten were involved in at least one 
of the serious violations of drinking and sleeping while on duty, neglect of 
duty by unauthorized time away from duty for other than police matters, and falsi
fication of information concerning police matters; and the rate of officer deviance 
was higher among those assigned to high-crime-rate areas than among others. 
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Thle. implication is that the transfer program is resulting in poor police service 
in the higher crime areas. 20 However, this objection to the practice is not 
r.onvincing because the higher deviance rate in high-crime precincts may be a 
filnction of the environment rather than the caliber or motivation of the officers 
assigned there. 

Another management control procedure is the prov~s~on for rotation 
of bents and partners. Frequent rotations, some argue: have a dual purpose: 
'1' \; patrol improves because the officers are more alert and do not waste time 
with their partners; and (2) corruption declines as the officers do not have 
~0ntrol of the beat and do not have strong ties with their partners. 2l 
Opponents of beat rotation argue that patrol effectiveness declines since officers 
10 not have the requisite knowledge of their beats. 22 

Some of these traditional approaches, those derived from the para
military model, have recently been questioned. A study conducted in the Hiami, 
~lorida, Police Department revealed that patrol officers are subjected to 
severe boredom and lack of sensory stimulation. As a result, officers utilized 
a Ui.,mber of ways to cope with these feelings, most of which involved actual 
violations of departmental rules and regulations. 23 Furthermore, officers have 
felt that they are being "used" by departmental officials, without being given 
any opportunity to co~tribute to the organizational goals. 24 The need seems 
t~ be not that of tighter control but, instead, that of participatory management 
and more structured patrol time; these objectives seem to be realized, to a 
certain extent, in the following programs. 

A form of participatory management is evident in the Community Profile 
Development Project conducted in the Northern Division of the San Diego Police 
Department where officers were assigned to fixed beats. From November, 1973, 
to September, 1975, staff conferences were held as an alternative to the traditional 
quasi-military roll-call. Opinions and attitudes of the patrol officers were 
solicited by first-line supervisors and disseminated upward throughout the 
command structure. From these open discussions of the area's problems and possi
ble patrol strategies, more effective administrative policies were formulated. 
Some of thes~ policies concerned how the first-line supervisor assesses his 
subordinates' performance. Rather than conducting a day-to-day evaluation of 
the standard measures of officer productivity, as obtained through observation 
of' officers' activiti.es and reviews of their reports, supervisors made an on-
Going evaluation focusing on the relationship between the quality of officers' 
p,'lerol \.,ork and the bea.t conditions. The findings were that the experiment led 
t~ increased squad communication and coordination, more suitable and reliable 
pe.rformance evaluations by supervisors, and increased work motivation. 25 

Another program, conducted by the Cleveland Heights, Ohio, Police 
Department, made the following changes in its patrol program in order to improve 
i;;h(~ quality of patrol: (1) held an in-service motivational training COHrse· emphusizitll;; 
p'1,crol obj ectives in the community; (2) es:tablished a "Patrol Investigator" 
,:/Jsition similar to that of master patrolman and provided those officers a small 
sellary increment; and (3) made drastic changes in the deployment system of the 
JQpartment, varying the number of one-officer units by time of day and day of 
\~1ccl~ in accordance ,.,ith the anticipated level of service demanded by the public" 
By deploying in relation to the level of activities and by giving purpose to 
officers' patrol function, as well as by offering recognition for exceptional 
performance, it. has been felt that the level of job satisfaction and, as a 
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consequence, the degree of attentiveness to duty has increased.26 

','hese challenges to traditional approaches promise improved effective
ness. The provisions for strict control by monitoring officer activities and 
by providing officer transfers and rotations have been giving way to forms of 
participatory management and a lesse.r amount of unstructured time during patrol. 

(3; Long-Term Hanagement Control Practices 

Various attempts have be.en made to expand the sources of information 
available to departments concerning the activities of their street personnel. 
Such at::tempts have included solic.itation of citizen.s' complaints, utilization of 
civilian review boards and internal. affai.rs divisons, encouragement of officer 
self-help, C',nd so on. A generally accepted opinion is that the present super
visory practices allow serious infractions by police officers to go unpunished. 
Some attribute this to rigid and over-protective civil service regulations and 
others to powerful police unions. 27 Additionally, there is a tendency for 
officers and first-line superv~sors to insulate each other from what is perceived 
to be unwarranted outside prei3S"lres. 28 

The active solic.it,~tion· of citizen complaints was undertaken in the 
Oakland, California, f-olice 'Department. In December, 1965, and January, 1966, 
bulletins were ma.iled to religious and civic organizations with the request that 
any complaints against the police be filed. The procedures for making these 
complaints were described in ~etail, and the increased filing of complaints 
began immediately. The result of this was that the Oakland Police Department's 
Internal Affairs Division investigated as many as 408 citizen-initiated complaints 
in 1966, jUdging 115 (28%) of them as valid. 29 Yet without the data for 1965, 
these. findings are inconclusive, 

Another approach, the civilian review board, has been attempted in 
Philadelphia, New York Ci.ty, and Washington, D. C. Civilian review boards have 
the responsibility to adj L\dicate citizen complaints by either dismissing them 
as groundless or by recorr,mending them for departmental discipline. 30 Effective
ness of this form of supervision depends upon the accessibility of the reviell/' 
process to the public and the ability of the department to act on the board's 
recommendations. These boards are often viewed with deep emotion by police 
officers, and controversy over their use is often extensive. 3l 

Heist Sizeable d~partments utilize internal affairs divisons. These 
divisions have the responsibility for investigating instances of deviant officer 
behavior. Much of the work is initiated by 'citizen complaints, but a few depart
ments insist that a proportion of internal affairs cases should be self-initiated. 32 
There is a d(~arth of evaluative data about the operations of internal affairs 
lillits, since the investigations are of a canfidential nature. 33 

The Oakland, California, Police Department has gone a step further 
in their methods for handling officer violenc.,e. Action Review and Stress Panels 
have been established -- which are composed of officers who help fellow officers 
handle potentially violent situations more effectively. The project accomplishes 
two goals: {I) a cut; in the cost of disciplinary action, both to the individual 
officer and to the department in pay and manhours lost; and (2) the utilization 
of a positive, rather than a punitive, approach. The selection of officers as 
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subjects for Action Review Panels is accomplished in three ways: by officer 
volunteers, by supervisor requests, and by invitations to participate after an 
J,ccumulation of ten or more "resisting arrest't and/or "assault or battery on a 
pol:i.ce officer" incidents during a t\velve-month period. Members of the panels 
include six of the subject officers' peers -- patrolmen in line divisions -- who 
halp the officers develop self-awareness of their problems through discussion. 
The subject officers for Stress Panels include those who, after having attended 
\<!tiotl Review Panels, continue displaying negative patterns of behavior. These 
pa\lels include eight members -- from department officials to deputy district 
qttorneys; they specifically identify the officers' problem areas and critically 
m1'Jlyze their approach, style, demeanor, and attitude. Neither panel functions 
dS a disciplinary unit -- and all resultant discussion and information is kept 
1~ strict confidence.34 

An approach to the problem of supervision which has been proposed, 
though never attempted in this country, is the appointment of an ombudsman who 
hilS the responsibility and power to conduct invesU.gations of individual grie
vances. This is thought to be one way to eliminate some questionable adminis
trative policies which lead to inequitable, arbitrary, and protective supervisory 
practices. 35 

Management control seems to depend on the accessibility of information. 
It depends on such factors as wh~ther the officer is assigned the case by the 
dispatcher or is alerted by a private complainant, whether the officer completes 
a report or settles the case informally, whether the internal control systems 
are fully open to the community or are confined solely to the ranks. of the 
police department. 36 The reality is that, whatever the sophistication and extent 
of the management control practice, there is necessarily a limit on its effective
ness over field activities in which discretion is an inherent feature. 

C. Conclusions Concerning Supervisory Practices 

Most cf tne literature is descriptive or observational in nature. 
The supervi~Dry changes which have been documented have not been formally evaluated, 
making it impossible to state with any reliability what, in fact, each accom
plished. Specific shD~tcomings are apparent in the various projects. The Los 
Angeles Police Depar:::ment' s "Sergeant's Daily Log," Ne',Y York City's "Operation 
25," and Cleveland Height's "Patrol Emphasis Program" were not evaluated; the 
I.os Angeles County Sheriff's Department's "Hark Sense Reporting System" was 
i1l1properly implemented; and San Diego's "Community Profile. Development Proj ee t" 
:lJ being eVdluated, but the report is not yet available. As a result, the impact 
of attempts to either assess or change many current supervisory practices while 
maintaining effective control is not known. 

One additional point must be made. Until now, the emphasis has been on 
~1l~ general belief that better supervision leads to better officer performance 
ar.; measured by individual officer performance ratings, reports, "quota fl reali
.?'.ll:ion, citizen complaints, and the like. It has also been assumed that better 
Individual officer performance contributes to better overall performance of the 
department in terms of the five basic goals of patrol: deterrence, apprehension, 
pr~vision of non-crime related services, provision of felt security and 
community satisfaction, and the recovery of stolen goods. However, there have 
not been any well-executed attempts to test and validate empirically the relative 
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merits of alternative supervisory practices vis-a-vis the attainment of either 
the intermediate objectives of patrol or the overall goals of the patrol divisions. 
Changes in supervisory practices have been tentatively related to changes in 
individual performance, but relationships between changes in 0ractices and per
formance and changes in levels of objective and goals attainment have not been 
established. As a result, little is known about the relationship and little can 
be said, therefore, about the overall merit of alternative patrol supervisory 
practices. 

II. Corruption of Patrol Officers 

Corruption of patrol officers is considered to be one of the most 
critical problems confronting police officials. There is virtually universal 
consensus that corruption is destruc.tive to all aspects of patrol operations: 
apprehension and deterrence efforts suffer due to pay-offs; the morale of un
corrupt officers may be damaged by their perceptions of corruption around them; 
the status of police work is degraded; and citizen respect for and cooperation 
w:!.th police officers is diminished. Visible and/or pervasive corruption is also 
thought to place senior police officials in extremely precarious positions. 
More police chiefs have been scandalized or fired as a result of the detected 
corruption of patrol officers than by perceived rapid increases in crime,37 

A. Nature and Extent of Corruption Among Patrol Officers 

The total amount and exact nature of patrol officer corruption has 
never been determined; however, impressionistic evidence, drawn mainly fl:om 
investigations of police scandals, 'suggests that the problem is widespread. For 
example, the Knapp Commission found extensive corruption in the New York City 
Police Department. Its final report states that a rookie coming on to the force 
fa.\!es a situation in which "it is easier for him to become corrupt than to remain 
honest. 1138 Field studies conducted by the Presiden.t's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and the Administration of Justice present a similar picture. They reveal 
that in numerous departments across the country a significant number of officers 
are engaged in criminal activities. 39 

These recent official findings have been confirmed by independent 
sGholars and journalists. One in-depth study of a large urban department con
cluded that the pressure on patrol officers is such that l'they know that the 
only way a policeman can be honest in the exacting way required by his oath of 
office is to resign."40 Another highly regarded study of four big city depart
ments found that "during any year a substantial minority of all police patrol 
otflcprs violate the criminal law ... 1I4l Finally, it has been estimated that 
ap!lroximately one-half the take from illegal gambling in the United States goes 
for bribes to law enforcement officials. If the estimate is at all accurate, 
:he figure could easily exceed the total wages paid to all police officers in 
the country.42 In short, although precise evidence is lacking, corruption is 
widely perceived to be a serious and sometimes overriding problem in patrol 
operations. 
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B. Problems in Studying CorruptiorLof Patrol Officers 

marily a 
meaning, 

The unfortunate quality of current knowledge about corruption is pri
function of two related problems: a lack of consensus on its operational 
and the absence of adequate research techniques to investigate it. 

Discussions of corruption frequently fail to define its various levels 
and dimensions, and often treat it in concert with other types of police deviance 
such as brutality and incivility. It is important to distinguish corruption 
from other types of misconduct. The rationale behind the.m is normally quite 
different. For example, brutality is frequently a form of emotional outlet, 
while corruption is more often an instrumental activity motivated by a desire for 
financial gain. While they may frequently be found to coexist, there is no 
necessary analytical reason why one should involve the other. A patrol officer, 
or a department, can be corrupt without being brutal and vice versa. 

Corruption is a multifaceted phenomenon which encompasses activities 
ranging from accepting a free cup of coffee or a discount on a meal to active 
involvement in narcotics traffic and premeditated theft. Yet there is a distinct 
tendency, expecially common in the media, to treat it as if it were all of one 
piece. Any and all transgressions of the strict legal and ethical standards 
governing police work are cited as evidence of corruption per se~ and on this 
basis a patrol officer, or even an entire department, may be indelibly labelled 
as corrupt. It is, of course, true that the police occupy a unique place in 
society and are quite properly held to rather rigid standards of conduct; 
however, while simple comparisons of reality with an abstract ideal may provide 
the impetus for action, they offer rather little guidance in understanding and 
coping with the problem. 

Patrol officers themselves recognize the existence of various types 
and levels of corruption when they speak, for instance, of the difference between 
lion the arm'l and lion the pad, II and their lead migh t well be followed. There is 
a need to know: not only why some officers go bad while others remain clean, 
but why some become much more corrupt than others; not only that corruption is 
widespread, but how and why it varies from department to department; and not 
only that many officers are corrupt, but whether any of them ever reform and 
if so for what reasons. Only in the most superficial sense is corruption a black 
and white issue and we treat it as such to the detriment of our understanding of 
the problem and our ability to control and, hopefully, eliminate it. 

The second difficulty involved in studying corruption is substantially 
l.t:ss tractable than the firs t. Hos t standard social science methods do no t lend 
themselves very well to the examination of illicit activities. As a result, 
investigators have been forced to rely primarily on informers for their data 
and, unfortunately, it is terribly d:i£ficult to validate information obtained 
from such sources. Informers must be taken more or less as they are found and 
their perceptions and disclosures need to be carefully considered in the light 
of their personal stake in the matter at hand. Also, even the most open and 
~pparently honest informer can have trouble providing an accurate picture of 
activities ranging beyond those in which he is or was directly involved. 43 

Despite the problems entailed in using informers, rather few 
alternative methods have been tried. Reiss and his associates found a seemingly 
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substantial amount of illegal activity in their structurE'!d observations of patrol 
office;l"s at work. 44 However, it is extremely hard to imagine how open observation 
could unearth more than a fraction of existing corrupt activity. Another scholar 
h~s boldly suggested that it is not all that difficult to discover police corrup
t:on. He,points out that if corru5tion is widespread, then awareness of it must, 
of. necess~ty, also be widespread. 4 There is .• no doubt, some trut.h to his comment, 
but to be useful, investigations of corruption must move beyond its mere dis- . 
covery to an examination of its character, incidence, and changing complexion 
over time. Only with this level of specificity can the success of efforts to 
cope with the problem be evaluated. 

The d8velopment of techniques for studying corruption is an immensely 
difficult task which is much in need of creative work. As with so many aspects 
of patrol, research is currently hampered by the lack of a clear-cut definition 
of the problem, and valid, cost-effective means for measuring its impact. Until 
these difficulties have been surmounted, disc.ussions of the subject will, of 
necessity, remain at an impressionistic and largely subjective level. 

C. Causes of Patrol Officer Corruption: Prevailing Theories 

The difficulties involved in defining and measuring corruption, 
great as they are, have not led to any noticeable reluctance in identifying 
its causes. There is a lengthy and sometimes contradictory list of factors 
which are often mentioned as supposedly contributing to police corruption. 

The tr.aditional approach to the issue focuses on the individual 
or1g~ns of illegal activities. It views corr~ption in terms of the personal 
and moral deficiencies of the officers involved. The problem is seen as an 
individual responsibility which does not necessarily reflect on the department 
as a whole. This so-called "rotten apple" theory appears in numerous texts on 
police work and has been a particular favorite of police administrators in 
responding to allegations of corruption. 46 Former Commissioner Murphy resorted 
to it frequently in attempting to answer the charges of the Knapp Commission. 47 
In essence, it allows the police to explain to the public and to themselves 
the persistence of a condition which they feel incapable of controlling. 

In recent years the "rotten apple" theory has been subjected to a 
great deal of criticism. The Knapp Commission explicitly rejected it, an 
1.ufluential scholar termed it a "plausible half-truth," and a well-known police 
,;nie£ observed that recent research has exploded the myth of the rotten apple. 48 
indeed, the theory has gone from being an explanation to being frequently iden
tifled as part of the problem. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
.Justice Goals and Standards stated that the most important factor contributing 
to corruption is the general attitude which resists acknowledging the extent of 
itB existence and inhibits the self-examination necessary to alter the conditions 
which permit it to flourish. 49 

This is a rather harsh indictment of a theory which contains at lea~t 
a kernel of truth. Certainly, individual factors such as avarice and moral 
character need to be considered in explaining corruption; however, in recent 
years a new and partially conflicting theory has emerged which stresses the 
importance of soci.al context as a causal influence on corruption. 
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In its most general form, this approach views the corruption of patrol 
officers as a natural consequence of society's demands for illegal services. 
It has often been observed that crime is very much a,n American way of 1ife50 
and that since the police do not function in a vacuum there is really little 
wrong with law enforcement that is not also wrong with society as a whole.51 
This observation, while doubtlessly true, is not terribly helpful to a police 
administrator trying to run a clean force. 

On a more specific and useful level this approach concentrates on 
the importance of corruption-oriented cliques in supporting and fostering illegal 
activities. Corrupt subcultures are thought to develop from a disjunction 
between the personal goals sought by patrol officers (e.g., financial rewards, 
job satisfaction, status, and prestige) and the availability of adequate, legi
timate means (e.g., promotions, pay raises, etc.) for their realization. The 
blockage of legitimate access to valued 'goals, coupled with oft-noted feelings 
of alienation and isolation from the community at large, leads to the exploration 
of other routes, and for the patrol officers these are not at all difficult to 
find. 52 Opportunities for corruption are literally thrust upon them. 

Opportunity in combination with m()tivation leads to corruption and a 
subculture develops, almost naturally, around the norms and rationalizations 
used to legitimate clearly illicit behavior. Subcultures serve to justify 
corrupt activities, protect their members from discovery and, perhaps most 
damaging of all, act as a means of introducing recruits to the potential profits 
of their new occupation. In these rather sociological terms, corruption can be 
viewed as a process which feeds on itself until it eventually encompasses an 
entire department. Even those officers who are not directly involved are pulled 
into its web by their reluctance to expose their friends and colleagues. 

This process has been frequently elevated to a position of paramount' 
importance in explaining corruption. 53 However, emphasis on the personal frus
trations of patrol officers as a cause of corruption needs to be supplemented 
by an appreciation of the extreme demands placed on them by society. Not only 
are they held to strict ethical standards (much stricter, it might be noted, 
than those applying to most other occupations), but they are also required to 
perform tasks for which they have insufficient power and resources, and rather 
ambivalent support from the communities they serve. 

The problem is particularly ev·ident in a ttempts by uniformed patrol 
officers to police vice, a major source of police corruption. The obligation 
to enforce morals laws creates a serious dilerruna for the patrD1 officer. 
Departments often place great emphasis on vice activity as evidence of their 
honesty and incorruptability. However, it is extremely difficult for uniformed 
patrol officers to make vice arrests. Frequently they are obliged to engage in 
questionable and even illegal activities such as perjury on warrant affidavits, 
planting evidence, and illegal searches in order to make arrests of rather 
doubtful significance to the courts, the public, or even themselves. In the 
process, they are placed in an environment where close supervision is difficult 
if not impossible and where opportunities for graft abound. The result is 
often the development of understandable feelings of cynicism and alienation in 
an atmosphere which provides a ready and profitable outlet for their expression. 54 

It is difficult, at this point in time, to gauge the relative 
explanatory powers of different theories of corruption. They are presently 
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cast more in the form of speculative notions rather than systematic, we1l
thought-~ut assumptions,and hypotheses. While the traditional "rotten apple" 
exp1anatl.on places much too much emphasis on individual moral character and has 
o~ten been used as much to cover up corruption as to explain it, the sociolo
gl.cal group-oriented approach sheds little light on the crucial question of 
why some dfficers are corrupted while others remain clean. Indeed the 801::.io
logical analyses often leave one wondering how there could be any ~onest c~ps 
at all given the unhappy conditions of police work. 

Although frequently presented as conflicting approaches they can, 
perhaps, best be viewed as providing two different levels of explanation --
one emphasizing the immediat,e causes of corruption such as individual character
istics, lax supervision and inadequate recruitment practices; and the other 
concentrating on latent causes such as community norms an.d mores, and informal 
police subcultures. At present, there is a clear need to extract from these 
two approaches a set of explicit, testable, and policy-relevant hypotheses. 
Until this has been accomplished we must content outselves with some interesting, 
if rather free-flowing speCUlations on corruption, none of which are supported 
by much in the ~vay of hard data. 'Future progress in our unders tanding ~vould seem 
to require a more definite and systematic specification of the factors impacting 
on corruption and the development of means for measuring them. 

D. Countering Patrol Officer Corruption 

The disagreement found in discussions of the causes of corruption 
does not carryover into considerations of its consequences. Here there is 
virtually universal consensus that corruption is destructive to all aspects D.E 
patrol. It does tremendous damage to morale, brings formal rules and procedures 
into contempt, degrades the nature and status of police wor,k, and diminishes 
community respect for and cooperation with law enforcement agencies. It also 
exerts a disturbing influence on the distribution of police services, and can 
place senior administrators in extremely precarious positions. Finally, it is 
generally recognized that corruption works like a cancer in police departments; 
even small seemingly harmless transgressions can contain the seeds ~Jf a maj or 
scandal. 

Attempts to analyze a phenomenon often end up as explanations of why 
it cannot be other than it is. The causes of corruption are so many and complex 
and its ramifications so difficult to unravel that it is easy to come away from 
~n examination of the problem with a rather pessimistic prognosis concerning 
abilities to control and eliminate it. Several authorities in the field have 
fallen victim to this fatalistic frame of mind. Sayre and Kaufman in th.eir 
in£luentia1 study of politics in New York City conclude that the Police. Commis
sioner eventually comes to accept the fact "that police corruption is endemic 
to his oro-anization, and that he is fortunate if he can prevent its reaching 

o ~5 
epidemic proportions."J And, in a similar vein, Neiderhoffer is convinced that 
lIthe forms of ~raft quietly condoned by mos t policemen will prove impossible 
to eradicate." 6 

These negative predictions may well prove out to be true, but they 
offer small comfort or assistance to police administrators who must cope with 
controlling corruption, however impossible the task might be, nor have they 
dampened the efforts to devise strategies and tactics for dealing with the 
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prOb~em. A great many proposals for change and reform have emanated from 
cOltun:t.ssion reports and independent studies of corruption, and many have been 
i.mplemented by departments. In summary form these include: 

1. Psychological screening of police candidates to 
weed out those most likely to engage in corruption;57 

2. Increased emphasis on the indoctrination of officers 
in a code of Bthics;58 

3. Regular surveillance and investigation of police 
behavior by an independent investigative agencYj?9 

4. Emphasis on high arrest and ticketing rates to reduce 
the prospect and suspicion of corruption;60 
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5. Elimination of the common practice of assigning poorer 
officers to high crime areas where temptation is greatest j 6l 

6. Increase in salaries to reduce temptationj 62 

7. Creation of opportunities for lateral mobility between 
ciepartments to enhance opportunities for promotion;63 

8. Changes in the lm.;rs covering vic timless crimes to 
remove a major source of corruption;64 

9. Vigorous prosecution of officers caught engaging 
in corrupt activities;65 

10. Prosecution of citizens caught offering bribes;66 

11. Rotation of officer beat assignments and partners. 67 

ifuile lengthy, this represents only a partial lis t of possible remedies. 
And, as is so often the case, there are benefits and _ dra~.;rbacks to each of them. 
For example, the use of an investigative agency ~.;hile a potentially valuable 
technique for controlling corruption, might also have seri.ous consequences for 
morale. Every patrol officer, however honest, is guilty of violating Some 
depiutmental rule or regulation, and the spectre of be.ing constantly watched 
and possibly informed on could create an extremely hostile and apprehensive 
atmosphere. It would also be quite costly. The rotatj,on of officer beat and 
D~rtner assignments could make it much more difficult for officers to develop 
tlnd solidify the COlltacts necessary for systematic graft, but it would also 
increase the managerial headaches involved in manpower allocation and substantially 
reduce the familiarity of officers with their beats. 

The New York City Police Department has recently had to contend with 
an apparently substantial and certainly well-publicized corruption problem. 
The department has responded by trying a number of techniques for coping with the 
problem and, hopefully, preventing its reoccurrence. It has greatly increased 
the number of officers assigned to internal ~.ffairs, and instructed supervisors 
of the possibHity that their subordinates are engaged in corrupt activities. 
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Supervisors are requested to constantly monitor various signs I)f corruption, 
suc.h as large numbers of illegally parked cars outsi,de certain establishments 
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or licensed premises open after hours, in an effort to make countering corruption 
an active and recognized part of daily supervision. 68 In addition, the depart
ment has sought to instill in its officers a sense of moral obligation to 
refrain from corrupt practices. This is done through integrity workshops in which 
small groups of officers explore the problem of corruption and its negative impact 
on both themselves and the public. 69 While the department has attempted to combat 
corruption through these and other measures, the lack of adequate measures of 
corrupt activity makes it extremely difficult to gauge their effectiveness. 

In sum, the present state of knowledge about patrol officer corruption 
is not sufficiently detailed and reliable to premit any very definite conclusions 
concerning the relative merits of various approaches to dealing with the problem. 70 
The John Jay School of Criminal Justice is currently conducting a NILECJ/LEAA
funded study of police corruption which promises to fill some of the gaps in 
current knowledge. Certainly, little can be accomplished in the absence of better 
and more detailed knowledge. 
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IN-SERVICE TASK'ASSIGNMENTS 
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. Traditional preventive patrol is frequently viewed as an essentially 
und:~£fere~tiated activity involving the routine movement of patrol units through 
the~r ass~gned areas when not handling calls for service. As the third 
chapter indicates, deployment decisions are normally made on the basis of calls 
for service workloads with rather little attention devoted to the use of officers' 
non-committed time (e.g., the portion of time that a patrol unit is available 
to take calls from the dispatcher). In actuality, however, there are a myriad 
of specific activities which officers can perform while on preventive patrol. 
Although the range of these activities is almost endless, some of the most 
important and common include: aggressive patrol, crime- and suspect-oriented 
patrol, community relations work, counseling citizens on crime prevention 
techniques, and aSSisting specific segments of the population such as juveniles 
and the elderly. This chapter discusses the availability of officers' time 
for the performance of non-call fen." service activities, methods for selecting 
appropriate tasks~ and current knowledge about the effectiveness of particular 
in-service activities. l 

Questions concerning the effectiveness and most appropriate use 
of non-committed patrol time have been with us for years. In the 1930's, Bruce 
Smith expressed concern aboL1t the effectiveness of inservice patrol activities: 
"Police are agreed that uniformed patrols discourage the commission of certain 
types of criminal acts, but even this elementary proposition lacks scientific 
demonstration." Z Decades later, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement 
and the Administration of Justice voiced a similar eoncern when it noted in 
discussing preventive patrol that, "there is little evidence on how much 
crime is thereby prevented or on how much would be prevented with alternative 
patrol tactics.,,3 The uncertainty about the effectiveness of in-service patrol 
activity has been accompanied by a debatp- over the most appropriate range of 
activities. O.W. Wilson emphasizes the utility of a wide variety of tasks, 
both crime- and non-crime related, and warns against tendencies toward the 
over-specialization of their performance,4 while others argue that the patrol 
force should not be burdened with non-enforcement duties and that patrol could 
be much improved by narrowing its focus. S Finally, the National Commission on 
Productivity has underscored the importance of these issues by concluding that 
increasing patrol time and maximizing its impact represent significant means 
of improving police productivity.6 

The findings of the recently completed Kansas City Preventive Patrol 
Experiment have given these long-standing questions a new sense of urgency.? 
~r:he experiment sought to test the effectiveness of routine preventive patrol 
per 88. It involved the year-long manipulation of the levels of preventive 
patrol within 15 beats which were divided into three.matched groups: reac~ive 
beats in which officers were only to respond to serv~ce calls, and prevent~ve 
patrol was eliminated; control beats in which patrol was maintained at a normal 
level; and proactive beats in which preventive patrol was increased to two or 
three times its normal level. Only the amount of routine preventive patrol 
was varied; the specialized activities of tactical, K-9 and helicopter units 
and the like continued at normal levels tn all three types of beats. 
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The study attempted to determine the influence of these different 
levels of preventive patrol on the incidence of crime, citizens' fear of crime 
and citizens' satisfaction with police services. Specifically, it addressed 
the following hypotheses: 

crime, as reflected in victimization surveys and reported 
crime data, would not vary by type of patrol; 

citizen perceptions of police services would not vary 
by type of patrol; 

police response time and citizen satisfaction with response 
time would not vary by experimental area; and 

traffic accidents would increase in the reactive beats. 8 

These principal hypotheses were examined through the use of a number 
of different data sources including: victimization surveys, officer surveys, 
reported crime rates, participant observation of patrol officers, monitoring 
respOnse times, and arrest and traffic data. The experiment reported that 
different levels of preventive patrol appeared to have little effect on the 
levels of crime, delivery of police services, and citizen sense of security 
and satisfaction with police services. In particular it discovered that: 

the experimental conditions had no significant impact on 
the crimes traditionally considered to be deterrable by pre
ventive patrol; 

there were no consistent and significant differences in the 
rates of reporting crime across experimental conditions; 

there were few differences across experimental conditions 
in citizen attitudes toward police services; 

--"overall, citizen fear of crime was not affected by experimental 
conditions; 

the experimental conditions had no significant effect on either 
police response time or citizen satisfaction with response. 
time; and 

no significant differences in traffic accidents and injuries 
were apparent. 9 

In brief, the experiment's conclusion was, in Chief McNamara's words, 
that "routine patrol in marked bOlice cars has little value in preventing crime 
or making citizens feel safe."l This conclusion does not mean, as the study 
clearly warns, that police activity does not have an important impact on the 
level of crime, nor can it be used as a justification for reductions in the . 
level of polid.ng. ll However, it does suggest that there is a need to reexam~ne 
the traditional view of preventive patrol as the mainstay of police work. 

/ 
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The preventive pa.trol experiment has generated a considerable amount o:E 
controversy. 12 Some of the controversy seems to be motivated by the challenging, 
perhaps even threatening, nature of the study's conclusions; some appears to be 
the result of the unfortunate premature media exposure which it received; and 
oome of it flows from a legitimate concern about the adequacy of the experi
ment's methodology and, consequently, the validity of its findings. In order to 
~valuate properly the experiment, it must be assessed from two points of view: 
the first considers its merits as a piece of research; the second considers 
its implications regarding the feasibility of innovations in patrol. 

From a methodological point of view, the most significant questions 
concern the study's experimental integrity. The experiment represented an 
effort to examine various possible effects of different levels of routine 
pre.ventive patrol. In the authors' words, "The primary purpose of the preven
tive patrol experiment was to measure the differential impact of alternative 
levels of patrol coverage (proactive, reactive and control) ."13 The amount 
of time spent on patrol in the three different sets of beats was, thus, the 
critical experimental variable. 14 Unfortunately, however, the study did not 
report differences in the total amount of time spent patrolling the experimental 
beats. There was no direct check on the maintenance of experimental conditions 
and this calls the-Validity of the study's findings into serious question. 

The study did make use of a number of indirect measures of the 
maintenance of experimental conditions including: 

informal contacts with a portion of the criminal subculture 
in Kansas City to determine the extent, if any, of its members' 
awareness of the experiment; 

citizens' perceptions of police visibility derived from survey 
data; 

interviews with patrol officers and participant observers; 

officers' estimations of adherence to experimental gUidelines; 

the number of out-of-service incidents handled in the exper
imental areas; and 

patrol manpower levels in these areas. IS 

On elle basis of these measures the authors conclude that experimental conditions 
W1rc, on the whole, maintained quite well and that in the reactive beats th~ 
ornotmt of t:Lme spent on routine patrol was reduced by 50 to 60 per cent, whl.le 
p.'llrol time in the proactive beats was increased b

16
2S0 to 300 per cent and 

~Rmdined at its normal level in the control beats. It wo~ld seem, at le~st 
to these reviewers, rather difficult to reach these conclusl.ons on the basl.s 
"E the above measures of experimental integrity, none of which, either alone 
~), . h ' d' t d or in combination with the others, prov1des more t an a very l.n l.rec an 

, . dl.·catl.'on of ~he levels of preventive patrol in the experimental uncertal.n l.n ~ 
As a result, there is room for considerable doubt about the degree to 

areas. 1 fIt" t ivhich the experiment actually manipulated leve s a patro ac l.V1 y. 
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This doubt is enhanced by certain factors which raise questions abollt 
the actual reduction of patrol presence in the reactive beats - the beats which 
app~ared to be of greatest concern to the ex~erimenters and to those who have 
rcvJ.ewed a.nd used the experiment's results. l For instance many of the beats . , 
w~re qUlte small ranging in size from .58 square miles to 6.51 square miles 
wJ.th a mean area of 2.14 square miles,l8 and they were dispersed throughout 
t~e experimental area so that they bordered the proactive and control beats. 
SJ.nce patrol beats are generally artificial constructs, meaningful to the police 
but not to the average citizen, it is questionable whether they were sufficiently 
large and Vlhetht;:\r there was sufficient differentiation between them to influence 
citizen and "would be" criminal perceptions of the relative intensity of patrol 
within and betVleen them. There are no research findings which indicate how 
far an i~dividual must be from a patrolled area before perceiving that his 
immediat~~ vicinity is not being patrolled. Consequently, it is uncertain whether 
the distances in the experiment were great enough to have much impact on per
ceptions. 

II), addition, there is c.onsiderable ambiguity concerning l17here the units 
withdraVlU from the reactive beats were patrolling when not :responding to calls 
for service .. The experiment's guidelines permitted them to patrol the peri
m~terS of the reactive beats. 19 To the extent that this was done, it could 
function to further reduce the effective size of the reactive beats and also to 
inctease the level of visible patrol on the borders of the control and proactive 
beat3. Finally, there was a reported tendency for units to over-respond to calls 
for s~rvice in the reactive beats. 20 This raises questions about where the 
additional responding units came from. To the degree that they came from either 
the control or proactive beats, the amount of patrol in those areas would be 
below the desired level of intensity. This suggests the hypothetical possibility 
that response patterns could have contributed to a convergence in the levels 
of patrol activity in the three types of beats, thereby possibly accounting for 
the repeated lack of impact of the different experimental conditions upon citizen 
satisfaction, reported crime, victimization rates, etc. The possibility of 
such convergence is reinforced by the fact that response times and d.istance 
traveled in response to calls for service were reported .no t to haOle varied by 
type of beat. 21 These problems increase concerns about whether the variable 
of patrol was manipul~ted sufficiently for there to have been any identifiable 
impact on the factors supposedly influenced by patrol. Unfortunately, the study 
titd not include measures which would permit these concerns to be laid to rest. 

Other criticisms which do not pertain to experimental integrity can 
alsu be directed aga~nst the study. F~r example, the sam~le sizes ~~r the, 
r..oillll1unity and, espec~ally, the commercJ.al surveys were qu~te small,-" causJ.ng 
the researchers to resort to admittedly problematic statistical techniques 
:In their analysis. 23 This raises questions about the extent to which the 
findings can be generalized to the community as a whole.. However, this problem 
an~ others pertaining to the use of particular measurement techniques are 
~erinitely of secondary importance compared with the absence of direct, un
ambiguous measures of the maintenance of experimental conditions, and the basic 
design problems already raised •. Without ~uch measures, a~d g~ven the design 
problems, there is no way of mak~ng a sat1sfactory determ~natlon of the values 
of the principal experimental variable and, as a result, the experiment's 
conclusions cannot be accepted as valid and reliable. 
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It would, however, be a seri6us mistake to dismiss the significance 
of the experiment solely because it failed to adhere to the canons of experi
mental methodology. While flawed, it contains some extremely valuable insights 
into the feasibility of innovations in patrol, insights which have sometimes 
been lost in acrimonious debates about the experiment's merits. It demonstrated 
that it was possible, at least in one department, to make apparently substantial, 
although uncertain, changes in patrol activity without seriously jeopardizing 
community security and satisfac;tion with police services. The indirect measures 
of experimental integrity, although inadequate from a research point of view, 
in combination with extensive interviews with individuals involved in the 
experiment were sufficient to persuade at least these reviewers that the conduct 
of patrol was altered and that the alterations may have been considerable. 
The principals in the experiment are convinced that the levels of patrol were 
manipulated to a "significant" but indefinite extent. However, even if the 
levels were onl:' slightly changed, the manner in which patrol was conducted 
was still affected in a number of ways, For example, response patterns to service 
calls were altered which i.n turn affected actual deployment configurations; 
officers patrolling in violation of the experimental guidelines had to adjust 
their activities to avoid. detection; and supervisory practices had to be 
changed to meet experimental demands. Since the experiment lacked adequate 
controls, it does not point to the acceptable limits or appropriate directions 
of change. However, it does suggest that departments can safely take a 
flexible approach to patrol and that it seems both possible and worthwhile 
to consider and attempt variations in the traditional model of patrol. 

The presence of considerable potential flexibility in patrol operations 
finds furthet" confirmation in the re~ent expet"iences of the Cleveland Heights, 
Ohio, Police Department. As part of its Patrol Emphasis Program the department 
has instituted a radically new deployment scheme. In mid-1974, prior to the 
initiation of PEP, the depar.tment deploye.d a· similar number of units to all 
shifts. Following a careful analYSis of workload demands by day of week 
and time of day (using a 168 hour graph of patrol activity) the patrol force, 
along with other departmental resources, was redeployed so that as many as 
21 units are on duty during peak hours and as few as four during slack times. 
This dramatic shift in deployment has been accompanied by a 12 per cent reduction 
in reported crime from the first 10 months of 1974 to the same period of 1975 
and, as far as the department has been able to determine in the absence of 
survey data, citizen response to the new deployment system has not been negative. 24* 

* The reported findings of PEP, despite their inadequacy from a 
l:e.s_,;ar·::~h point uf view, tentatively suggest that the Kansas' City Preventive Patrol 
~per:tment may not have attempted to manipulate levels of patrol sufficiently 
£1,) l' ~)bservable consequences to have occurred. Ir. Cleveland Heights, where 
there ~.,ras a substantia]. increase in patrol on certain shifts, the level of 
rcpvrted crime declined impressively. Since reported crime is affected by 
illany factors, of which patrol is only one, it cannot be concluded that the 
changes in the level of patrol were causally related to changes in the rate . 
of reported crime, but their covariance does provide food for thought, espec1ally 
in light of similar relationships which have been discovered elsewhere. 

(continued on next page) 
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In sum, the preventive patrol experiment and th.e patrol emphasis 
program suggest that departments may have con.siderable latitu.de in which to 
experiment with different approaches to routine preventive patrol. They 
do not :;)Oir.t to the extent of this latitude or the appropri.ate directions 
for experimentation, but they do indicate that new approaches can be tried 
\vithmrt undo risk. This raises a set of important and provocative questions, 
to wit: how much non-connnitted patrol time is available and how can this 
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time be increased and organized into segments of useable length; how should 
dae:Lsions be made about the most appropriate use of non'-committed time; and, 
what is presently known about the effectiveness of various types of in
service activities? These questions are currently being addt'essed in a number 
of efforts at task-oriented innovation in departments across the country. 

I. Amount and Structure of Non-Committed Patrol Time 

The opportunity to assign specific in-service tasks to patrol 
units depends, to a large extent! on the amount of non-coffiIDitted time which 
a department's patrol force has available. This apparently varies sub
stantially from department to department and by day of week and time of 
day, For instance, the Kansas City Police Department reports that on the 
average approximately 60% of its patrol officers' time is non-committed,28 
and in Chicago it was discovered that for a one-month period patrol officers 
were available for dispatch during 86% of their time on duty.29 On the 
other hand, some departments appear to have substantially less non-committed 
patrol time. A study of patrol activities in Long Beach, California, found 
that only 35.8% of an officer's time was non-conunitted ,30 a:.d the departments 
in Omaha and Anchorag~ report that less than one quarter of their officers' 
time is available for in-servic~ activities. 3l 

The total amount of non-committed time is, however, a deceptive 
figure. It can vary substantially by time of day and day of week depending 
on the degree to which the number of units deployed on different shifts 
accurately reflects the actual call for service workloads. For example, an 
average non-committed time statistic of 60% may mask the fact that curing 

.,,,---------------------
For example, Operation 25, conducted in New York City in 1954, found 

tll'lt, when patrol strength in a single precinct was more than doubled, the 
I('vel of reported crime declined considerably.25 Similar, although less 
1~aDntic, results were obtained in a 1966 Rand study which increased patrol 

il'.mpcm'e.r subs tantially in one New York ;pr~cinct, ~hile, holding it ~ons tant 
iu control precincts. Again, reported'cr1rne decllned 1n the e~per1menta~ 
ar8~.26 While there are methodological problems with both stud1es, especlally 
vl:Lth Operation 25., their imperfect findin~s' led James Q. ,W~lson to c~~~lude . 

t.t ·'t liThe results of the two New York proJects were sufflc1ently strlk1ng and 
.lirA 1 l ' . 
~ tlsistent to warrant entertaining the belief that very arge lncreases ln 
\~\I I , I' 1 f h t 'lolice patrols may reduce 'outside or street crlme, at east or a s or 
\ f' 1I?7 pt'lriod 0 clme. - ,.' . 

These two studies, plus the recent exper1ences 1n Cleveland Helghts, 
lead one to wonder whether the differentials ~n the levels o~ ~atrol which were 
actually experien~ed in the Kansas City exper~ment weresufflclently la~ge to 
constitute a reasonable test of patrol effectlveness. _Unfortunately, sln~e 
the experiment lacked adequate measures of the level ot patrol, the questlon 
must remain unanswered. 
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peak periods there 
other times it may 
calls for service. 
planned activities 

may be little if any uncommitted time, while during 
be as much as 90%. It is also typically fragmented by 
This makes it difficult for patrol units to undertake 

and tasks and concentrate on performing them effectively. 

A number of departments have recently tried some promising 
a.pproaches to increasing the. amount of non-connnit ted time available to 
patrol units and structuring this time into segments of useable length. One 
common approach involves the use of non-sworn personnel on patrol as a means 
of improving the performat'lce of certain types of non-hazardous duties and 
releaSing sworn officers' time for concentration on crime-related tasks. 
In Worcester, Massachusetts, nearly 40% of all calls for service are being 
effectively handled by non-sworn personnel, thereby freeing sworn officers 
for greater participation in specialized units. 32 In Cleveland, Ohio, 
volunteer citizen a~~iliaries patrol their neighborhoods over 3,000 hours 
per month, thus allowing sworn officers to concentrate on criwe-related 
tasks. 33 And, in Fremont, California, non-sworn field service officers are 
handling non-hazardous tasks with apparent success. 34 In these departments 
the use of civilians has provided a comparatively inexpensive way of in
creasing the level and diversity of patrol activity. 

Split patrol is another method of organizing patrol time which 
has received a considerable amount of recent attention. An on-going experi
ment funded by NILECJ/LEAA in Wilmington, Delaware, is ~~amining the 
efficacy of split patrol as a means of improving the response to calls for 
service while at the same time facilitating uninterrupted concentration 
on patrol activities. This is being attempted by dividing the patrol force 
into two sets of units, one of which responds to all service calls, leaving 
the other free to concentrate on non-dispatched patrol duties. Split patrol 
appears to be a promising technique for restructuring patrol activities; 
however, assessment of its effectiveness must await the results of the 
Hilmington experiment. 35 
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Over the years, there has also been a substantial amount of discussion 
about increasing patrol time by offering certain types of service calls 
directly to other agencies. This is viewed as a means of divesting departments 
of tasks which are not directly related to law enforcement. At present, 
dispatchers in most departments divert a certain number of calls to other 
,[~g(mcies, and most departments instruct their officers to make referrals when 
!.!.ppropriate; however, few, if any, have managed to rid themselves of the 
responsibility for responding to most requests for service regardless of the 
nature of the problem. 36 

There has also been some interest in handling certain types of calls 
,~Uher entirely over the phone or by appointment at a time which does not 
'1.lterfere with the performance of other tasks. 37 If citizens could be educated 
to accept the practice, handling calls on this basis would seem to be a poten
t.lal1y valuable technique for organizing patrol time; however, to date, W'e are 
:l\.rare of no efforts, experimental or otherwise, to try it. 

Efforts to restructure non-committed patrol time can be inhibited 
by legitimate concerns about possible negative effects on response times. 
It is commonly thought that a certain amount of non-committed time must be 
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kept available so that patrol units will be able to respond immediately to 
ca~ls ~or service" The desire to achieve low response times provides a 
maJor ~mpetus behind many deployment and task assignment practices; however, 
~he contribution of response time to the attainment of the goals of patrol 
J.~ rathe.r uncertain. Its effects are being examined in an on-going 
Nl.LECJ/LEAA··'funded study in Kansas City, HissolJlri. The results of this 
study will hopefully provide firmer grounds for determining the e..-v::tent to 
~o]b.:tch the organization and use of non-commit ted patrol time should properly 
De constrained by response time considerations. 

II. Selection of Task Assignments 
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The above programs represent attempts to increase and organize 
non--committed patrol time; they do not focus on the specific types of activities 
which could provide for the most effective use of this time. Traditionally, 
the ambiguous, situation-specific and unpredictable nature of patrol work 
combined with the fragmentation of time to make the planning and execution 
of specific in-service activities extremely difficult.38 Recently, however, 
the problem has been addressed in different ways by several departments. 

For example, in Kansas Ci.ty, Missouri, task forces made up of 
patrol officers and supervisors are developing patrol strategies and tactics 
directed at the solution of specific crime and non-crime related problems. 
Their work on directed patrol (e.g., patrol aimed at achieving certain pre
determined objectives) and interactive patrol (e.g., directed patrol with a 
particular emphasis on increasing the level of positive pI.)lice/ community 
interaction) represents. attempts to provide a focus for patrol officers' 
activities during their non-committed time. 

Directed patrol involves patrol officers in designing and imple
menting patrol ,activities which are based on a careful and continuous analysis 
of the police-related problems in the communities they serve. Emphasis is 
placed on specific patrol strategies and tactics developed through a decentral
ized decision-making process which is supported by a sophisticated crime analysis 
system. As such, it constitutes more of an orientation toward patrol planning 
than a set of predefined patrol activities. The program is currently moving 
:Ll1to an operational phase with attention initially focused on efforts to reduce 
f:!sidential buglaries and armed and strongarm robberies . 

Interactive patrol is similar in many respects to directed patrol, 
:'lit it has a more specific emphasis on improving police/community relations. 
~ll: has included the use of community security surveys, citizen instructors 
In local schools, and citizen ride-a-longs, patrol officers as instructors 
i"l local schools, and connnunity input into the planning process. Both programs 
~re explicitly intended to foster a more critical and reflective orientation 
tmvard the use of non-committed patrol time. And, as might be 8..'<pected, 
the major difficulty ~vhich has been encountered in implementing them is the 
.cragmentation of this time by service calls which makes it difficult to plan 
specific activities and concentrate on their effective performance. 39 

Another approach to the identification of specific tasks for per
fOl~ance during patrol officers' non-committed time is being implemented in 
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San Diego.40 The entire patrol force is being trained in the process of 
CommunHy Oriented Policing. Community Oriented Policing seeks to alter the 
patrol officer's role by placing primary responsibility for the development 
und implementation of patrol strategies and tactics on individual beat officers. 
The officers prepare detailed n written analyses of the police-related problems 
on their beats and develop techniques for coping with them. ~Vhile the analyses 
and proposed activities are reviewed by their supervisors, the patrol officers 
bear principal responsibility for the identification and control of problems 
on their beats. In essence, Community Oriented Policing represents an attempt 
to make creative use of individual beat officers' discretion and initiative 
by increasing their sense of beat accountability, level of knowledge of beat 
conditions and involvement in beat activities. The program has been evaluated 
in an experiment funded by the Police Foundat.ion. The results should be 
available shortly. 

Team policing provides another recent method for developing and 
directing in-service task activities. It is treated in a National Evaluation 
Program report, prepared by the National Sheriffs' Association. 

III. Effectiveness of Different In-Service Tasks 

The programs discussed to this point constitute efforts to increase 
and restructure non-committed patrol time and make decisions concerning its 
most effective use. They are not based on a rejection of the utility of routine 
preventive patrol, but rather on the recognition that it represents only one 
of many possible uses of time spent on patrol. Unfortunately, however, there 
is currently very little definite knowledge about the effectiveness of alter
natives to routine patrol or the various approaches which could be taken to the 
performance of patrol duties. 4l 

Some depar.tments have emphasized activities such as community meetings 1 

crime prevention counseling and ride-a-longs which are believed to have a positive 
influence on police/community relations. 42 Others have attempted to involve 
patrol officers more fully in the investigative process,43 or have organized 
Hon··committed patrol time so as to allow officers to participate in spec.ialized 
units. 44 However, the effectiveness of these and other alternatives and appro
aches to patrol remains uncert~in. 

One exception to this situation concerns the utility of aggressive 
;Jatrol tactics, which has been evaluated in a Police Foundation-funded experi
lneilt in San Diego. 45 Field interrogation practic.es are an extremely contro
versial aspect of police work. They have frequently been criticized for inflaming 
tlolice/conununity relations, especially in inner-city minority areas, while 
~.ontributing rather lit tle to patrol effectiveness. 46 The San Diego study 
sought to test the efficacy of field interrogations by means of a nine-month 
experiment. Three matched beats ~.;ere es tablished. Field interrogations were 
completely suspended in one beat, conducted by specially trained officers in 
~nother and carried out according to normal procedures in the third. The 
~xperiment found that the suspension of field interrogations was associated 
i>lith an increase in suppressible crimes (e. g., robbery, bur.glary, gr.and theft" 
petty theft, assault/baetery, sex crimes and malicious mischief and disturbances),47 
and that the number of these crimes declined r,.,rhen intel:rogation was resumed. 
It was also found that the frequency of field interrogations had no evident 
effect Oll community attitudes. 

__________ .......................................... ~·~MP·-------------------------
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There are some apparent problems in the study's design and execution 
which render interpretation of its findings somewhat problematical. Briefly, 
the study does not include an adequate operational definition of field inter
rogations. They appear to be defined as any police/citizen encounter which 
results :i.n the. completion of a field interrogation form, rather than the actual 
act of stoppiltg and questioning, regardless of the ensuing documentation. 48 
As <1. result, a substantial amount of citizen interrogation by officers in the 
no-field interrogation beat could have occurred without being reflected in 
the study's findings. Observers used during part of the experiment felt that 
these non-documented contacts occurred about as often as those which resulted 
in a report. 49 There was also no direct check on the integrity of the no-field 
interroga.tion beat. I -The study's reliance solely on indirect measures of the 
maintenance of experimental conditions means that there is no definite data 
about the behavior of the critical experimental variable. 50 

In spite of these problems which, admittedly, would have been terribly 
difficult and expensive to overcome, the study's results are extremely 
interesting and provocative. They run counter to much conventional thought 
about the effectiveness of aggressive patrol tactics ana, as the study's authors 
emphasize, the experiment deserves replication in another setting, on a larger 
scale. 

* * * * * 
In conclusion, the proper use and organization of non-committed patrol 

time and the effectiveness of various in-service patrol activities are issues 
of growing concern. To date there have been a number of interesting attempts 
to restructure patrol time and search for productive ways in which to use it, 
but know'ledge about the relative merits of different in-service tasks remains 
slight. ~~ny departments appear to have considerable amounts of non-committed 
patrol time and recent experience suggests that it is possible to experiment 
safely with the use of this time. However, little is know~ about how best to 
ca.pture this time and employ it effectively. These are extremely important 
topics for further investigation. They hold at least the potential promise 
of leading to ways of improving the productivity of patrol without increasing 
its cost. Future research possibilities in this area are discussed in greater 
detail in the concluding chapter of this volume and in the design for Phase II 
r~search projects on preventive patrol. 

Exhibit XII presents a summary of common assumptio~s 
r,.;hich relate the organization and performance of in-service activities to the 
:~l:ta.inmet1t of the strategic and tactical objectives of patrol. Nost of these 
wsumptions are untested and many are in conflict with one another. They are 
lif.esented here as a heuristic device to stimulate and facilitate systematic 
thinking about different approaches to the use of in-service patrol tiule. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATROL OFFICERS 

• . Personal characteristics are among the most important determinants 
or :mdividual patrol officer performance and as such they can have a signi-roo • , , 

:,want impact On ove'rall patrol effectiveness. The quality of a patrol force 
~B largely determined by the caliber of its officers. Individual characteristics 
arc also frequently factors in the selection of officers for particular beat 
und task assignments. 

This chapter presents an assessment of current knowledge about the 
influence of officers' race, sex and educational background on the performance 
of patrol duties. There are, it is recognized, several other characteristics 
tvhich might have appropriately been included in this discussion. Perhaps most 
prolninent among these are language skills, skills developed through special 
training, and psychological characteristics. The influence of language skills 
on patrol effectiveness is not considered because there is very little infor
mation pertaining to it. While some departments, such as the Los Angeles 
Police Department, offer additional pay to bilingual officers, and others, such 
as the Albuquerque Police Department, provide language training, the actual 
effect of language skills on the performance of patrol has received very little 
attention -- perhaps because the ability of officers to communicate with the 
citizens they serve would seem to be a fairly obvious advantage. Skills 
developed through special training, such as surveillance techniques and pro
cedures for handling domestic disturbances, are excluded because training 
ralls outside the domain of this report. Finally, psychological characteris
tics are not discussed because from an operational point of view their importance 
is felt primarily in the recruitment and selection process. With the exception 
of severe personality disorders, their influence on day-to-day beat and task 
J.mJignml-,mts appear.s to be mainly informal. 

.r.. ~~d~al Considerations in Patrol Assignments 

Government commission reports and independent studies have stressed 
tht:' tmportance of recruiting and deploying more non-white patrol officers as 
d. '1!1:~ims of improving police! community relations and patrol effectiveness. l 
U1.!w~ll:.ies are currently under-represented, in proportion to a j urisdic tion r S 

~0b~1 population, in virtually every department in the country. Even the 
""";' ,<."l'Jolitan Police Departm~nt in Hashington, D. C., with the nation's highes t 
.;'1t')~i:ion of non-white officers, has a percentage far below the d.ty' s 70% 
~;~ar~ population. The relative absence of non-whites in police work has been 
.i,,('i .. ~ti i:1S a major factor contributing to the frequently repeated portrayal 

VI,; tILt'! police as an alien, occupying force in inner-city neighborhoods. It 
,':10 a,Uw been sugges ted th.at increased use of minority officers will lead to 
.:,,,,, '~ens4tive acceptable, and effective patrol oE non-white areas, and that 

1.I.'I-J!"l:.- t::J ..,I. , 

the nresence of non-white officers in significant numbers in a department will 
aeLp· to alter the prejudicial attitudes of their ,,.;hite colleagues. 



Evidence bearing on these issues is sketchy at best and often of 
dubious quality. Many discussions of the subject seem content with the simple 
and usually unsupported asse,rtion that non-white officers are more effective 
than whites in patrolling non-whit:e, areas. This assertion generally serves 
ao ~ prelude to more extensive and better documented considerations of the 
t~~hn1ques and problems in minority recruiting. 2 Unfortunately, studies with 
a mor~ direct focus on minoJ=ities on patrol are few in number and present 
confusing and often contradictory findings. 
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For example, it is commonly observed that non-white officers are more 
Gyrupathetic to t.he needs and problems of non-white citizens and treat them with 
greate.r respect and dignity than their white counterparts. 3 Rossi and his 
associates found evidence in support of this contention in a study of black 
patrol officers, and they also noted that black officers perceive somewhat less 
citizen hostility in black communities and are better able than whites to inte.r
prclt the meaning and Significance of street activity in these areas. 4 On the 
other hand, other studies 'have discovered substantial levels of hostility 
directed toward black officers patrolling in black neighborhoods,S and it has 
been reported that all officers, regardless of their race, attribute this 
hostility to similar sources. 6 One major research project found that, ~vhile 
white officers commonly expressed prejudiced attitudes toward black citizens, 
they did not actually treat them much differently than their black colleagues.? 
Finally, it has even been suggested, albeit on the basis of very little data, 
that black officers are often more harsh than whites in policing black areas 
because of feelings of frustration and moral indignation a,t the damage done by 
black criminals to the image of their race. 8 One study has reported that for 
this reason lower income blacks sometimes prefer to be policed by white officers. 9 

While the available evidence on citizen reactions to black patrol 
officers is incomplete and contradictory, there is widespread agreement that 
black officers can frequently find themselves trapped in an uncomfortable 
position bet,.een the white community which doesn't completely accept their 
aut.hority as public offieials and their own community which often regards them 
a~~ "Uncle Toms " who are traitors to their race. Rubin, in his study of the 
Ni.1mi police force, found black officers to be heavily burdened by this conflict 
:Ln the public definition of their role. lO And, 1£ there is any truth to the 
".'OUlTIlon assertion that the police and ghetto residents are locked in a warlike 
J~tuation, then black officers are confronted with a virtually insolvable 
.;'taf1:i.ct. ll 

Even less is known about other aspects of the effectiveness of 
i1.ldci<: officers than abOllt. community reac tions to their presence. A study 
'if the Philadelphia Police Department found that approximately three-fourths 
or tim patrol officers believed that black 0 Eficers were more effective than 
'.;ldt.~s in black neighborhoods; however, their supervisors were more skeptical. 12 
[,I. t'ort Worth, the department recently experimented with assigtling two-man 
r3.~ially mixed foot patrol units to ghetto beats. The reported improvement in 
levels of enforcement activity and con@unity satisfaction was striking, but 
it is impossible to determine how this was influenced by the racial composition 
of the units. 13 Finally, an examination of background data on New York City 
police officers revealed very few significant differences bet\veen the per
formance of ~vhites and non-whites .14 
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In short, there has never been a systematic examination of the rel~tive 
pe:formal1ce of. y,rhite _ and non-white patrol officers. However, the fragmentary 
cVJA~nce that does exist suggests that on the whole officers patrolling in minority 
;rreas perform similar tasks in a similar manner regardle:ss of race. 

At least part of the reason for the absence of detailed analyses 
.).t the effectiveness of non-white officers may well lie in the widely felt 
nmbivalf.mc.e about assigning them in disproportionate, numbers to non-white 
~istricts. Most recommendations for the increased use of minority officers are 
basad, at least in part, on their assumed ability to better police minority 
~tea3; however, there is also a great reluctance to staff minority districts 
primarily with minority officers. This would conflict with the goal of providing 
full occupational equality in a completely integrated d~partment and it might 
contribute to racial barriers which are alread.y dangerously high. While the 
goal of full occupational equality is important, it must be realized that in 
most major cities assignment procedures which do not account for race would 
greatly restrict the direct impact of minority officers on minority areas. 

Non-white officers themselves appear to have mixed feelings about 
assignment practices. In several citi.es black officers have protested about 
being assigned primarily to black areas, while in New York City black and Puerto 
Rican officers have complained about frequent assignments outside their communi
ties. 1S There appears to be no very satisfactory resolution to the dilenuna 
bEltween occupational equality and full efficiency in assignments. If minority 
officers are believed to be of primarily symbolic value, then the problem dis
appears; however, if. they are seen as a means of coping with the problems of 
p~l.trolling the inner--c;Lty, then administrators face a very delicate situation. 
One seemingly useful response to the problem has been the deployment of racially 
rui1ced two-officer units in high. cr~me areas. 

Finally, substantial attention has been paid to the effects of increased 
numbers of minority officers on the social climate of patrol divisions. SatHe 
ooservars suggest that they might exert a positive influence on the racial 
1ttLtudes of white officers, while other have emphasized the social tensions 
~hLch can exist on a racially mixed force. One study found that the use of 
"qjorative language in referring to minorities was negatively related to white 
bi~iccrsr exposure to blacks on the force and that the strength of this influence 
~'p8rtded on the degree to which blacks were integrated into all facets of the 
d~p3rtmentts operations. 16 This effect has been confirmed by informal obser
vu~~ons of departments across the country.17 On the other side, tension between 
~ht~8 and non-white officers makes excellent news copy and has accordingly 
~~~~Lved considerable public exposure. There have been reports of: black 
~).i·Cc<;;t's accusing whites of misconduct and brutality tOHard blacks;18 pt'oblems 
.;.1 Uw use of white and black officers as patrol partners; 19 and concern that 
;.il{! .involvement of a large number of minorities in police Hork might be viewed 
d~ a threat to the status of the occupation. 20 But, since none of these alleged 
'1roblems has received careful attention and study, it is difficult to offer 
:~I'Jr(! than conjecture about them. Perhaps the best that can be said is that they 
l'l~prcsent aspects of the on-going process of integr~tion in Anl~r~can s~ciety 
and, BS sucn, can be treated but not completely avo~ded by adm~n~strat1ve lud 
8up~~·.:visory practices. 
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. It is difficult to conclude, in a satisfactory way, a discussion 
of an issue on which so little is known. On the basis of current evidence 
tlw degree to which departments ,vith large numbers of minority officers on' 
patrol in minority areas have experienced less community tension than depart
wunto with fewer minority officers is unclear. Nor is it clear whether increased 
deployment of minority officers has contributed to lower crime rates or to a 
d~cline in police harrassment and abuse of minority citizens. This lack of 
'!vUcnce does not constitute an argument against employing more minority 
"JfUcers and placing them on patrol in minority communities. 21 Instead it 
appears to be a consequence of the fact that, at bottom, increased use of minority 
offi~ers has been stressed less for reasons of their supposed effectiveness 
than for reasons of equity and equality. While this sense of priorities cannot 
be argued with, it should not be allowed to impede examination of the effect 
of minority officers on patrol operations. The question is not whether minorities 
should be recruited and placed on patrol in greater numbers, but ho\v they can 
best be utilized . 

II. Women on Patrol 

The use of women on patrol is one of the most controversial issues 
in American policing. Although women have been active in police work since 
before the turn of the century, until quite re,cently they were restricted to 
"police~vomen! s positions" such as matron duty and juvenile 'wrk. 

Indianapolis, in late 1968, became the first American city to assign 
women to general patrol. Since then, under pressure from civil rights legis
lation, feminist groups, and federal regulations, an increasing number of police 
departments have followed suit. It has been estimated that in 1974 there were 
approximately 1,000 female patrol officers distributed among some 40 to 50 
departments. 22 

It is now legally incumbent on departments to hire and use women and 
m~n on an equal basis unless the existence of bona fide reasons for sex dis
c.!.' irtlination can be demonstrated. Yet, in spite of the legal requirements, the 
:j e.-me of women on patrol continues to be ho tly debated. 

rhe debate revolves around a host of highly emotional issues ranging 
fr~Hr. the ability of women to handle violent situations to fears of se}..'Ual 
(,ill<pmters between male and female officers on duty together. From an op€~ra
,;i'11111 point of view the most important concerns appear to be: 

1. The ability of women to perform adequately on patrol; 

2. The potential advantages and disadvantages of using 
women on patrol; and 

3. 

Evidence 
sources including: 
(2) experiences of 

The possible effects of a large number of female 
officers on the nature of police operations. 23 

bearing on these issues has corne from a wide variety of 
(1) the few departments which have used women on patrol; 

foreign police departments with women on patrol; (3) experiences 
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of ~vomen in other potentially hazardous jobs (e. g., mental hospital attendants 
housing project guards, etc.); (4) results of studies on the influence of sex' 
OIl job performance; and (5) subjective opinions of various observers on the 
GuJtability of women for patrol. To date, program evaluations of women on 
[,,'11:ro1 have been conducted in three departments: New York City, St. Louis 
C0V~ty, Missouri, and Washington, D.C. The sample sizes in New York and 
Sr. Louis (14 and 16 respectively) are too small for their findings to be 
t'ci~arded as anything more than smggestive. However, the Ivashington, D. C. study 
represents an ambitious, elaborate and influential attempt to evaluate experi
~0ntally the use of women on patrol. 24 

This study addressed the three central questions mentioned above by 
means of a year and a half-long experiment. Eighty-six female patrol officers 
Tilere matched with an equal numbet of,males, and their performance was compared 
and evaluated in terms of a wide variety of criteria ranging from citizen 
reactions to supervisory ratings. The study concluded that: 

1. It is appropriate to assign women to patrol on the same 
basis as me~. Both sexes were found to perform similar 
kinds of ,.;ork i.n similar settings with roughly e.qual 
measures of success. There were no incidents which could 
cast doubt on the ability of women to patrol effectively. 
Citizens had similar and generally favorable attitudes 
toward both male and female officers. In short, "sex is 
not a bona fide occupational qualification for doing police 
work.,,25 

2. Employing women on patrol has numerous advantages. Women 
are less likely than men to exhibit conduct unbecoming to 

3. 

an officer, they may be more effective in defusing potentially 
violent situations, they can provide a patrol force with 
a ~ore representative proportion of its jurisdiction's 
population and, finally, their presence protects a depart
ment from discrimination lawsuits. On the dther side, male 
officers tend to react negatively to women on patr.,ol and this 
can have a serious, although possibly temporary, effect 
on departmental morale. 

The use of a substantial number of women OIl patrol may 
reduce the likelihood of violent encounters between police 
and the public and foster a less aggressive style of patrol. 
It ma,y also stimulate a constructive review of patrol 
techniques and the measures used to evaluate patrol effective
ness . 

These, put briefly, are the major findings of the Washington study. 
This project represents one of the most extensive experiments ~ver c?nducted 
~ the field of preventive patrol and its impact has been cons1derable. For 
:LIl , l" t th t example, a recent review of the literature on women lU po ~clng no ~s ~, 

iI-VJhile each city can be seen as a somewhat unique laW' enforcement s1tuat10n, 

f 'ldings from the Washington, D.C., evaluation have been generally accepted as 
u "26 d' "1' 1 applicable to programs in other urban nreas. An , l~ a S1m1 a~ velD,. a manua 

, poll' Cl' nO' observes that "further programmat1c p.valuatlons of ,.;romen on women 1n 0 ' 



• 
on patrol ~vol:.lld be a case of experimental overkill. The program ques tion has 
been ans~'lered definitively and affirmatively that ,vomen are able to perform 
>'3 ~v(!ll as film on general patrol ... "27 Finally, the study's results have been 
lls(~d in l~gal proceedings concerning equal employment opportunity in police 
dep:lrtm·:'at:s. 
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Despite the generally positive reaction to the Washington study,28 there 
are some ~roblems in its methodology and analysis which call into question the 
validity of its findings. These problems are discussed in some detail because 
the ctudy represents the only serious attempt to date to evaluate the use of 
women on patrol. It is also one of the few major experiments ever conducted on 
preventive patrol and it is important to illustrate that even the findings 
of elaborate experimental research projects cannot be unquestionably accepted 
as valid. HOPE~fully, examination of these problems ,viII serve as an instructive 
example of the care which must be taken in evaluating and employing research 
findings and of the many potential pitfalls which can complicate the conduct of 
experimental research. 

Following consideration of the study's merits as a piece of research, 
attention is turned to its practical value to the courts in deciding questions 
of equal employment opportunity and to patrol administratot's in attempting to 
use female officers in an effective way. While it is necessary to examine 
methodological and analytical procedures and problems closely in assessing the 
quality of a research project, criticism on these grounds should not be allowed 
to obscure the potential practical contributions of the project's findings. 

A. Research Desig~ 

The study attempted to use an experimental design to examine the 
performance of ,vomen on patrol; however, it failed to conform to some of the 
requirements of experimental research. Experiments provide a means of inves
tigating specific hypotheses about the relationships between operationally 
defined (e.g., measurable) variables by examining them under carefully controlled 
cauditions in which the influence of ou~side, potentially confounding factors 
is reduced to a knOlvn minimum. They represent a very sophisticated and expen
sJ,ve f'..lrm of research, the results of which are expected to have substantial 
~dlidity. Accordingly, it is critical that experiments be carefully designed 
with clearly defined variables and closely monitored controls. Unfortunately, 
1:11(:.' wa:-,hington study fell someTtlhat short of meeting these standards. 

For example, the study does not include a precise statement of 
:Iypntheses and the variabl~s to be used in testing them. It does address 
~~.v('ral general questions, 9 but they are not br::oken down into explicit hypo
t:l!eses to be examined by specific techniques and accepted or rejected on the. 
basis of clearly defined analytical standards. In short, the researchers 
lever seemed to confront questions concerning the kinds of statements they 
~:anted to be able to make on the basis of the study and the degree of confi-· 
dence they expected to have in them. 

At first glance, this may seem to be an overly rigid, academic 
criticism of a policy-oriented study; however, failure to specify clearly 

- -- -- - ----------
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hypotheses and variables appears to have contributed to some of the study's 
major problems. For instance, the experiment purports to be about patrol, 
but the researchers do not provide a clear-cut specification of various activities 
'}Jhich com;titute this crucial variable. At times it seems to be de,fined as 
,~1.~ the adivities of officers formally assigned to the patrol division, at 
otrlt.,r . t.imes it appears to refer to the performance of routine, uniformed duties, 
and otten it is impossible to intuit its operational meaning. The study emplovs 
~i nnmher of different assignment categories including: "regular, uniformed • 
P~tt'ol) Ii "other patrol," Ifother street If assignments, and "inside" work, but 
:i1ey a~e. extr:mely ~ifficult to interpret. At one point, for example, "other 
street ~s sa~d to ~nclude scooter, wagon and morals assignments,30 while 
elsewhere wagon duty is dropped from the definition and assignment to tactical 
squads is added. 31 In a similar manner, assignment to the youth division is 
sometimes called an "inside" assignment 32 and sometimes "other patrol,"33 and 
"other patrol" occaSionally includes scooter and morals assignments 34 Nhich 
elsewhere are combined with either wagon or tactical duty to make up the "other 
street" assignment category. 35 Finally, for some purposes assignment. to patrol 
is defined to include all officers who spent 30% or less of their time on 
regular station duty without explicitly recognizing the possibility that non
station <'I.ssignments are not necessarily patrol assignments. 36 As a consequence 
of this definitional problem, the specific focus of the experiment is unclear. 
The study attempted to examine the comparative performance of male and female 
officers on a set of activities called patrol, but the exact natur~ and number 
of these activities is never made explicit, and it is frequently difficult to 
determine exactly what activities the reported findings refer to. 

The experiment also suffered from lack of adequate controls. The 
authors acknOidedge that if male and female officers did not receive equal 
treatment J then all the study's findings ,.;ould be biased,3? but they do not 
(?xtend this cO!::lTIlent to indicate how various levels and types of unequal treat
ment affected the findings, nor do they establish a point at which unequal 
treatment would have forced them to abandon the study or, at least, alter its 
experimental status. In fact, the study included no direct measures of the 
A.lfiOunt of time which the subjects spent performing different tasks and, 
C1uG8quentlYJ there is no accurate information on the extent to Nhich the 
ex~erimental conditions Nere maintained. 

The final report strongly suggests that the researchers encountered 
"'"',1:;i.dorable difficulty in keeping track of their subj ects' activities. Through
out th~ report different tables reporting data for similar time frames shoN 8 
ililr~~J discrepancies in the number of subjects assigned to different tasks. 3 

T~~'? 1\.tthors admit to the problem when they note, for example, that no precise 
,13H i.gllment figures were kept for male officers, 39 and that "daily assignment 
;lU~lg(\S and short-term details "Tere not recorded. 1140 In fact, only details 
0f 60 days' duration or more were considered to be assignment changes. 4l _ This 
would seem to be an inadequate standard for monitoring the maintenance of 
Gxperimental conditions in a year and a half-long study, and it apparently 
does not take into account the distinct possibility that subjects mj.ght, have 
been given a number of short-term, non-patrol assignments. Lack of a r~gorous 
standard contributes to imprecise statements to the effect that even women who 

e formally assigned to patrol were frequently given other tasks. 42 Unfor
wer tIthe researchers do not seem to know hON often this happened to how tuna e y, 
many of the subjects. 
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. It is, of course, virtually inevitable that experimental conditions 
1tl 11~'gen'"c[lle studies will have to be altered somev7hat to meet unanticipated 
~rB~nlz3tlonal needs. This complicates the research task but, at the same tim~, 
It mlk8A it essential to monitor very carefully the subjects' activities. The 
Col :.1<.1) I :;; [','search design evidently did no t make adequate provision fot' recording 
thi: a·.:ti/lties of the 172 subjects. Consequently, there is no definite w'ay " 
of J~termining the degree to which experimental controls were maintained. 

As a result of these problems in the study's design, we do not know 
how many subjects were actually on patrol during the experimental period and 
hO~l mueh time each ~{a.s spending in what type of pa trol activity. This calls 
into question the study ISS tatus as an e}.--periment and raises serious doub ts 
about the degree to which its findings actually pertain to patrol. 

B. Data Collection and Analysis 

The study made use of a number of different data collection techniques 
including surveys of patrol administrators, patrol officers and citizens; 
structured observation; and examination of departmental and prosecutorial records. 
The use of mUltiple measures is an excellent means of tapping complex phenomena 
such as patrol performance. Unfortunately, however) several of the te.chniques 
were improperly used and the data were frequently analyzed in an inadequate 
manner. For example: 

(1) The study included telephone interviews ,vith a random sample of 
129 citizens in the four police districts in the eXperiment. The final report 
c,t'.1tes that the survey "represented all age, sex and racial groups living in 
the two experimental and two comparison districts.,,43 However, the extremely 
small sample size raises doubts about the reliability and validity of the survey. 
Fvr instance, the sample cells for black and ,{hite females 55 years of age nnd 
~bove contain only 5 and 2 respondents respectively.44 Despite this small 
:;;JlilDlc drawn from only part of the c.ity, the study concludes that "citizens 
\);; tht; District of Columbia, regardless of their raCf::! or sex, ,{ere more likely 
t:l) :;upPl.1rt the concept of policBlvomen on patrol than to oppose it, "45 and that, 
"\·.i ~':i.2l\l1S of the District of Columbia gene.rally approved of having policm{oml2n 
'hi 'J.:lt.l:Q1."46 Exactly how statements of such a general nature can be justified 
'.1:! thl~ basis of a sample of only 129 respondents drawn from areas of the District: 
dd . .-ll .. ~anItot be assumed to be representative of the city as a whole is never 
e .... zd.3ined. 

(2) The same problem, that of making rather swe.eping statements on 
c!,(! h;ii:Jis of very limited and often questionable data, is found in the analysis 
:)i. tui:ormation gathered from other sources. For instance, the study included 
a patrol survey in which male and female officers were asked to complete a 

.~t~onnaire concerning their attitudes toward women on patrol and other aspc~ts 
qtV_b'" ~. . . • . l 1 
vi police ,vork. The qut'~stionnarie was sent to all female off~cers ~n t,w ~tU( y 
.mJ to a large sample of males; hOlolever, only 14 (22%) of the ,{omen completed 
and returned it47 and only five of them r ... 'ere reported to be a.ssigned to patrol 
at the time of the survey.48 Nevertheless, on the basis of this very small, 
self-selected and non-representative sample the study drm{s I'gener~l conclusions'l 
to the effect that I'patrolwomen, on the other hand, [as compared wJ.th patr~lmcn] 
believed their patrol skills were, for the most part, as good as patrolmen s 

----~--~--



• • ,1n.d i.n .1 rei\, cuses, better, ,,49 and that "patrohlOmen felt the.y received u 
;j";t'.JL,·c iL:-gr,;l' of cooperation from the public than patrolmen did. 1150 

AthH:her instance of overgeneralization from a very small numbe~' of 
il!.h1' ~····P!; .~;wlltativ~ cases is found in the analysis of data colle.cted from a 
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;~ni:"ll:~y I)): patrol officials about their feelings concerning the compa:r:ative 
p,~I:f\.1'!.·I:l,1l.1r:e of female and male pat'rol officers assigned to' their districts. 
Tlkl oifldalo' survey consisted of self-administered questionnaires ~vhich ,verc 
sr~nt :i.n 19'72 and again in 1973 to officials (ci:tptains, lieutenants and sergt.?auts) 
in tltl~ districts included in the experiment. The response tate in 1973 from . 
'Ji:U.c.i1.ls in the districts to which ,"omen ,vere assigned was only 32~~ (much low'er 
tl~n in 1972), compared with a rate of 73% from the comparison districts (about 
the same as in 1972) .51 Thus, the survey data are based on a self-selected, 
non-representative samp~e and they must be treated as tentative and inconclusive. 
WhilE~ the authors recognize that there may be considerable bia~: in the dat.:1, 
this recognition is not adequately reflected in their analysis, The final raport 
states as a major finding that captains and lieutenants gave Nomen higher 
performance ratings in 1973 than they had the year before and that in 1973 man 
and wonen received similar scores on general competenc.e. 52 The authors do no t, 
ho~yever, sufficiently stress that the reported chang/'.; in the ~vomen' s ratings ~vns 
based on radically different samples which render its interpretation extremely 
problematical, if not impossible, without a careful examination of the reasons 
of the low return rate in 19i3, ,.;'hich they do not provide. It is also curious 
that the sergeants' ratings were not included in this part of the analysis. 
Since they comprised 70% of the already small sample and might be expected to 
have the most detailed knowledge of the officers being rated, it seems unusunl 
that their ratings are omitted from much of the analysis. 

In Sum, these examples are illustrative of the study's tendency to 
us~ questionable data as the basis for conclusions without adequate clusiderntion 
01: tho ways in which the data.' s quality migh t affect the validity of conc111s'ions 
,I..: l'vIU irom them. 

(3) The experiment purports to be about patrol; however, the 
~~~lvsis frequently combines data on officers with patrol and non-patrol assign
':.~';ltS. For instance, in discussing the results of the officials' survl;ry, tht~ 
..... ~l: .;mphasizes that captains' and lieutenants' ratings of women impr:oved from 
1'!/2 r0 1973 and that male and female officers received fairly similar ratings 
!.1 )n. How,aver, what stands out in the tabular presentation of the. data i~ 
~~" 't; ,J!1 ..:otllparisons of officers assigned to patrol males received £tatistically 
.;j'.i.il:lc.:l.nt higher ratings from boeh "sergeants" and "captains Llnd liell~ .. 'n,mt8" 
;.~;r' l.:ldr performance of all the patrol skills included in the survey.:;3 

In a similar vein, examination of departmental records led to the 
~ ~~ll~ion that there were no significant differences between men and women in 
;;:ld !lomber of inj uries sustained while on duty j number of days absent f~um 
.,:,.I:ck due. to inj ury, number ~f driving accidents, and supervisory pertormance 
l,",l!.:ings related to patrol,S .. However, it is also reported that to~yard th" t:!tlU

1 or the experiment only 45% of the women, compared with 7L'~ of the men, remninl!( 
0n regular uniformed patrol. 55 In drawing these conclusions the study uses 
data on officers with a variety of e aignments. This reinforces doubts abo~t 
the extent to ~"hich the study's findings actually pertain to p~ tro.l. Cf!r~il~~ly, 
it is not accurate to conclude that male and female patrol off1cers had s1rnLlar 
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inju:y and driving records I.;hen more than 50% of the women included in the 
ano1Y8i8 i.,r€.~re not assigned to pat:rol for the duration of the expel:illlent rtnd 
., 0'1 .~. l h II 56 
.) 10 v"'; t.1Cm ad. inside" assignments. 

The Ruthors state, at one point, that aside from the structured 
.JL8~rvations and the survey of citizens who had been involved in incidents 
h,mtlh~tl by the experiment's subjects, the other data collection techniques 
i\VCt'C afi:(~ctcd .,only indirectly, if at all, by the reduced number of women on 
~at~ol ~uty."51 Thi~ is because these techniques (e.g., supervisory ratings, 
:non~torJ.ng departmental records and performance ratings, and officer and citizen 
BtITVeys) were used to collect data on all the officers in the study regardless 
l)f their assignments. In fact, hOI.;ever, the problem of dif fe.rential assigrunent8 
did immeasurable damage to the utility of the data collected by all techniques. 
The experiment is presented as a compara~tve examination of the performance of 
t.,romen and men of the various activities which comprise patrol. In the '2.nd, 
hm·leve.r, it presents data and offers conclusions about their perfornlnr,I.!1::l on a 
range of poorly defined, but apparently quite disparate activities. As a result, 
the focus of the experiment is blurred and its findings lose a grea~ deal of 
their relevance to questions about women on patrol. 

(4) The influence of changes in departmental policy raises additional 
questions about the study's experimental integrity. Eight months into the 
study, the chief declared the experiment to be a success and rescinded hi, prior 
order that male and female officers be treated equally in every respect.) This 
did considerable damage to the study's status as an experiment. It meant that 
even the rather ,,,eak controls I.;hich hac! previously guided the experiment nt? 

longer had the fo~ce of departmental policy. Circumstantial avidence of the impa~t 
of the order's rescission on the study is found in the poor response rat~s for s~lf
administered surveys of officers and officials and the declining number of wom~n 
assigned to patrol following the chief's action. The final report notes that 
<ltter the chief rescJ.nded the ~.:.qual treatment order "policewomen as a group 
~0re no longer assured oE receiving the same treatment as men. '159 However, the 
~0~earchQrs agdin fa~l to confront the fact that their data could no longer 
'n tr~at~d as though they were based on a properly controlled experiment. The 
~:uI111n~ of this problem is an example of the study's te.ndency to note difficulti0s 
:.]ltL:h ~.,(.re encountered in the course oE the research, and to then continue tht.:! 
llT!. \ 1 ':si:-l more or less as though these problems did no t arise, ~.,rith only minot' 
';{~-I~ts to explain and/or control for their effects on the findings. 

G. Presentation of Findings 

In addition to the difficulties mentioned above, the presentalion ot 
~ l.t_ ,iat,l and findings is frequently confusing and open to possible misinterprt~
,:;.'.U:.)t1. For example, the study employs tIVO statistical standards to indicate 
~hR likeliho~d that the reported findings occurl:ed for rensons other than 
dldll.:!C. Findings are labeled "significant" if they could have nppeared by chance 
'Julv one in twenty times) and as a II tendency" if chance could have been a [actor 
tn one out of ten t.imes. bO Although it is faddy unusual, there is no thing 
inherently wrong with using t,.;o different levels of significance. However, in 
this study it leads the authors to make statements which m~ght easily appear to 
b~ contradictory to all but the mOSt careful reader. For ~nstance, the summary 
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of Dldjor findings includes the statement that women with higher performance 
ratings tended to be reassigned from patrol to inside duty.61 Then, several 
pages later in the same report we learn that on official departmental ratings 
there was no significant difference between the performance of women on inside 
awl street assignments. 62 Given the study's lise of statistical significance, 
these two statements are not inconsistent. But their interpretation hinges on 
a worel, and they could easily be lIsed in support of contending positions. 

In reporting its findings the study also seems in places to go to 
greRt lengths to show female officers in a favorable light. For instance, in 
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its summary of major findings the final report states that "comparison men handled 
somewhat more patrol incidents per tOllT ... "63 In actuality, the combined data 
on levels of patrol activity for one-and two-officer units show that male officers 
handled a statistically significant larger number of incidents per tour than their 
female counterparts. 64 The word "somewhat" would thus seem to be a rather 
misleading understatement. 

In the same section or the final report, the authors note that females 
tended (e.g., .10 level of significance) to handle more dispatched service 
calls when patrolling alone than did males patrolling alone. 65 However, they 
chose to omit the firmer finding that one man units engaged in a significantly 
(e .. g:, .05 level of significance) greater amount of self-initiated 
activity. 66 In a similar vein, the report observes chat "citizens rated new 
women about the same as comparison men in handling threatening behavior. "67 But 
the data on which this observation appears to be based show that the performance 
of male officers is rated significantly better on two of the three comparisons 
made. For the third comparison, the nu~ber of cases is too small to allow for 
a meaningful computation of significance. 68 

Lastly, the results of a survey of patrol supervisors initiated by 
thc: chief indicate.d that the men were rated significantly higher than the women 
<Jtl :1 number of dimensions including "their general performance of patrol," while 
1:h£ ';Olomen ,vere not rated significantly better than the men on any of the included 
:i..tcms. The authors seek to place this finding in context by pointing out that 
t.tH·~ Nomen ,vere still generally rated "average" or above, but they fail to report 
thB statistical standard upon which their definition of "a'Jerage" is based. 
~h~~ then proceed to stress the three out of eight areas in which male and female 
Jl1hjec.ts ~vere rated equally (handling an automobile accident involving inj ury, 
filling out a crime report, and handling a disorderly female) by setting them 
,);it: from the text with asteriC'ks for emphasis. 69 

The preceding examples are only intended to be illustrative of the 
'H::dyl s tendency to devote less prominent attention to significant findings 
vlbi.cll indicate that males outperformed females than to less certain results 
Ali,ch favor females. While this orientation may only be a questton of emphasis, 
it dees seem, at least to these reviewers, to skew the presentation of the 
findings in a direction which is often not consistent with the actual data on 
which they are based. 
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D. Conclusion 

Based on the above comments, we are forced to conclude that the 
~\Ta3hi.ngton study has not laid to rest questions about the use of women on patrol. 
~nwc~~r,.it is not enough simply to criticize the study's methodology and dismiss 
1ts 11nd1ngs ou that basis. Even if it has not provided the firm findings 
ODa conunonly expects from experimental research, it still might offer less 
definite, but nonetheless useful, information about the performance of women on 
patrol. Of particular concern is the study's relevance to legal proceedings on 
equal employment opportunity and to assisting police administrators in using 
females in the most effective manner. ?O 

The authors place conside::able emphasis on the potential legal impact 
of the study's findings. They point out that a major impetus behind the experi
ment was to determine whether or not women could perform '(veIl enough on patrol 
so that sex could no longer be considered an occupational qualification for 
general police ,vork. On the basis of their findings they conclude that "sex 
is not a bona fide occupational qualification for doing police work.,,?l 

The study has played a role in legal proceedings in several juris
dictions 72 and, despite the flaws in its methodology, it may prov~ to be quite 
helpful in this respect. Its findings indicate that there was a considerable 
degree of overlap in the performance of male and female officers; i .. e., some 
female officers performed as well as or better than some of their male counter
parts on a wide variety of performance measures. Since the study does not report 
the extent of overlap in the ov~rall performance of individual officers, it is 
uncertain whether some officers ranked consistently higher than others or whether 
rankings on different measures varied more or less independently of one another. 
However, performance assessment at this level of specificity may not be necessary 
for legal purposes. 

The lu'(V', as it now stands, clearly places the. burden of proof on 
those departments which wish to maintain sex as a bona fide occupational 
-lllillification for general police work. The findings of this study would appear 
Co fuuke their task more dif ficul t. I t is, however, beyond the scope of this report 
awl the competence of its authors to enter into a detailed consideration of the 
1.8gB! ramifications of the study. Questions concerning the importance of sex 
os l.l. qualification for police work and the types and quality of knowledge neces
sary to make this determination are still before the courts. Suffice it to note 
f.hat to the extent that the study facilitates the resolution of this issue, it 
'n,'18 made an important and worthwhile contribu tion. 

The study concludes with a number of observations intended to assist 
nolice. administrators in using women effectively on patrol and to improve patrol 
~erformance in general. On the whole, they are sensible suggestions which are 
~.lifficult to quarrel Ivith and" in combination with the experiment's conclusions, 
they may help to persuade departments to use or increase their use of women on 
patrol and assist them in doing sO,in an efficient way. However, as ~,general 
oint applicable to all policy-or~ented research, the better the qua~~ty of the 

P ear.'ch the better will be the policy advice and decisions based on its results. res " , . , d 
It is a mistake, and an all too common one, to assume that pol~cy-or~ente 
studies can use the tools and techniques of scientific research, while shirking 
some of the rigorous procedures which give the results meaning and validity. 
In light of the methodological and analytical problems discussed above, patrol 
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adm";"nistrators should be aware that the conclusions and policy recommendations 
off~r~d In this study, while reasonable and potentially helpful, are not as 
emplcl.cally i.ell-grounded as they frequently appear to be in presentation. 
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Finally, it is impGrtant to note that the comments Ul this section 
r~f~r to questions of social science research, not social poli~y. Criticism 
or this study is in no way meant to be an argument against using women on patrol. 
It: merely indicates that we may know leS8 about the issue than we perhaps 
thwught we did. Hopefully, this situation will be remedied by an on-going 
NILEC.r/LEAA-funded study of women on patrol in New York City. 

ill. B1gher Education and Patrol Officer Performance 

. In recent years there has been a growing interest in improving the 
qual1ty and status of patrol by upgrading the educational qualifications of 
patrol officers. Rather impressive claims have been made for the beneficial 
effects of increased officer education. The President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice stated that, "The quality of 
police service will not significantly i.mprove until higher educational require
ments are established for its personnel,"73 and warned that all its recommendations 
for improving police performance were "predicated on the sharp' improvement in 
personnel ... " 74 The Commission went on to propose that ultimately all sworn 
law enforcement officers should have baccalaureate degrees and that, as an 
1nterim measure, degrees should be required for all officers in supervisory 
positions. 75 

Higher education is also an important aspect of the concept of police 
professionalism. Its presumed role in this respect is, however, somewhat com
plicated by the ambiguous nature of this concept. Professionalism has been a 
mainstay in research and commentary on patrol since the pione.ering work of 
R:lymond Fosdick and August Vollmer in the early 1900' s, 76 but its definition 
has never been made entirely clear. To some, it is synonymous with the advanced 
"ducation of officers, to others it means improvements in management, organization, 
,ud officer accountability, ivhile a third group would label any positive change 
j~ police operations as a contribution to professionalism. 

In application, professionalism appears to have two distinct opera
~i0nal connotations. On the one hand, it is viewed as an attempt to rationalize 
~'!lLice operations through the use of more effective internal controls; sop-
11 i.Gi: Lcated equipment; and advanced management, deployment, and crime a:<alysis 
~echniques. On the other hand, it is seen as an effort to upgrade the quality 
0C personnel by instituting higher education as a prerequisite for recruitment 
J.!I1/ ~n.' promo tion. These two orientations, while not mutually exclusive, repre
n;:;nt in practice two quite different responses to the managerial problems of 
oificer accountability and discretion. The first would attempt to increase 
.;J.ccountability through the use of sophis ticated methods of external control, 
while the second emphasizes internal standards of behavior. developed through 
education and training as the principal means of controlling discretion. 

It is difficult to reconcile the first appr.oach with the traditional 
dictates of professionalism. Professions, by definition, allow thei.r members 
considerable leeway in making judgements and exercising discretion on the basis 
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of individual competence and expertise. Efforts to increase managerial control 
and standardization of officer behavior might well improve the quality of patrol, 
~ut they will not promote professionalism unless it is equated with modernization 
1n general. In operation, such efforts would tend to bureaucratize rather than 
professionalize a department. 

The second approach, with its emphasis on higher education, corresponds 
more closely to the usual notion of professionalism. Higher ,education has always 
been one of the defining characteristics of the professions which typically 
stress the individual competence of their practitioners to apply a specialized body 
of theory and knowledge to particular problems. Accordingly, it would seem that 
movement toward police professionalism can be equated with the development of 
a systematic, well-grounded body of knowledge about policing and advancement in 
the levels and quality of officer education. This entire report is devoted to 
an assessment of the state of current knowledge about patrol. Here attention is 
focused on the influence of higher education on patrol performance. 

The desire to improve patrol through the educational process, coupled 
with the availability of federal funds, has stimulated considerable interest 
and activity in the field of law enforcement education. There are presently 
over 800 law enforcement programs in institutions of higher education throughout 
the country and the number continues to grow. 77 However, only a small percentage 
of all active officers have obtained college degrees. 

While the widespread assumption that higher education will improve 
the qua11ty of patrol has a certain, almost compelling, logic to it, there is 
rather little hard evidence bearing on the issue. It is probably true that 
higher education can benefit patrol officers, but the nature of that benefit 
is unclear. There have been very few explicit analyses of its anticipated impact. 

Smith and Ostrom, in one of the most careful and useful examinations 
of the subject, discovered only a very weak relationship between college education 
and the positive attitudes and behavior it is commonly expected to foster. 
1hey found that while college-educated patrol officers did manifest slightly 
muTe humanitarian and pro-civil liberties attitudes than their less-educated 
pecrs, they tended to feel less confident in their ability to handle police 
~0rk and were not given higher ratings by the citizens they serve. In concluding, 
the authors observe that, "While considerably more analysis is obviously required, 
::he results from our study thus far provide slight confirmation for hypotheses 
derived from police reform literature calling for higher levels of training and 
education." 7S 

Cohen and Chaiken, in a study of the background characteristics of 
officers in New York City, found that officers with at least one year of college 
~.;rere more likely to be promoted and less likely to receive civilian complaints 
than those \.;ith lower levels of education. 79 However, another researcher \o7ho 
ivorked in and studied the same department noted that differences in education 
cun often lead to cleavages between college-educated officers and their colleagues 
with only high school diplomas or equivalency certificates. He also found that 
officers with college backgrounds were more cynical about police work and 
disaffected with their jobs. BO Finally, it has been observed that education 
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III police science frequently fails to lead to a career in law enforcement and 
tiMt Qolucated officers commonly leave the field in favor of other pursuits. 81 
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" The paucity of research findings on the effects of higher education 
Im.oUiee.r performance is accompanied by uncertainty in the field concerning its 
ut:1.1Lty. Even departments wh.ich have long required that all recruits have at 
least some college background seem to have little precise evidence about the 
influence of the requirement on the actual effectiveness of officers. 82 For 
example) the NulttLOmah County, Oregon, Department of Public Safety, which was 
the first non-federal law enforcement agency in the country to require that all 
rerruits hold four-year college degrees, has yet to evaluate carefully the 
impact of this requirement. 

The department appears to be completely satisfied with its educational 
entrance requirement. The academic qualifications of its officers are increasing 
steadily and this has apparently contributed to its national reputation as a 
progressive, forward-looking police agency. \fuile the effects of college education 
on officer performance has not been analyzed, the requirement has not led to any 
identifiable problems and there are no plans to change it in the future. 

The only major criticism of the requirement has come from the Nultnomah 
County .Police Consolidation Proj ect, 83 and it is direc.ted more toward the general 
natl1re of police work than the effect of higher education on police performanC'.e. 
The project's staff pointed out that while officers in the department are 
probably more highly educated than those in any other similar county in the 
country, its present organizational structure is not designed to use their 
tJlents effactively. A career system which confines them to routine duties for 
vears restricts them from making their maximum contribution to the achievement 
~f organizational goals. The implication of their comment is that while it is 
i-J\H'thwhile to employ highly educated officers, a department should be willing 
to m3ku some fairly substantial changes in order to make full use of their skills. 

Two additional criticisms which are commonly made of a college degree 
t~~lltrement for police recruits are that it can lead to increased turnover 
.'!!'I.l Sl',,:tltly complicate minority recruitment. Neither of these problems has been 
~n~0lnlrered in Multnomah County. Personnel turnover has remained at an accept
ttll!", level and minority recruitment is not much of a problem in a county with 
',l. 'J;)l'l small minor.ity population. Both these potential problems could, however, 
L'-lwl substantially larger in de.partments operating in a different environment. 
:n particular, it seems clear that a college degree entrance requirement would 
restrict the number of potential minority recruits. 

In sum, on the basis of ten years 'experience in Hultnomah County, it 
r;i;lU be said that at least one department has instituted a college degree requirE.'.
mant of all new recruits and is satisfied with the results. However, little 
can be said about the ways in which the requirement has affected officer per
formance or departmental operations. It has not led to any obvious problems, 
but it remains uncertain whether any particular good has come from it. 84 

* * * * * 
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In conclusion, the available information on the effects of education 
on the conduct of patrol is very incomplete. It is difficult to generalize 
about the influence of education because educated officers may differ from 
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t: he i.l: peers in many 0 ther ways which are po ten tially rela ted to performance, 
and different types of education may have different effects on patrol abilities. 
For the moment, there is very little evidence to support assumptions which 
l'c.>late levels of officer education to improved individual performance and patrol 
effectiveness. Emphasis on education may improve a department's "professional" 
image in both its own and the public's eyes, but there is little to suggest 
that it will improve patrol. As James Q. Wilson recently put it, "The value 
of college training is still largely a matter of conjecture.'~5 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

HODES OF PATROL 

. Since August Vollmer first introduced motor vehicles for patrol in 1912, 
polL'~Q uJministrators throughout the country have been concerned ~ith determining 
Ll.lO~f.l. forms of transportation which will effectively fulfill departmental respon
GJ..bl.l~t:J('!8. Aside from foo t patrol which has been traditional, modern teChnology 
han pr~scnLed departments with an extensive array of transportation modes 
(including L:!..cycle, motor bike, motot' scooter, motorcycle, automobile, and 
h~lie·.:lpter): 'out with little well-documented guidance to assist in the selection 
of the lr:')st apPl"opriate configuration of vehicles - given the perceive.d needs 
of both eha department and the community. 

Police administrators often adopt a particular mode on an ad hoc basis, 
IltiUzing that which is recommended by manufactuters or other departments. 
In othet words, widely publicized endorsements often serve as justification for 
the utilization of particula~ vehicles so that administrators adopt that which 
is presented as new and different in the absence of substantial evaluation. There 
is r.:l.rely any questioning of findings or any attempts to ascertain suitability 
in terms of departmental differences. The internal assessments which may be made 
rarely display any scientifically valid approach and are, ~nstead, based on 
personal experience and description -- on subjective evaluations which reflect 
personal preferences rather than hardcore data. l 

There has been considerable debate among police officials about the 
most appropriate patrol mode and, in the case of automobiles, the number of men 
to be assigned to each. The basic concerns include: (1) selec~ion of patrol 
mode; and (2) choice between one- or two-officer patrol cars. These concerns 
are andlyzed in terms of the fiVE;: patrol goals of deterrence of crime, apprehen
sion of offenders, provision of n~n-crime services, provision of a sense of 
community satisfaction, and recovery of stolen goods, and within that context, 
in terms of the appropriate intermediate, strategic, and tactical objectives. 
Tf18.y are further analyzed in terms of the four operational characteristics of 
.)ificer safety, economy of operation, officer morale, and vehicle availability. 

Some scant research during the past few years has concerned the effcctive
,,';..;G t)f alternative patrol modes. This array of alternative modes of transporta-
': tou cnn be viet,,'ed along continuums of various dimensions. A.n example is a con tinuum 
t.~IJClt '3uggests that foot patrol, at the one end of the scale, p't'ovides intensive 
1~co.l12ed police protection that facilitates officer interaction with the citi
:::.~~.lry ".,[dle the helicopter, at the other end, provides wide-ranging b'.lt totally 
\!~l •• ptu"sonal coverage. Another e.."Cample suggests that foot patrol restricts the 
rUlg~ of officer activity due to limitations of movement and of available equip
"1:ut ~hile the patrol car enhances flexibility with respect to speed and maneu
\'.~/"1.b:U.ity as well as carriage of wide varieties of equipment and large numbers 
"~ pJ.Gsengers. 

Administrators have attempted to achieve the optimum by providing com
prehensive coverage which fosters interaction ~dth the public, provides rapid, 
effective responses to calls for service, and maintains high visibility within 
the community. In the pursuit of these goals) they have mf:.:ed various transpor
tation modes and attempted to coordinate the activities .Eor maximum effectiveness. 
Administrators generally emphasize the use of the marked patrol car which is 
supplemented when resources permit or according to public demand by other modes 
of transportation, such as the following. Foot patrol is used in dense urban 
and commercial areas on the assumption that it affords visibility, generates a 
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sense of community security and satisfaction, facilitates the maintenance of 
o~der, and aids in the detection of targets of potential criminal opportunity. 
BJ.:ycles, rna tor scooters, and ':'!lotor bikes are used in similar types of high 
crJ.me or congested areas in the belief that they not only afford many of the 
advantages of foot patrol, but also increase mobility. Helicopters are seen 
as particularly effective back-up units to automobiles with respect to pursuit 
and to wide-ranging ground and rooftop surveillance. 

Each form of transport is assumed to possess inherent advantages and, 
conversely, each is assumed to have certain disadvantages. Automobiles offer 
little interaction with the community; problems of officer fatigue and morale 
are linked to foot patrol; problems of officer safety, morale, and vehicle 
maintenance are related to the bicycle, motor scooter, and motor bike; and 
cOIWlunity dissatisfaction has been associated with the high noise levels and 
bright surveillance lights used in helicopter operations. 

The marked patrol car, both by default and due to its versatili.t.y and 
speed, remains the vehicle of choice for routine patrol; for special purposes, 
other vehicles serve as effective supplements, although the characteristics of 
thei.J:.:' most effective utilization pattern has not been sufficiently well clar
ified. The use of the patrol car is, however, marked by one major point of 
controversy: should one or tlVO officers be assigned to each unit? This has 
become a volatile issue in some depaJ:tments with arguments concerning officer 
safety, observation capability, attentiveness to duty, and economy being central 
to discussion. 

While little empirically valid and reliable research addresses the 
issue of one- or two-officer ~otorized patrol, there is a body of experiential 
evidence which, ,."hen synthesized, provides some conclusions. GiVetl the wide 
use of one-officer cars in different parts of the country, it seems clear 
that, except in particularly hazardous neighborhoods ,vhere officers patrolling 
alone are hesitant to take individual initiatives and except in isolated beats 
where back-up capabilities are limited, one-officer deployment doe~l not 
apparently detract from patrol effectiveness or jeopardize officer safety. 
Dispatchers are able to discriminate among calls for service, assigning back-Up 
units as necessary, and officers are sufficiently perceptive to knOlv when to 
request assistance. Finally, there is compelling economic reason for the 
adoption of one-officer cars for general use given continuing financial pressure 
C':1 Jepartments throughout the country. In lieu of hiring additional officers 
for patrol duty, two-car units can be split into two one-car units and, while 
1U.J.1.nti:J.ining constant personnel costs; the only additional expense is the extra 
~.1;"'Jlleles . 

ALTERNATIVE FORHS OF TRllJ.~SPORTATION 

J. Realization of Patrol Goals 

Administrators are constantly seekin.g any modes \vhich will aid in 
effacting high arrest rates. Such rates serve as one of the primary measure
ments of police productivit~. 

Foot patrol, generally speaking, produces arrests for minor crimes, 
but other than supplying certain leads, rarely results in arrests for serious 
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crimes. A foot patrolman seldom receives calls for service. In those few depart
me~ts in which he does, via a hand held radio, he usually cannot respond 
'luJ.ckly. Moreover, as a tactical surprise, he is relatively ineffective for the 
following reasons: (1) the low probability of an individual's commission of 
a crinl(:! until after ascertaining the officer's location; and (2) the ability of 
an individual to outrun the often fatigued, heavily equipped officer. 2 

Foot patrol, often providing the officer with a more intimate and 
thorough knolvledge of the beat area than other modes, leads to arrests for 
minor misdemeanors. These arrests maximize the order maintenance function of the 
police by facilitating reductions in simple assault, carrying a deadly weapon, 
disturbing the peace, and the like. Furthermore, an officer's knowledge of his 
beat often permits him to ascertain information leading to arrests. 3 

Although the motor scooter, utilized in the Distric.t of Columbia, New 
York, and DetrOit, is believed by many to contribute to a high apprehension rate, 
there is little evidence to support this. Although faster and less fatigUing 
than foot patrol, it is typically noisy. Thus apprehensions by scooter patrol 
officers resemble those of foot patrolmen - arrests for minor offenses; and they 
resemble those of motorcycle officers - arrests and citations for motor 
vehicle violations.4 

The motor bike, a vehicle resembling a smaller and less powerful motor
cycle, has been found by the Denver Police Department to contribute to sizeable 
numbers of arrests. Although the preponderance of such arrests are for mis
demeanors, 3 noticeable number are for felonies. S 

Bicycle patrol, utilized in some departments, has been found to con
tribute to the apprehension of burglars. Baltimore claims that the bicycle can 
be used successfully due to its maneuverability through alleys and its virtually 
silent operation. 6 In addition, the Long Beach, California, Police Department 
finds bicycle patrol to be effective in small geographic areas with high 
crime rates. 7 

The automobile seems to have all the capabilities of quick dispatch, 
8p8ed, ,'1Ud maneuverability. 8 Despite these characteris tics, there exis ts some 
de.bate concerning the effectiveness of making arrests while on patrol. The 
v~hicle is not only highly visible to citizens, but also limits the observations 
f0~ the officer and shortens the length of time he has for perceiving and 
:r1::l~1(!t:it1g to problems. 9 The most valuable characteristic of the automobile 
tlPT'Cilrs to be its ability to respond quickly to dispatched calls. Even here, 
th,lUgh, there is some disagreement as to the impact of vehicle patrol upon 
,!VPl:'ehension. The earlier studies revealing that from 44% to 62% of the number 
ot",llspatched calls IBad to arrests have been challenged by more recent studies 
'Ii:~'i.dl find only 20%. 

Data from the Los Angeles Police Department's project ASTRO show that 
the apprehension rates of radio-dispatched cars double when their movements are 
c~)Ordina~'ad wi th helicopters. This is at tributed to the low average response 
timta of i.5 minutes. A similar effort by the Los Angeles County SlIeriff's 
Department's Project Sky Kn~,~ht has resulted in an average response time of 
2 minutes.

ll 
A conclUSion made by the Project Sky Knight study is that helicopter 

patrol is justified only if a large geographical area is patrolled and the 
number of called-for police services is high. 12 Improved apprehension rates 
are also reported by the Memphis Police Department13 through the coordihated use 
of vehicles and helicopters. 
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l~elicoPters have been found to be useful in detecting some misde-
meanors. However, in many states, the ground unit cannot make arrests 
~n information received from the helicopter unit; the offense must be committed 
~n the presence of the arresting officer. This means that the ground unit

1 

to make an arrest, must arrive at the scene while the misdemeanor is in progress.lS 

In conclusion, certain modes of pat1~ol have been shown to contribute 
significantly to apprehension for specified crimes: bicycles to burglary, 
helicopters to break-ins and vandalism, motorcycles to traffic enforcement, ' 
and foot patrol as well as motor scooters and bikes to minor misdemeanors. 
However, such evidence indicates that these modes are used more as selective 
enforcement tools in specialized patrol than as general apprehension devices 
in preventive patrol. As far as automobiles are concerned, they do not appear 
to contribute significantly to apprehensions except in those cases where 
dispatched to crime scenes. 

B. Effects Upon Deterrence 

The deterrence of crime is the raison d'etl'@. for traditional preventive 
patrol. ,Accordingly, police administrators attempt to locate modes that may 
produce red~ctions in crime rates. 

Foot patrol, as a general rule, is not considered practical for city
wide operations because it would be too expensive; a patrol officer would be 
required in nearly every block. 16 However, it has been found effective in 
certain areas, such as neighborhoods with a high rate of "sidewalk" crimes, high 
density residential areas where vehicle access is difficult, and congested 
business districts. l ? Although foot patrol provides maximum officer visibility, 
the area of coverage is small. 

Automobiles,l8 motor scooters and bikes,l9 motorcycles,20 and bicycles 21 

are capable of covering a larger area with faster speed than foot patrol; there
fore, they offer greater visibility. Also the bicycle, the motor scooter, 
and the motor bike have a certain degree of versatility in that the rider can 
easily dismount and walk. Some recent experimentation has resulted in squad 
c~r officers parking and walking at designated times throughout their tour of 
duty. In Washington, D. C., the officer rides part of the time and, when 
lJo!>sible, walks. The deterrent effect of this versatility of movement has not 
~een tested although that for individual vehicle coverage has. 22 

Despite the increased visibility and versatility offered, some observers 
suggest that certain vehicles are more effective in selective enforcement than 
tu preventive patro1 23 while others find them relatively ineffective. The 
Dwtorcycle, restricted primarily to traffic, is said to have a tremendous 
l,sychological effect in suppressing speed on the road. 24 Washing,toa, D.C., finds 
the motor scooter especially effective in preventing theft from automobiles. 2S 

(~ the other hand, data for the first three ~on5~s of Denver's motor bike 
program show~d an increase in the target crimes- of rape, robbery, aggravated 
assault, and commercial burglaries rather.than the 25%-30% reduction anticipated. 2? 
Lskeland, Florida, and Baltimore, Maryland, at tribute the reduction of night--
time burglaries and thefts to the use of the bicycle. 28 Long Beach,t.:;alifornia, 
on the other hand, has tried the bicycle as a preventive measure against day-
time strongarm robberies and purse-snatchings, but has found it to be more 
effective in apprehension. 29 
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Although Project Sky ~'ight and ARGUS have reported a reduction in 
crime in their project areas, observ2rs of the Sky Knight Project suggest that 
helicopter patrol be directed towards specific crimes, and that it not just 
orbit around patrol areas. 30 Other findings assert that helicopter patrol has 
reduced vandalism to city and school property to the extent that it: has almost 
paid for itself. The helicopter is equally adept in detecting certain criminal 
activities as daylight burglaries, rooftop burglaries, robberies, riots, and 
speeding motorists.3l Much of this activity is attributed to its observational 
ro.nge; the helicopter has an 8 to 1 ratio of observable area as compared with 
the automobile. 32 Additionally, the helicopter can vieW' some otherwise 
inaccessible areas.33 

C. ~ffects Upon Provision of Non-Crime Services 

Because nearly a third of all police work involves service functions,34 
administrators seek modes of patrol which offer reasonable response times for 
dispatched requests and officer accessibility for requests initiated on the 
street. 

Foot patrol offers the greatest degree of accessibility ~ecause the 
officer remains approachable at all times. 3) The bicycle,36 motor scooter, 
and motor bike37 offer as·much accessibility when the officer dismounts and 
walks and offers only slightly less when riding, for the view is unbroken. 
The automobile, although offering little accessibility to citizfms on the 
street, has the advantage of quick response to calls for service.38 

While most police departments keep statistics for calls for service, 
these are usually only dispatched calls. Huch of the action actually initiated 
on the street is not included. 

D. Effects Upon Co~nunity- Satisfaction 

The mode. of patrol has been found to affect the degree of community 
satisfaction. Police officials t~nd to .consider ~oot patr~l as 3~.f.fer,i~g the 
must personal contac t, therefore ~mprov~ng commun~ty relat~ons.· lhJ.s 
conclusion may not be warranted, as toot patrol in some neighborhoods may 
~ccually antagonize the residents, particularly when aggressive patrol tactics 
3.1'e utilized. 40 

Patrol by motor scooter, motor bike,4l and bicycle42 are thought to have 
t:ll,~ same effect as foot patrol, but virtually no evidence exists on the subj ect. 
Nutc.lrcycle officers, on the other hand, may ac tua11y detrac t from a sense of 
'~'l!Iiillurlity satisfaction, particularly if they are i.n traffic enforcement and 
:1pel.1d the majority of their time issuing traffic tickets . These officers often 
;:;J8t'~L' a certain elitism which may an.tagonize the community. 43 

Citizens' reactions to helicopters are mixed. Community residents 
h~,·e expressed dissatisfaction ~.;rith helicopters on account of their high 
noise levels and bright surveillance lights. 44 Project Sky Knight, having 
received citizen complaints, corrected the offensive features. Afterward 
c.itizens' reactions to Project Sky Knight helicopters were assessed through 
a mailed questionnaire. to all Lakewood, California, residents. The County 
Sheriff received a 32% return, as compared with what they considered to be a 
normal I!l8,il survey of 2~> with the £ollmo1in~ results: . 9~% aEp-roved c.on.tinuation 
of helicopter patrol, 6% disapproved, and 2% had no op1nJ.on. ~ 

. 
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Comparatively few citizen attitude surveys have been conducted and, 
of those which have, rarely has the distinction been made between citizens who 
have had contact Ivith the police aud those who have not. Another distinction Ivhich 
has been neglected is a breakdown according to audience, that is, by various types 
of c.ttizens. 

E. Ef:fects Upon Recovery of Stolen Goods 

Nothing on this subject appears to be available, either in written 
or discussion form. Statistics identifying the number of stolen goods which 
have been recovered are kept by virtually all police departmenta, but no attempt 
is made to credit them to partict!lar modes of patrol. It is assumed, 
hovlever, that the degree to which a particular mode affects the ability of the 
officer to capture fleeing suspects or to g~in relevant information may also 
affect the level af goods recovery. This is merely a logical extension of the 
discllssion of the impact of the mode upon apprehension. 

II. Implications of Operational Characteristics 

A. 2fficer Safety 

Injuries to officers and damage to equipment result in increased costs, 
reduced officer morale and performance, and loss of patrol units. Regardless 
of the pattern of patrol selected, police officials are extremely conc~rned 
Ivith minimizing inj uries and damages. 

The two-wheeled motorcycle is perhaps the most dangerous vehicle: 
injuries associated "lith its use are often serious and pe.rmanent. The motor 
scooter is also dangerous. In Washington, D.C., the maximum speed permitted 
on a motor scooter for regular patrol purposes is 15 mph. Other dangers include 
the lack of v:i.sibility when the motor scooter is along-side a lane of parked 
vehicles. 46 Denver reports that the motor bike is far safer than any motor 
scooter. The accidents, only of a minor nature, have not resulted in an 
excessive loss of time by the officers involved. 47 

The automobile offers a muc~ greater degree 
~ycle, motor bike, or motor scooter. 8 Although its 
g~n*ral conclusions cannot be made, the helicopter's 
~c~u:ted to be lower than the automobile's.49 

l3. Officer Norale 

of safety than the motot
use is very limited and 

accident rate is 

Officer morale has been traditionally a source of concern to 'police 
~J~jniotrators. Morale, it has been found, is closely linked to job satisfaction. 

For many forms of patrol, morale seems to be related to the 
:tudividual office'r r s interest and/or the status afforded the assignment by the 
department. Foot patrol, in some instances, results in high levels of morale. 
due to the officer's contact with the citizenry and the independent nature of" 
the work. 50 In other instances, foot patrol detract~ from an officer's morale 
becallsE? he feels it is ineffective and outside the mainstream of police work. 5l 
Equally conflicting effects on morale are seen with respect to the bicycle, the motor 
scooter and the motor bike. On the one hand, these modes are considered invaluable 
for sel~ctive enforcement practices52 and, on the other hand, are not considered 
sufficiently "respectable"S3ehicles by the majority of officers (,although volun- i 
teer officers favor them) . 
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Both helicopter pilots and motorcycle officers have a heightened 
sense of morale as they often consider themselves as elitist groups.54 
Th~ attitu~es of squag car officers, although not usually elitist, still 
rctlact h1gh morale. 5 

C. Vehj.cle Availability 

13? 

Police patrol is dependent upon the availability of units and equipment, 
ThUD 'wIlI.mever certain types of vehicles are out of commission (for whatever 
re:wolls), the allocation of units must be changed, as well as the assignments 
of officers (unless sufficient numbers of extra vehicles are maintained by 
the department). Those variables that may affect availability include 
weather conditions, storage of necessary equipment, and fatigue. 

Such weather assgeavy fog, severe rain, and blizzards curtail a 
heliCOpter r s activl,ties. Inclement weather also affects three-wheeled motor-
cycles,S? and to a lesser extent, motor scooters. s8 

As far as equipment is concerned, very little can be stored on a 
bicycle, motor scooter, motor bike, or solo motorcycle;s9 the three-wheeled 
motorcycle is capable of carrying more equipment than the others. The patrol 
car, on the other hand, actual16 serves as a mobile police station, capable 
of carrying virtually anything. 0 

Fatigue, a factor in officer availability, seems to be greatest for 
a h~,licopter pilot - with one department

6
reporting that he is permitted to 

fly only five hours per eight-hour shift. 1 A bicycle incur~ less fatigue 
than foot patrol, and an autfJmobile incurs the leas t of all. 2 

D. Economy of Operation 

Transportation costs are second only to manpower costs in police 
;!c\partment budgets. Police officials at tempt to use the c.h'::dlJest forms of 
~ransportation which will allow certain levels of service to be provided; that 
ts, the most cost effective patrol mode is desir:ed. 

The commonly held belief is that the automobile is more cost effective 
tlurl foot patrol. On account of its limited coverage and effectiveness, foot 
lntl.'ul is the least cost effective and is recommended only in ~reas where it 
.I.': tlb.solutely necessary and only during hour.s of actual need. 6j Also 
:;:'~:'''Ll'3ive is the motorcycle, since it cO,sts about as much

6
Zo buy and 

',')~drLi:"dt1 as an automobile, yet has much more limited use. 

In cities where the motor scootar has been tested (New York, Washington, 
l.i. :-;" and Detroit), the claim is made that this type of patrol has the advan
CL~Gg 0t both foot and automobile patrol, yet costs considerably less 7han 
cLther. 5 the same holds true for the motor bike 66 Denver's fully equlpped 
CB~20~T Hg9da has been purchased for only $848.00 and has cost only 6.8¢ 
per mlle. 

The helicopter is expensive: the calculations for the provlslon of aerial 
oatrol and s~rv~illance reveals the per flight hour equipment cost as approx
imately $50 (compared to the hourly expenditure of approximately $10 to $12 for 
the service of a conventional ground unit). However, certfLin activities are 
performed by helicopter units more effectively than by any other mode. An 
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attempt at measurement has been made in the Lakewoqd, California, area by the 
removal of two cars from each shift (out of a total of eicrhteen available). 
The remaining units adjusted well to the additional workl~ad while the crime 
picture did not show any unusual changes. Based on this experience, pro
ponents claim that the utilization of helicopters for pa.trol permits replace
ment of two to six ground units and their personnel - although this con
ellillion does not necessarily follow from the experiment.68 

III. ~onclusions 

138 

Although considerable resources are being invested in the acquisition 
and maintenance of vehicles and the training of officers for them, few studies 
have been undertaken to determine the effectiveness of different ~odes. In 
other words, fe~v valid data are offered which measure effective at tainment 
of the five patrol goals or any of the four operational characteristics. 

The many studies of foot patrol find it relatively effective - but 
do not, in fact, evaluate it as a separate entity. Instead, this particular 
mode has been part of other strategies or combined with other modes so that 
the results may not necessarily be attributed to foot patrol. It has been 
used for location-specific and crime-specif~c activities; in other words, 
it has been used for selective enforcement. 9 It has been utilized for 
saturation in which a small number of foot Qatrol officers handle a 
designated area for a short period of time. /0 It has been utilized in 
conjunction with motorized units. 71 And it has been imple~ented with two
officer teams, one of whom is a member 0, a minority race 2 -- or with two
person teams, one of whom is a civilian. 3 Furthermore, there have been 

b · . f' b 74 com ~nat~ons 0 the a ove. 

Studies have been conducted to ascertain the effectiveness of other 
modes in reducing crime, and many of the results have been based on statistical 
data. Such data should be questioned, as they may not have resulted from that 
particular mode. The extent to which the vehicle itself reduced total crime, 
eha extent to which the patrol forced a shift in the location of criminal 
aetivities, and the eX5snt to which other factors played a part in crime 
teduction are unknolVil. 

One study which deserves particular attention is Project Sky Knight. 
The project's real merit lies in its careful evaluation of the helicopter 
as a patrol vehicle and its candid presentation of the findings and 
;-;f.lllclusions. The findings and conclusions, in addition to enumerating the 
unerational feasibility of helicopters on patrol, listed the implementational 
~~oblems that became evident throughout the evaluation process; they were as 
fo l1.ows: (1) lack of coordination and understanding at the connnand level; 
en technical difficulties with the equipment; (3) failure to develop training 
And procedural manuals prior to the actual operations; and (4) threat of 
community rejection of the project before its onset. A study reconnnendation is 
that any police agency contemplating the use of helicopter patrol should design 
Da.trol strategies to meet its 01Vil particular environment and needs. Another 
point made is that evaluation cannot be based on statistical data alone. 76 

Although a few substantial conclusi.ons c.an be made which will aid 
police officials in selecting patrol modes, most of these conclusions are 
based upon criteria other than patrol effectiveness, such as safety and economy. 
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When apprehension and prevention are the criteria to be used in the selection 
of patrol modes, very little can be said other than to refer to the 
observations and opinions of others. The limited research conducted to date 
investigates the efficacy of foot patrol,77 bicycles, 78 motor .scoote·rs, 79 
and helicopters. 80With respect to foot patrol, certain elements of the connnunity 
seem. to respond quite favorably, although the operational impact on the 
realization of deterrence and apprehensions remains in doubt. Bicycles have 
been found to be of some utility in patrol directed against burglaries. 
Helicopter patrol has been judged effective in ground and rooftop surveillance 
although its high operating costs may prove to be unjustifiable for all but 
the larger departments. Motor scooters have been found to facilitate patrol 
in urban areas, but the associated problems of officer safety and vehicle 
reliability are of considerable concern. Although scooters may have a deter
rent effect, bicycles an apprehension effect, and helicopters a deterrent 
effect, the available information per se does not warrant any massive patrol 
mode shift. 

ONE- VS. TWO-OFFICER UNITS 

I. Realization of Patrol Goals 

A. Effects Upon Apprehension 

There are two schools of thought on this issue. The first argues that 
no determination has been made as to the superiority of either unit. 81 

The second argues that the one-officer unit has a higher apprehenSion 
rate. 82 The assumption is made that the one-officer unit results in reduced 
response time, for the additional units mean smaller beat areas to be covered. 
Another assumption made ~s that the single officer is far more alert than he 
would be with a partner. 3 

B. E£fec!G Upon Deterrence 

Supporters of the one-officer car claim that it is the more effective 
tn the reduction of crime. The two reasons given include: (1) increased 
visibHity for one-officer cars wpen the two-officer beat has been split in 
half, allowing for twice as much coverage; 84 and (2) greater interceptor 
capability or observational power for two one-officer units than for one two-
ff ' . t 85 o· l.cer unl. . 

Opponents, however, question the entire nature of the impact of 
vIsibility on deterrence. 86 They also question whether the one-officer unit 
'~~pecially while driving) is as attentive to the surrounding environment as the 
\-'" . . 87 
two-·offJ.cer unJ.t. 

C. Effects Upon Provision of Non-Crime Services 

Supporters of the one-officer car argue that most service calls do not 
require two office:s. Furthermo:e, ~hey claim ggat with increas~d coverage by 
the one-officer unJ.t, response tJ.me J.S reduced. 0R~onents clal.m that because 
situations are overlooked, two men often are needed. 
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D. Effects Upon Community Satisfaction 

The issue of community satisfaction is more a matter of concern with 
automobile per se than with a one- or two-officer car. In fact, nothing 
been said with respect to this subject. 

E. ,Effects Upon Recovery of Stolen Goods 

There is no available evidence showing the relationship between 
recovery of stolen goods and one- or two-officer cars. 

II. Implications of Ope.rational Characteristics 

A. 9fficer Safety 
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The available data suggest that there are no appreciable differences 
bet,<leen the two systems. 90 Tne indications are that organizational precautions 
compensate for the reduced manpower in the one-officer cars. Dispatchers, 
screening the calls, assign the more dangerous ones to two-officer units or 
provide back-up units for one-officer cars. 91 Certain regulations have been 
formulated in most departments for the protection of the one-officer unit. 
Examples are notification of the dispatcher of the.location before leaving 
a one-officer vehicle and prohibition against transporting a prisoner alon~.92 
Furthermore, an officer in a patrol car may be safer alone, relying On his 
own abilities, than with another officer who may give him a sense of security 
out of proportion to the added protection he provides .. 

B. Officer Horale 

The levels of morale for officers assigned to one- or two-officer cars 
is largely a matter of personal preference and, in certain cases, of perceived 
danger. 93 Some departments, in response to their officer's reactions to danger, 
have ma.intained a patrol force of two-officer units. 94 Other departments have 
converted the majority of the patrol fOl'ce to one-officer units (leaving two
officer units in onlv the highest crime areas) and have found in the long run 

'bl d l' " 1 ' d t' 't 95 no apprec~a _e ec lne J.n mora e or J.n pro uc lVJ. y. 

C. Vehicle Availability 

One-officer units result in the availability of a greater number of 
v'eh:Lcles for dispatch; 96 however, areas are left unprotected when these units 
~n:"~ dispatched, and no communication is possible during personal out-of-service 
stops. Other problems may be of a disciplinary nature. It is argued, on the 
one hand, that a single officeris prone to loaf 97 and, on the other hand, 
1;;hat: the bad habits of one officer are often assumed by the other. 98 

D. Economy of Operation 

Concerning the issue of the r.elative economy of the alternative trans
portation modes, there are two opposing views. Supporters of the one-officer car 
argue that the extra cost of automobiles required to obtain a one-officer 
patrol force is far below the benefits of the increased patrol. 99 Yet opponents 
say the extra costs in equipment, maintenance, and dispatcher services are 
greater than the benefits. lOO In general, the one-officer car is considered more 
cost effective than the two-officer unit. 
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III. Conclusions 

Much of the literature is descriptive, and many of the attempts to 
make statistically valid statements are weak. FBI statistics, for example, 
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on police officers killed by criminals were used as the basis for the argument 
t:tat no appreciable differences exist between the two systems. lOl Yet ehe 
sti1.tistics ~.,ere in the form of c.\bsolute numbers, giving no indication of the 
percentages of the patrol force that was one- and two-officer. In another case, 
d3.ta frDm Wichita, Kansas City, and San Diego were used to demonstrate the 
j,I1c.t:f;Bse.d productivitr (arrests, citations, fie~d interrogations) and visibility 
for one-officer cars .. 02 Special training and the screening of calls, which were 
additional aspects of the program, were not, however, accounted for in the 
analysis of these experiments. 

In a third instance, the relative observation capability was tested 
for three twu-officer and six one-officer units in the same district by 
simulating four types of "targets" (open doors, break-ins, stolen cars, and 
wanted men) of which the observations or "hits" were recorded during a one
hour test. By using the Mann-Whitney U Test to compare the significance of 
the difference between the number of hits made by the two-officer cars to that 
made by all possible combinations of one-officer cars, it was determined that 
there is a probability of . 58 5~at two one-officer units will always out 
perform one two-offi.cer unit. 1 This conclusion, however, is questionable 
due to the small size of the sample and the failure to take into account the 
effect of velQcity (the slower the driving speed, the more noticeable the 
surroundings) . 

The debate among police administrators c:oncerning the superiority of 
one- or two-officer cars has been in progress for the past three decades. 
Although conclusive evidence of the effectiveness a E one o'c the other. has not 
become available as yet, the actual preferences of departments have b,een 
gradually moving toward the one-officer unit. l04 In fa~t9 numerous police 
departments throughout the country have mad~ without serious consequences, 
the shift from two- to one-officer units. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION: NE~.J' DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH 

The preceding sections of this report have reviewed and assessed 
the quality and extent of available knowledge about traditional preventive 
patrol. From a rigorous methodological point of view, this assessment depicts 
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a very disappointing state of affairs. If one were to reflect upon the research 
hierarchy presented in the seco~d chapter,. one would find virtually no 
examples of researeh conducted at the higher levels, only a few examples of 
problematic researeh in the middle range, and the majority of studies at the 
lower levels, with necessarily inconclusive results. Most of what has been 
called "knowledge" about traditional preventive patrol is, in fact, opinion 
based primarily upon experiential evidence. The gaps in knowledge are per
vasive, and there is very little which can be said definitively about the impact 
of alternative approaches to patrol upon the ability of a department to realize 
the goals of patrol. To a large degree, this is due to the lack of valid measures 
of goal attainment discussed earlier and to the fact that systematic research 
into patrol practices is a new endeavor which only began in earnest with the 
creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in 1968. 

Such an indiscriminate indictment of the researc.h and findings in 
the field is, however, extremely unproductive: it neither focuses the attention 
of practitioners upon the most salient aspects of patrol, nor does it provide 
sufficient guidance to government agencies, private institutions and individual 
researchers seeking to make useful contributions to police science. As a con
sequence, the identification of gaps in knowledge itself requires a judgmental 
assessment. It necessitates evaluation of both the relative importance of various 
patrol-related issues and the degree of certainty required by administrators 
before implementing any prescribed operational changes. 

The importance of a given issue is a matter of judgment which can 
vary from department to department. To a large degree it depends upon the 
proportion of departmental resources and activities potentially affected and 
t:ii~ contribution which resolution of the issue might make to the ability of 
dlo?partments to realize the goals of patrol and/or increase the productivity 
of patrol operations. For example, consider the relative importance of determining 
t:h~ merits of take-home car programs which may result in a small, additional 
increment of patrol coverage vs. the importance of examining s~lit patrol, which 
could have major implications for the level of patrol and service delivery and 
the types of activities undertaken by the patrol force and might, thereby, affect 
1-1 department's entire orientation toward patrol. While the former question 
Is Hot unimportant, the potentially wide-ranging ramifications of the latter 
f,'('J1l1d appear to give it higher priority on the agenda for future research. 

The degree of certainty required about a proposed policy is again 
a judgmental issue. The greater the degree of sur~ty requir~d, ,the more 
extensive and rigorous must be the research upon wh~ch prescr~pt~ons are based. 
The need for certainty depends to a large degree upon the risks which the 
policymaker himself perceives to be entailed in the implementation o.t a par
ticular program or policy. For example, the decision to try a new type of 
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vi.:h.1.~.Le carries only marginal risk and, as a result, can perhaps be made safely 
on thd basis of endorsements by other departments and the considered judgment 
IJ~ dcp:1r7mental administrators: individual vehicles are inexpensive; the impact 
~f d vehkclc change is unlikely to have a profound, adverse effect upon goal 
attrLLnment; and the decision is easily reversible with minimal financial impli
c:Ut:.LUilS. Hare problematic would be the decision to install an automatic vehicle 
1U(m'!.t0t'ing system, which involves extremely high expenditures and has an impact 
UP(Jl1. the cle.ployment and supervisory p rocesses of the department. Similarly, 
cxtrlSlmely high risks may be associated with the implementation of a new, basic 
deployment pattern which could have a r>rofound impact upon the entire pattern 
of .s(~r.vice delivery, the realization of all strategic and tactical objectives 
of patrol, and the attainment of all patrol goals. In a comparative sense, the 
patrol administrator can afford to take risks with regard to vehicle choice on 
the basis of limited knowledge, but he must be far more cautious in approaching 
the decisions to purchase costly, high technology support systems or to implement 
extensive deployment changes. The need for highly reliable and valid research 
in support of prescriptions increases with the cost of the proposed changes 
and the scope and seriousness of their potential impact. 

Any attempt to point out appropriate directions for future research 
ffil.lSt therefore be governed by two considerations: the relative importance of 
the issues and the degree of certainty required in order to implement a policy 
change. The recommended directions are discussed with relation to relevant, 
on-going research programs and innovative patrol projects in an effort to build 
upon an accumulating body of knowledge. Each suggested project is discussed 
in greater detail in the accompanying volume entitled A De~ign for Phase II 
Research in the Area of Traditional Preventive Patrol. This review and evaluation 
of research has also provided insights into the. conduct of research on patrol, 
and this chapter concludes with some brief reflections upon that process. 

I. ,Subj ec!ts for Future Research 

As the pr.eceding sections of this report indicate, recent years have 
h:~n m<lrkt~d by a growing number of significant research proj ects on patrol 
~0Dducted with the cooperation of departments throughout the country. Many 
,.f these proj ects have generated nationwide interest, bt~t any mention of research 
.):~ ;;atrol alruost i.nevitably seems to elicit comments on Kansas City. On-going 
'J'1'l c!omp.ieted NILECJ/LEAA and Police Foundation-supported projects in Kansas 
I!.i.t\?, Hissou'ri, reflect the types of research on trad.itional preventive patrol 
.11.1.d1 promise to provide important insights into its conduct and effectiveness. 

The most controversial of these projects is, without doubt, the 
r\~ns:J.;.3 City Preventive Patrol Experiment. The li.mitations of the experiment's 
V!J l';.dLty and reliability have been discussed earlier. We return here to a 
'.:(,'18 i.dcration of the experiment's signifi.cant and positive message. 

Beyond. the insights which the experiment provides into the process 
(,:; applied research in police operations, i.t also clearly demonstra~e~ that 
it; is possible to vary' the conduct of patrol without any apparent ~~Sl< to 

mmunity security. In Kansas City, the systematic and long-term ~nterference 
co d . fi bl . .. with normal, routine patrol did not result in an i ent~ a e ~ncrease ~n cr~me 
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~~ a di~cernible de.te.doration of community attitudes towarcls the police. The. 
.t1..1(ly d~d .1Ot attempt to define the acceptable limits of change; it appears, 
however, that when coupled with the recent experiemces w;i. th innovative apP1.·oaches 
to p,~tj:ol in oth,al: cities, the results indicate that departments can be extremely 
fJ~x1ble in varying patrol operations in an effort to discover new means of 
'impl:ilVing effic.:!.~mcy, economy, and effectiveness of patrol operations. 

The Preventive Patrol Experiment suggests the possibility or change 
and munipulation of resources in patrol practices and by infere.nce directs 
attention to the question of how patrol time can be most effectively spent. In 
t::hu Ught of steadily increasing demands being placed on the police, overtaxed 
municipal budgets, and rising operating costs, tremendous pressure has been 
mOtll1.t:i.ng for the improvement of the effectiveness and productivity of existing 
departml,mtal resources in lieu of expansion. Given the pressing nature of these 
concerns, it is clearly important to determine whether patrol officers' time 
is being fully and efficiently utilized. Inforrna tion currently available, although 
incomplete, suggest::;. that this is not the case, t.hat general patrol acitivities 
may n(Jt necessarily be the most productive use of an officer's time. Conse
quently, even at present levels of staffing, there may be a very substantial 
number of patrol hour~ available for experimenting with a wide range of poten
tially useful strategies and tactics such as directed patrol and increased 
involvement in the community. It may also be possible to staff special units 
from within department personnel without new staff. Two other research projects 
in Kansas City have direct bearing on this issue. 

Research on directed patrol has confirmed the limited findings pre
sented in the Preventive Patrol Experiment which indicate that in Kansas City 
approximately 60% of an offic~r's time is spent on undirected, routine patrol. 
This in no way suggests that the size of a patrol force can be reduced; rather, 
it. raises the positive question of how this time, which is typically fragmented 
bv calls for service, could be restructured into periods of sufficient length 
t~ allow patrol officers to engage in activities which might be more goal-oriented 
and produ~t1ve than conducting routine patrol on a residual basis during 
the ti~ne ~vhich falls between the performance of os tensibly more important tasks. 
Tillie devoted to patrol may be time poorly spe.nt, and the non-committed time of 
patrol officers may constitute an important and largely untapped resource. 
:ic'Joarch efforts can be profitably directed toward examining ways of reordering 
t,:'l'J time so that it can be turned into potentially more involving and construc-
1 • .1',,'(2 uses. 

It is in this context that the Kansas City Response Time Study 
r~,);..lt\.<:)ored by NItECJ/LEAA becomes especially inte.resting. This study promises 
t;, bl',! perhaps the mos t important single piece of research on patrol yet conduc.ted. 
t~. otudy is gathering and analyzing comprehensive data on the elements which 
i!tmt'r.ibute to measures of ~'~sponse time. This will form the basis for assess
:.wmt: rJf both the determinants of response time and the impact of response time 
on the effective delivery of police services. It can be anticipated that this 
;,\.:udy will provide some very definite answers (albeit specific only to Kansas 
CiI.:Y) regarding the significance of response time differentials to the outcome 
of calls for se.rvice. The issue of response time is an emotionally charged one 
assumptions regarding its importance provide the very b.asis for many aspects 
of traditional preventive patrol. It is, t.herefore, of great it:lportance thac 
plans be formulated and implemen ted irnmedia tely to dupli1cate and verify this 



study. Failure to do so may lead to its significant findings going unheard 
and unheeded. 
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. It is possible that the Response Time Study will confirm traditional 
n'H3\lmptions) but it appears equally possible that it may lead to a se,rious 
1:,~,·>thlnk:lng of patrol operations. To indulge in conjecture: if the study 
:trlll1cates that except for responses to crimes in progress and personal inj uries, 
t'c~sPQuse time is irrelevant to the outcome of calls for service then there 
~;,·Juld be a serious need to re-think one of thE~ rnaj or assumption~ underlying the 
:~cployU\el1t and activities of patrol personnel. A potential re-orientation on 
the question of the importance of response tDne would facilitate the aggregation 
of patrol time, thus enabling officers assignE~d to traditional patrol to engage 
:In directed activities designed to meet the specific and defined needs of the 
communities they serve. Such a decision, however, would depend heavily on the 
public's willingness to accept deferred responses to those types of service 
calls for which response time is determined to be a less than critical factor. 
This could be examined by way of expanded studies on the nature of and reasons 
for citizens' attitudes toward response time, and experiments on the effective
ness and acceptability of response by appointment to certain types of calls. 

It is important to repeat that these comments on response time are 
based on conjecture about the; ~esults of an on-going study. Any attempts to 
alter patrol operations based on a reconsideration of response time should 
al.;rait the study's actual conclusions. In addition, plans to purchase expensive 
equipment systems designed to reduce response time, such as automatic vehicle 
monitors, might also be held in temporary abeyance. 

There are a number of other interesting possibilities for increasing 
the effective utilization of patrol officers' time. For example, synthesis of 
evidence drawn from a variety of studies leads to the tentative conclusion 
that, except in extremely hazardous areas, the assignment of two officers to 
a patrol car is an inefficient use of personnel. As a result, departments 
wh:Lch make extensive use of two-officer units could effectively increase the 
amount and variety of their patrol activities by shifting to the deployment 
of one-officer units. The relative merits of one- versus two-officer units is 
~ topic much in need of definitive study. 

In Cleveland Heights, Ohio, another approach to tapping underutilized 
:n .. l!.lpUifjSr is being tried. The Patrol EmphasiSi Program (funded by LEAA) has 
ilchLeved what appear to be positive and signi.ficant results by instituting 
\t'.u:.lat:ions in the number of units assigned to patrol (from as many as 21 on the 
:'nn:rd,n.g shift to as few as four in the early morning hours) on the basis of 
y>.t'ol :actions of service workloads by time of dlay and day ot the week. The ad
'jn'ltmcnt of levels of patrol on the basis of expected needs has apparently led 
~~)'l substantial decline in the rate of repor:ted crime and a considerable increase 
in t:h~1 number and quality of arrests made by patrol officers. A careful evalua
tion of the PEP program seems very much in or:der. 

Split patrol offers a third approach to consolidating and restructuring 
patrol officers' time. It divides a patrol force into response and patrol units. 
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The response units handle all calls for service, leaving the patrol units free 
t~ enga8e in routine patrol, directed and specialized activities, or some com
Innatioll of the two. The concept of split patrol is being explored to a limited 
degree. in a recently initiated experiment in Wilmington Delaware funded by 
NUECJ/LEAA. Additional research aimed at determining ~he approp;iate com-
1lination of response, directed, and routine patrol activities would seem to be 
vJ~trrant.ed . 

While the concepts discussed above have been directed at the better 
utllization of patrol officers' time in lieu of increasing the number of officers 
on patJ:ol, two other approaches have been suggested. In the very early stages 
of 0xploration is the possibility that by assigning investigative responsi
bilities to patrol officers, the size of the detective bureau can be drastically 
reduced, releasing officers' assigned to that division for patrol activities. 
Recent experiences in Rochester, Nev York (in a Police Foundation-funded effort), 
se.em to indicate that the traditional organizational split between the detective 
and patrol divisions may result in the under-utilization of personnel. The 
~~ork in Rochester seems to suggest that the patrol officer may quite effectively 
become more involved in investigative activities, while at the same time it 
suggests that the detective may be quite appropriately assigned to street duty. 
In Cleveland Heights, the actions of the department were far less tentative. 
The size of the detective bureau was drastically r(.~duced, and the size of the 
patrol force increased along with reassignment of many traditional detective 
functions to the patrol officers who had received the requisite training. Both 
programs seem to present promising ways of increasing the effective utilization 
of manpolVer, and, as such, they are appropriate topics for detailed evaluation. 

Should the opportunity arise to increase departmental staffing, there 
seems to be considerable merit in the use of non-sworn personnel to respond to 
non-crime related calls for service. Such calls may account for as many as 
40% of all calls received. In Worcester, Massachusetts, non-s~orn personnel 
have been assigned to respond to these types of calls, thus releasing the time 
of sworn officers for work on robbery and burglary squads and increasing the morale 
of officers who continue in patrol operations. While the evaluation of this 
program has not yet been completed, the department believes that it has been 
'\ .... eJ.l received by the public and that the operational framework itself is func~ 
tioning effectively. In addition, it appears that, in the aggregate, this 
approach may lead to substantial cost savings. The experience of tre :Fremont, 
California, Police Department seems to reflect the positive reaction expressed 
by th(.; Horcester police. As it appears that the present evaluation of the 
~J':)';Gester program is concentrating primarily on the effectiveness of special 
Hl.l:lts, it may be appropriate to look more closely at the effecti'leness of the 
use of civilian personnel. In addition, we note the potential for using citizen 
',:iU~:::t Uary personnel to augment patrol. The subj ect of citizen auxillaires is 
being explored in greater detail in another NEP study. 

Having identified some of the opportunities which present themselves 
fer freeing available officer time for directed patrol activity, the next re
quirement is to determine the most appropriate scope, range, and mix of officer 
activities. First, it is necessary to understand the complexities of the concept 
of police presence. The projects mentioned throughout this report have, for the 
most part, forcused on the manipulation of activity and deployment variables. 
Some attempt has been mCl,de to determine the impact on strategic and tactical 
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objectives and em the attainment of the general goals of patrol but little 
'Hi'A t' h . , 
• _.ull J.on as been devoted to determining how these manipulations bave affected 
the per.ceived level of police presence within the community. The 'Preventive 
Patrol Experiment touched on the issue by manipulating the levels of routine 
?ruvent~ve patrol, but this is only one of the variables thought to influence the 
I W;q I 0 f e . d .. "',,.... prceJ.ve presence. Presence is a complex phenomenon which entails 
Li11ll',h 1n(ll"C-l than the mere physical visibility of the police. It is determined 
by ;;he 'lntount and types of police activity in a community, by the activities of 
))(i,wple iolithin the community, and by the reactions of citizens to this activity. 
At pl:asent, we knmv that patrol is conducted differently in different types 
of eommunities, but we have o,nly a ver.y rudimentary understanding of the ways 
in which police activities and community characteristics interact and how they 
can be appropriately matched. A thorough investigation of the nature of police 
presence would help to establish the direction and scope of future innovations 
in patrol and would assist departments in rationally determihing patrol strategies 
and tactics. 

Secondly, it is important to examine the various directed activities 
that might be engaged in by a department in order to determine the degree to 
which these activities should be undertaken by individuals permanently assigned 
to special squads or by officers assigned on an ad hoc or intermittent basis. 
In general, there is little knowledge about the possible flexibility of officer 
assignment to a range of activities or about the compatibility of the various 
specialized activities and operations carried out by the department. In addition, 
it is important to determine the degl~ee to which special services can be provided 
to particular segments of the population without jeopardizing the equity of 
service provided to the community as a whole. 

As a third consideration, it is necessary to assess the alternative 
approaches to patrol planning. In general, what is the most effective way to 
detel~ine the needs of a given community, to assess its problems, and to structure 
the approach to policing? Clearly, the planning of patrol should go well beyond 
the considerations of crime analysis to encompass an understanding of the full 
array of activities engaged in by the patrol officer, who often spends less than 
30;~ of his time on crime-related concerns. The Community Profiling Approach 
llndertaken in San Diego and the Interactive and Directed Nodels used in Kansas 
~it1 are but a few examples of the alternative approaches to planning directed 
1~t~vities which should be evaluated. 

A fourth area of concern is that of patrol officer supervision. As 
h,lf. ·i.),~en indicated earlier, little is known about the impact of various aspects 
0f s0pervision (e.g., centralized versus decentralized authority, street deploy
;r,G'Gt" of supervisory personnel, scheduled officer call-in, and supervisor-officer 
ratloa) upon the degree of officer attentiveness to duty, levels of misconduct 
Qwl ~orruption, and general patrol effectiveness. Additionally, investigation 
of t:he. following hypothesis is warranted: directed patrol activities, the 
d L'i"Ji:'sion of non-crime related calls for service to non-sworn personnel, and 
the deployment of officers in direct proportion to the level of demand for 
service will have a positive impact on the level of officer 
llloT-ale and job satisfaction by stimulating an increased attention to duty and 
diminishing the need for close supervisory attention. For departments with 
~ut()matic Vehicle Honitoring Systems, it would seem appropriate to consider the 
~ossibilitY that many aspects of supervision could be transferred to the dispatch 



center where the movement, location, and status of vehicles and officers is 
elosely monitored on a real-time basis. 

. Fifth, there continues to be a considerable degree of uncertainty 
conc:.;rnlng the importance of officer characteristics, particularly race, sex 
ImJ (~du'.?ation, on individual officer performance and the overall effectiveness 
uf the patrol operations in different types of communities. In the context o:E 
~)l'~!£(.mt public debate in which questions of equal opportunity and equal work 
20r equa.l pay are significant issues, it is particularly essential that well
designed research programs be developed to address these matters. There is no 
doubt that unless an efficacious approach to officer selection and assignment 
can be developed, the best formulated approaches to patrol activity TNill still 
meet with only limited success. 
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Finally, the information generated by research programs must be made 
readily available to departments in a way which will facilitate beneficial 
program changes. In order to facilitate the transfer of information and programs 
out of the experimental context and into the mainstream of policing, it is 
necessary to analyze the process of innovation within departments to determine 
the most effective way to communicate findings to departments and to provide 
for the on-going review and analysis of research and program findings in order 
to promote a continuing, cumulative approach to research on patrol. 

In conclusion, it should be noted with regard to all of the research 
areas discussed above that careful consideration must be given to developing 
and improving the available measures of effectiveness for evaluating alternative 
approaches to patrol. Without proper means of measurement, the entire process 
of research and analysis will continue to be compromised. As noted, LEAA, 
through the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, is 
currently sponsoring an in-depth program to develop and evaluate alternative 
mea.sures of effectiveness. This project, being conducted by the American 
Justice Institute, is of critical importance to the future of research in policing. 

II. The Conduct of Future Research 

As noted throughout this report, there have been many problems in the 
design, execution and reporting of research on traditional preventive patrol. 
Ii: thUG seems useful to conclude with an examination of some important lessons 
HbeJl.lt the process of resea!;ch which can be drawn from experience to date. Such 
d r8view may hopefully lead to an improvement in research work in the field and 
in the receptivity of departments to both research activity and the reported 
r~,~u1.ts . 

(1) Research on patrol, to be of value, must be relevant 
to the needs of the policy maker in a way which will provide 
him with knowledge regarding levels of patrol effectiveness 
and the efficiency and economy of operations. This does 
not mean that applied research must be conducted to the 
exclusion of basic research questions, but rather that all 
research should be justified in terms of its relevance 
to the concerns of the department. There seems to be 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4 ) 

(5) 

little doubt that the police community recognizes 
that applied research, to produce meaningful programmatic 
results, must be based upon a sound foundation. Immediate 
problems cannot alw~ys be solved by the researcher, and 
the researcher has an obligation not to promise reliable 
program results when they are not likely to be readily 
forthcoming. 

The design of research studies must reflect the operating 
constraints of the police departments and not unduly inter
fere with departmental operations. The police community 
is much more receptive to the adaptation of procedures for 
the purposes of research than has been commcnly believed. 
The researcher must continually assess the impacts of 
operating constraints upon the reliability and validity of 
his findings in order to detetmine whether or not the project 
is worth initiating or continuing. 

It is of critical importance that evaluation and research 
designs be built around on-going programs and that sufficient 
lead time be provided for the accumulation of baseline data 
necessary for the conduct of a valid and reliable study. 
Too often, designs have been ad hoc and after the fact; 
this deficiency has been responsible for many of the major 
problems found in much of the research undertaken thus far. 
Departments are beginning to recongnize the necessity of 
such requirements, and many appear to be willing to live with 
the stipulations which are the basis for contingent funding 
of proposed programs. It should also be noted that careful 
study designs may necessitate the availability of funds for 
planning grants. 

In the development of appropriate research designs more 
attention needs to be paid to a thorough consideration of 
the scope, level and quality of related research findings, 
and more use should be made of simpler correlation and 
case studies as opposed to experimentation techniques. 
Research experimentation is extremely expensive. It is 
therefore crucial that a firm grounding be established for 
each design and that previous work indicates, with a high 
degree of certainty, that the truly relevant hypotheses are 
being appropriately addressed. By paying closer attention 
to already accumulated knowledge, future research will be 
more economical and yield more valuable findings. This 
stipulation, however, necessitates that the general availa
bility of reports be substantially improved. 

It seems essential to the success of any applied research 
endeavor that the research program be carefully and systema
tically presented to all levels of departmental personnel 
whose cooperation is being sought. Experience indicates 



that departmental personnel much more readily give their 
full cooperation when they have been fully briefed about 
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a project and provided with an opportunity to express their 
concerns and offer their advice. 

(6) Both researchers and departments benefit from directiGR 
continuous attention to the accurate chronicling of their 
program and research activities. This not only facilitates 
reconstruction of the project for analysis purposes, but 
also greatly enhances the transferability of successful 
programs and findings to other jurisdictions. 

(7) Care should be taken to report results promptly and 
accurately, and not to endow projects with an unmerited 
level of significance through the haphazard use of labels. 
Results should not be prematurely reported, as' this often 
tends to set off a chain of discussion which cannot imme
diately be resolved through a review of the analysis. 
Finally, modest and accurate presentation with minimal 
public r,~lations considerations enhances the acceptance 
of research conclusions. 

Research into the operating realities of police departments is a 
relatively new endeavor which has necessitated the adaptation of social science 
te.chniques developed in other contexts to the environment and operating realities 
of police department~. As research and experimentation become increasingly 
valued elements of police administration, the above seven provisos will become 
routinely familiar procedures, recognized as integral aspects of the on-going 
process of police-related research. It can be expected that continuing studies 
in policing w:i,ll steadily shape uniquely appropriate approaches to research 
in the field while at the same time contributing to the steady growth of empiri
cally-based knowledge about police work. 

The science of research into police patrol is now straining to reach 
mnturity; unprecedented opportunities to further knowledge and improve procedures 
l:t(~ immediately ahead. However, a maj or burden remains on the r'esearcher to 
prov!? himself to the police practitioner. Departments of all sizes throughout 
th~ country are keenly interested and willing to participate in research projects 
ridch are realistically designed and address salient concerns regarding patrol. 
L" ~ddition, police departments are quite willing to adapt their operating pro
~,~e'lure9, within limits, to accomodate legitimate research needs. As a result, 
i: seems possible to conduct rigorous research activities with the informed 
e00peration of departments. 

In sum, this review of the state of the art in Traditional Prev~ntive 
Patrol indicates that significant strides are being made toward answering many 
of the questions most salient to patrol administrators and that the opportunity 
U0\1 axis ts for research to make meaningful new contributions to the effectivf.mess 
of preventive patrol. 



• 
~;Fl1tJ·.mtONE: _ THE PATROL SYSTEH: AN ANALYTICAL FRAME~VORK 

1. A National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
~EA~ Nut~onal Evaluation Program Phase I Evaluation Study of Neighborhood ' 
lenm,pol~cing has been conducted. by the National Sheriffs' Association 
HtlShlngtCln, D.C., 1975. ' 

2. A National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
LE~, National Evaluation Program Phase I Evaluation Study of Specialized ' 
Patrol has been conducted by the Institute for Human Resources Research, 
Be.thesda, Haryland, 1975. 

3. A National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
LEAA, National Evaluation Program Phase I Evaluation Study of Crime An~11ysls 
has been conducted by the Foundation for Research and Development in Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Bloomington, Indiana, 1975. 

4. This distinction between two types of independent variables -
those potentially within the control of the administrator and those beyond 
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his control -- is drawn from: James S. Coleman, Policy Research in the Social 
Sciences (Harristown, New Jersey: General Learning Press, 1972). 

5. Hany lists of departmental and patrol objectives have been 
foun.d in the litel:ature. There is, however, very little difference between 
them. Because of the extensive documentation provided, we have adopted those 
set forth in: The National Commisfion on Productivity, Opcortunities for 
.If!lE.r~ying Productivity in Police Services (Washington, D. C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1973); see particularly pp. 13-26. The more traditional 
definitions are found in: Clarence H. Patrick, "The Police in Hoder.n Society, II 
Th8 Police, Crime and Society, ed. Clarence H. Patrick (Springfield, Illinois: 
EharTes c. Thomas, 1972), and G. Douglas Gourley, Patrol Administrat:i.on 
(Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1974), p. 157. " 

6. For a more· extensive discussion of the distinction between 
d~tcrrcmc.e and prevention see: Isaac Ehrlich, "The Deterrent Effect: of 
I;dmlnal Law Enforcement," The Journal of Legal Studies, June 1972, p. 259-276. 

7. See, for example: Samuel G. Chapman, "Security Checks ,II J.?olice 
Patl'l1.l Readin~, ed. Samuel G. Chapman (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. 
'rboo~is-, 1970), p. 655-656. 

8. Host discussions of patrol treat the concept of visibility in 
<l dec.eptively simple manner. In fact, the concept has many complex and, to 
date, unexplored ramifications. For a discussion of the complexities of 
visibility, see Chapter Eight of this repore. 
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9. George L. Kelling, et. aZ., The Kansas City Preventive Patrol 
E:~;J2giment: A Summary Report, and A Technical Report (Washington, D.C.: 
Police Foundation, 1974). A detailed discussion of the experiment is included 
in Chapter Four of this report. 

10. Clarence H. Patrick, "The Police in Modern Society," op. cit. 

11. J. F. Elliott and Thomas J. Sardino, Crime Control Team: An 
ri?E~EJ2:nent in Municipal .Police Department Management and Operations (Spring
field, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1971), p. 11. 

12. See, for example: 
.~1ic (New Haven, Connecticut: 

Albert J. Reiss, Jr., The Police and the 
Yale University Press, 1971), p. 164-168. 

13. Franklin E. Zimring, Perspectives on Deterrence (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1971). 

14. We note here that the available documentation suggests that only 
from 13-20% of the actions taken by uniformed patrol officers are officer
initiated. See: Reiss, op. cit., p. 11, and John A. Webster, The Realities 
of Police Work (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1973), p. 57. 

15. J .. F. Elliott, et aL, "The Detection and Interception Capability 
of One- and Two-Man Patrol Units," Police, November-December, 1969, pp. 24-26. 

16. The crimes usually considered to have the highest associated 
probabilities of apprehension are robbery and burglary. See, for example: 
The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
Task Force Report: Science and Technology (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1967), p. 10. 

17. A typical example of the utilization of response time as a 
measure of effectiveness is found in: Spencer B. Smith, "Operations Research 
for More Effective Police Patrol," Technology and Human Affairs, Summer, 
1972, Vol. 4, No.2. 

18. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Adminis
t.ration of Justice, Task Force Report: Science and Technology, op. cit., 
pp. 9~10. A critical discussion of research on response time is presented in 
Chapter Three of this report. 

19. Kansas City Police Department Response Time Analysis Study, 
(R~~sas City, Missouri: forthcoming). 

20. Paul M. Whisenand and James L. Cline, Patrol Operations (Engle"rood 
~liffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1971), p. 4. 

21. Harvin Cummins, "Police and Service Work," Police in Urban 
Soci~, ed. Harlan Hahn (Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications, 1971), 
p.l87. 

",., 22. Herman Goldstein, "Police Functions Peripheral to the Task of 
Preventing and Controlling Crime," Police Patrol Readings, ed. Samuel G. 
Chapman, op. cit., p. 41-42. 
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23. James Q. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior: The Management 
o~_ha~ and Order in Eight Communities (New York, New York: Atheneum, 1972), p. 19; 
and Hhisunand and Cline, op. cit . .) p. 5. 

24. See, for example: Webster, op. cit . .) pp. 98-100; and Reiss, 
Or), C'it. J pp. 94-96. Comments received in response to our National Patrol 
Survey also indicate that this is a widespread belief among patrol administrators. 

25. Richard A. Myren, "The Role of the Police," in Police Patrol 
~ead~g$.s) ed. Samuel G. Chapman, op. cit . .) pp. 25-33. 

26. Goldstein, op. cit . .) pp. 43-47. Most departments responding to 
our National Patrol Survey indicate that some calls for service are routinely 
referred to other agencies for response. 

27. Myren, Opt cit . .) pp. 33-41. 

28. It is frequently argued that the patrol department should be 
divided into two divisions: one which is assigned to handle law enforcement, 
and the other non-crime related services. For example, See: The President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: 
The Police (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), pp. 122-
l2L~; and Jesse Rubin, "Police Identity and the Police Role," The Police and the 
Connnunity, edt Robert F. Steadman (Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1972), pp. 41-44. 

29. Citizen auxiliaries are proposed as being capable of perfotming 
such services as neighborhood security checks and house watches, roving 
observations for wanted persons and vehicles, social service counseling, etc. 
See: The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
Task Force Report: The Police, op. cit . .) pp. 223-224; James S. Campbell, 
et aZ.) Law and Order Reconsidered (New York: Bantam Books, 1970), pp. 441-445; 
George E. Berkley, The Democratic Policeman (Boston, 'Massachus(~tts: Beacon Press, 
1969), pp. 177-178; National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals, Police (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), 
pp. 264-269; Gourley, op. cit.) pp. 86-93. 

30. Citizens may be hired as non-sworn personnel to handle special
ized functions which would otherwise be assigned to uniformed patrol officers. 
These m:i.ght include traffic duties, community services, and the like. See: 
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